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FILES COMPLAINT — plc.
Lured here with Ms mother,
Mrs. Helen Stewart, is Jo-
seph Stewart, 17, who filed a
MISSISSIPPI
tINMUSti
AIIKANSCS
.31ff
*—
complaint with local bowl-
ment 04 Justice officials eon- -
cerning ida having bees beat.
en by city Policemen who
made him buy whiskey to r
evidence to raid a home, The
youth works as a delivery
boy in a grocery store.
tall For Anti-Negro
Laws At Hearing Here
By Staff Writer
"They have taken the Fourteenth Amendment for
their text, so let us take the Twelfth Amendment for ours."
Appearing last Friday at the Shelby County legisla-
tive hearings to proclaim salvation for the South in the
Twelfth Amendment was Marvin Brooks Norfleet, a Mem-
phis attorney, who recently help-
ed Gov. Orval Faubus in what he
said "is emerging as a victory."
Anticipating what he said will
be obnoxious platforms designed
by both political parties in 1960
to "get the nigra vote,' Atty. Nor-
fleet introduced what he called
the Tennessee Southern Manifes-
to.
WHAT HE WANTS
In short, what Atty. Norfleet
the legislators to do is to
old electoral votes from
both parties until one has agreed
to "repeal" the U. S. Supreme
court's May 17, 1954, decision de-
claring segregation in public
schools to be unconstitutional.
IT the South refuses to cast its
electoral votes for a candidate,
counselor said, the
president would fall
As She Screams
A Manassas High school teacher,
Mrs. Martha L. Graham, w a s
trailed home last Friday night dur-
a , who has more affection for theing the heavy rain-storm by
good Nigra than I have, in factwhite man In a late model blue,
See WHITE, Page 2 See LAWS, Page 4
Lt. George W. Lee, veteran businessman and political
leader here, takes Nat. D. Williams, teacher, columnist and
radio disc jockey, to the "woodshed" this week for his
column published in the Nov. 15 edition of the Tri-State
1)efender. • during the recent election Mr. Wit-
r, Williams' column entitled hams implied that Negro candi-lin
i .
, ebody Goofed" is carried un- dates did not measure up to re-
the beading of "Dark Sha- 9uirements, and that they ram-
dows." In analyzing the "p o o r
showing" of Negroes in voting
paigned on "vote for me because
I am a Negro." He stated that
not enough money is being spent
by the candidates on their sup-
porters; "that even a guy running
for dog catcher should have a
few extra biscuits in his pock-
ets."
Criticizing Negro leadership,
Mr. Williams said: "Looks like
it's high time for the Negro
"leaders" of Memphis get to-
gether and take an inventory
look among themselves . . . and
see, who, if any, has anything of
real qualities needed to produce
political leadership in this town."
Following is Lt. Lee's full state-
ment in reply to Mr. Williams:
"Mr. Nat D. Williams under-
took to probe into the voting at-
titude of the Negro citizen in last
week's election and his findings
were contrary to my 40 years of
experience with the Memphis po-
I upon the House of Representatives
in Washington, D. C., and the
Southerners could make the same
demands there, with the threat to
leave the country without a lead-
er, "unless they compromise."
QUITE SURE ARK, WOULD
"I can guarantee that Arkan-
sas will adopt the measure," he
said, "but I don't claim that the
same thing can be done in Ten-
nessee.
" But gentlemen, our backs are
to the wall, and it is time for
Tennessee to stand up and be
counted with other states which
were once a part of the Con-
fet,racy. Arkansas is fighting
ow-light," he said.
A former member of the House
of Representatives and the Sen-
ate in Arkansas, Mr. Norfleet
said that he did not want any-
one to go out and say that he
was against Negroes
"There is no one in the South
Racal life. He implied that some-
thing might have been wrong with
the personalities of the candidates
which failed to arouse the interest
of the voter.
"The candidates, in my judge-
ment, represented a fine cross-
section of Memphis life:
"Madame B. F. McCleave, an
internationally known contralto, a
member of a Greek letter sorority,
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE—SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 22, 1957
"The police here in Memphis
are always harping about juvenile
delinquency, yet they beat MY
boy to make him break the law,"
Mrs. Helen Stewart, of 1451 S.
McLean st., complained last week.
Mrs. Stewart said that she
had planned to voice h e r
disapproval about the police beat-
ing her son to make him buy whisk-
ey when the case was heard in City
Court last week, but neither she nor
her son Joseph, 17, had a chance to
speak up fully on the case.
A formal complaint about t h e
matter was filed las. week with the
local FBI office by the youth,
who complained that the police-
men forced him to assist in a
raid.
The officers who participated
in the raid were identified as
Officers V. G. McCraw, J. A.
Carpenter, T. H. Smith and W.
R. Brinn.
The teenager said that the
policeman who beat him while
the other officer pinned his arms
behind him was called "Smitty."
A former pupil at the Wis-
consin St. Elementary school,
the youth said that he was at the
corner of Hamilton at, and Park
ave. last week when Squad Car
No. 16 pulled up, and officers
asked him foe identifications
which he was unable to produce
to their satisfaction.
He said in his statement that
they argued with him as to
whether or not he was a student
at the Melrose High school, and
that when they found out that he
lived at 491 S. McLean st., one
said, "Isn't that where they sell
that corn whiskey?"
TELLS HOW HE WAS BEATEN
The boy said that he told them
See BEATEN, Page 2
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Booker Washington
High Gets Bomb
Scare On Tuesday
Booker T. Washington High
School of Memphis received a
bomb scare on Tuesday when a
crank called the school and noti-
fled the staff that a bomb was
in the school.
It was, according to police
officials, the first such alarm
phoned to a Negro school in this
area.
The call came during a heavy
downpour of rain, and one ob-
server said that students, think.
big it no more than an ordinary
fire drill, were reluctant to leave
the building.
Prof. Blair T. Hunt, the prin-
cipal, sent them to the gymnas-
ium.
The football squad aided in
the search, but no explosives
were found in the school.
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was certainly most representative
of the intellectual type; young
Sam Qualls, jr., active in Junior
Chamber of Commerce, Christmas
Charity drive, was indeed sym-
bolic of the young people of our
community; W. R. Bradford, pres-
ident of one of the large labor
groups was most representative of
the working class; and Dr. R. Q.
Venson, active and energetic civic
worker was indeed a fit repre-
sentative of the professional or
middle class.
SUGGESTS WHERE TO LOOK
"Mr. Williams, you must look
beyond the candidates, if y o u
would like to find the reason. In
order to do this, it may be nec-
essary to analyze the composi-
tion of the 5t;,000 registered Ne-
groes which is not a cohesive
group, dedicated to Negro prog-
ress; but, rather an inconglom-
orate mass, who moves and speaks
when the string is pulled from
many sources.
"Some of them are influenced
by Labor and follow the Lamm'
direction in voting to advance
class rather than race. Some of
them are influenced by white em•
pioyers and they YOSe Hie the
Congressman Powell
Didn't Preach
Hate Here, But ...
SEE
White Hoods Attack
Masonic Warden, 31
JAW BROKEN BY THUGS —
In John Gaston hospital last
week with his jaw broken in
two places was Franklin Ar-
nold, of 735 Vollentine ave.,
who was surrounded and beat-
en by six young white hood-
lums who escaped in a Ford
sedan without turning on
their lights. Mr. Arnold said
that police who answered the
call seemed indifferent to the
crime, and that one of the
officers ignored him and start-
ed poking around in his kit-
chen with a flashlight.
Some Highlights Of
Defender's 7 Years
(First In Series)
The Tri-State Defender rounded out seven years of
conscientious service to Memphis and the Tri-State area
this month, and is now entering into its eighth year as a
major influence in the lives of citizens in the community.
The voice of the Tri-State Defender has been used as
a medium of education along
many lines. It has given support
to the afflicted and the home-
less, pointed up the avenues to
health and better living, and ap-
plauded the accomplishments of
both individuals a n d organiza-
tions.•
In its first edition the paper
supported the late Dr. J. E. Walk-
er, who at the time was seeking
a seat on the Board of Education
of Memphis. He was unsuccessful
in his bid for office, but since
that time a large number of vot-
ers in this area have looked to
the Tri-State Defender for guid-
ance at election time.
FIRST HOME SHOW
Approximately 25,000 persons
were present for the Tri-State
Defender's first Home Service
and Farm Exposition held dur-
ing a three-day period at what
was then the Hippodrome, but is
now Club Ebony. The show was
white folks tell them to vote.
I Some of them represent the cap-tive vote, who paralyzed by fear,
move only when the officials of
government crack the whip. And
finally, there is the independent
elessent, who want to use their
vote advance the fortunes of
theirj race. Thus, when Labor is
uncoflçerned and the white em-
ployer are unconcerned, it has
its inesitable effect on those
543,000 registered Negroes.
"So under the circumstances, I
am unable to draw your conclu-
sion that the vote polled for
the Negro candidates was discour-
aging. On the other hand, I think
it represented a large per cent
of the free Negro vote. It was
a larger per cent than that cast
by the white voters, and I doubt
whether you would call the white
leadership a failure, because only
a small number of whites turned
out in the November election.
PSYCHOLOGICAL FACTORS
"If you search further for the
cause. I think you would have to
deal with the psychological factors,
rather than the pulling power of
the leadership, which I admit,[
Plays aolne part; but I am afraid'
the first of what became an an-
nual event for the newspaper for
several years.
Memphis ranked first in the na-
tion that year for slum clearance
Dr. Jackson Says
Race Relations
Now Improving
"The defeat of Rep. Brooks
Hays in the recent general elec-
tion shows that whites are being
made to pay a price in the South
for supporting freedom and the
Federal \ Constitution," Dr. J. H.
Jackson explained during an in-
terview while stopping briefly in
See JACKSON, Page 4
you overstress it. The motivating
influences of a political campaign
that stir the voters to action are
issues to excite, and money to at-
tract. We had neither. Yet I think
a good job was done.
"The Commercial Appeal start-
ed out developing issues, based on
single shot voting and tightening
the voting laws; but all at once
they put the hush-hush on these
issues and became as quiet as a
mouse. My faith mothers the be-
lief, that after running a few of
the articles somebody wised them
up to the strategy of keeping quiet
or they would wake up the Ne-
groes who would single-shot a
whole Negro ticket into the legis-
lature. But if things were kept kind
of quiet and no drums were beat-
en, this would be theopiate
against all-out action on the part
of the Negro.
BURIED THE CHALLENGE
"Some of us were able to un-
derstand this hush-hush technique
and we tried to drag the issue
out into the open. One of our can-
didates challenged the Citizens for
Progress people to speak up and
tell the people where they stood
, Bee LT. LEE, Page 2
slum clearance, the first persons
and the Tr -State Defender led
out by telling veterans how to
get loans to purchase, construct
or improve a home; how to buy
a farm, farm land, livestock, ma-
chinery and other supplies and
equipment; and what steps to
take in going into business or
to expand a legitimate business
venture.
As might be expected in t h e
wake of so much building a n d
slum clearance, the first person to
be awarded to the Tri-State De-
fender's Achieveinent Awards
were two of the city's outstand-
ing leaders in the field of hous-
ing — William F. Nabors, senior
manager of Negro public housing
in Memphis and the manager of
the LeMoyne Gardens project;
and Al Thompson, a former
Memphian, who was race rela-
tions officer with the Federal
Housing Administration.
In its first anniversary edition,
the newspaper reported the Re-
publican victory of the Eisen-
hower-Nixon team. At Thanksgiv-
ing it helped a mother and her
three small children have a hap-
py holiday. And in 1952 the Walk-
er Homes were growing up on
the horizon of the city.
In April, 1953, the Tr -State De-
fender was cited by the De-
partment of Education for the
Baptist Sunday School board for
"unusual coverage of religious
See 7 YEARS, Page 2
Jackson, Tenn., received its first
Negro traffic woman recently,
when Mrs. Helen Martin Porter,
an outstanding civic worker in
the city, was sworn in during a
ceremony at the Jackson Police
Department.
The city has had white women
serving as traffic directors for
some years, and Negro citizens
were pleased at the appointment
of Mrs. Porter to the post direct-
ing traffic going to the South
Jackson Elementary school locat-
ed just off Highway 45 South.
Very active in community af-
fairs, Mrs. Porter is a graduate
of Merry High school, and is lead-
er of the Brownie Troop No. 43.
The mother of one daughter.
Done, Mrs. Porter is secretary of
the PTA of the South Jackson
school.
Jaw Broken
In 2 Places
By 6 Youths
By M. L. REID
Franklin Arnold, 31, of 735 Vol-
lentine ave., was looking forward
to receiving a certificate for com-
pleting a Baptist educational
course, "Ways of Teaching,"
in a ceremony held at the Gold-
en Leaf Baptist church on Standen
Nov. 13.
But he had to receive hie al.
ploma in absentia, and as he ex.
plained last week, he was very
fortunate that it was not award.
ed to him posthumously.
At the time of the awards cere-
mony, Mr. Arnold was In a bed
in John Gaston hospital, with his
jaw broken in two places, the vic-
tim of six young white thugs who
leaped out of a black 1950 Ford
sedan as he was nearing his home
on the previous night, and beat
him almost unconscious, before
they ran hack to the car which
drove away with its lights off.
UNPROVOKED ATTACK
Speaking from his, bed In the
hospital last week, Mr. Arnold
said that the attack on him was
entirely unprovoked.
"I was going to get the certifi-
cate at the church on Sunday, se
I went to the barber shop to get
my hair trimmed. It was almost
See JAW, Page 2
Steps You Should
Take To Get Test
For Kellogg's Job
Persons who are seeking em-
ployment at the new Memphis
Kellogg's plant, and who have
been referred to the Memphis
Board of Education to take
the general education test
should do the following:
(1) Telephone the Memphis
Board of education, of 317 Pop-
lar ave., JA 7-3521. Ask the
operator to connect you with
the Testing Department.
(2) When you get the de-
partment ask to speak with
Mrs. Catherine Ward, who
heads the department. Tell
her what you want. If,, yt)4
have followed proper proced-
ure In getting referral she will
arrange time and place lot
you to take the test.
This is the only way you
t an become accredited for ale
job you seek, if you have not
completed your high school
education.
We have had reports of per.
suns being ditreted to Cant.,
R. S. Glisson, who is in traf-
fic bureau, board of educa..,
Ron. Capt. Glisson is concern-
ed only with TRAFFIC SAFE.
TY.
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ThisostuIDE2F2EN  Twisted Steel Tells Of Singer Cooke's Close Call
INJURED IN CRASH — Sing-
ing idol, Sam Cooke, is plc'
hired in Crittenden Memorial
hospital, West Memphis, on
I• (Continued from page 1)
on the issues. He gave his chal-
lenge to the daily press and mail-
ed them to the candidates, but
the' daily press buried the chal-
lenge quietly in the morgue and
the Citizens for Progress wouldn't
say a mumbling word. So, the is-
sues couldn't get up off t h e
ground, and thus became static
and lifeless an that no election at-
mosphere could be generated to
sweep large masses to the polls.
, "We had about 82,000 to run the
campaign, to pay for poll workers,
litetature, and instruction ballots.
Experts figured long ago, that it
required about one dollar to get
out a vote. I am sure the cost has
gone up since then. So you see,
you would have to stretch the dol-
lar mighty far to expect 82,000 to
deliver more than 14,000 votes.
WHISPERING CAMPAIGN
"There were other factors that
you failed to take under consider-
ation such as the whispering cam-
paign, which admonished the old
people that they would lose their
pension if they voted for the Ne-
gro candidates.
"Did you look into the situa-
tion involving the thousands of
cotton pickers, where it is rum-
ored that they were offered an
extra dollar per hundred to pick ,
cotton on election day.
"Instead of making the leader-
shiwa whipping boy, why not tryl
and determine seriously what {mini
of this 56,000 registered Negro rep-I
reseht a captive vote and a free
tote so that a successful cam-
paign might he waged to increase,
e rree vote.
SAYS NAT D. ERRED
"You stated that only about 20,-
000 Negroes have ever voted for
a Negro candidate. Rev. S. A. Ow- 1
ens received 27,000 votes when he
ran for the Constitutional Conven-
tion. Atty. S. A. Wilburn, who ran
on the Democratic ticket in the
primary received 25,000 votes. Dr.
B. F. MeCleave, Mr. Weathers
and Mr. Spencer, who r a n in
1956 on the Republican ticket for
the Legislature received some 39,-
000 votes Did you go to the rec-
ords to find out what per cent of
these were white?
"So, you have joined the crowd
day following accident In
which his chauffeur, Arthur
Cunningham, of Detroit was
killed. Seen with him Is his
Father Bertand
Awards Medals
To Council
At the November Student Coun-
cil meeting of Father Bertrand
High school held recently, Fath-
er Capistran Haas, OFM, school
supervisor and faculty advisor to
the council presented to the mem-
bers the official national stu-
dent council gold medals.
The following received gold
medals: Stephen Boone, (senior,)
president; Peggy Hilliard (sen-
ior,) vice-president; Charles Clay
(junior,) secretary; and Ernest
Boram (junior,) treasurer.
The cabinet members consist
of: Kenneth Hayes, (sophomore,)1
of: Kenneth Hayes, (sophomore),,
Reuben Rhodes, (sophomore,)
Henry Moss, Arl Williams, Lyn-
ch& Johnson, and Lloyd Foster,
tall freshmen.)
of "Down With Negro Leader-
ship", of those who are care-
less and indifferent to the few
struggling, dedicated men, who
are willing to make almost any
sacrifice to advance the cause
of the people. Negroes like Nat
Turner and Denmark Veazey, ,
who took up arms in the Ne-
groes' behalf, now sleep in un-
marked graves; and those to-
day who are forced to assume l
the role of leadership must wage
a battle with the whites who in- ,
sist on holding up as most rep-
resentative of them their worst,
rather than their best. They
must battle with the majority of
the Negroes themseves w h o
crucify their leaders upon a cross
of indifference. They must battle
against despair; life's deadliest
enemy. To be a leader is to be
lonirY; to be magnificent is to
have men hate you.
"In the first World's War, the
Germans developed a policy of
concentrating the fire on the lead-
er, to kill him first. The allies
to resort to the protective meas-
ures of dressing the officers like
soldiers, in order to keep the Ger-
mans from winning the war. A
good way to lose the fight for first,
,class citizenship is to kill off the
leaders.
; (NEXT WEEK:
reply to Lt. Let.)
Feel like a straight or a mixed drink?
Gilbey'a is the ona gin that's great, either
way. Just enough flavor to spark up the
mixed drinks, yet so month and mallows
the taste is great straight. That's why
it's the great favorite, all around the wortt
the one gin distilled in
15 countries and served
around the world!
personal manager, S. R.
Crain, of Chicago, who had
gone ahead to Greenville,
Miss., in another car. Cooke
suffered a rut left eye and
injuries to his left arm. Also
injured in the twisted wreck-
age seen at right were h I a
guitarist, Cliff White, of Los
Singer Leaves Hospital
For Florida Engagement
MEMPHIS — Singer Sam Cooke
left Memphis Monday to fulfill an
engagement in Miami, IFIa., and
his guitar player, Cliff White left
here for Los Angeles to recuperate
from injuries received a week ago
last Monday when the car in which
they were riding ran into the rear
of a trailer truck in Marion, Ark.
The chauffeur, Arthur Edward
Cunningham, 42, of Detroit,
Mich., was fatally injured in the
accident, and died a few hours
later in the Crittenden Memorial
(Continued from page 1)
Ford, who blocked her driveway
and prevented her from entering
her home for several minutes.
The man escaped before the
teacher could obtain his license
number, and drove off when she
began screaming and blowing the
horn of her car. Mrs. Graham
said that she yelled out of her
window and told the man to go
away, and that he answered her
unintelligibly.
The teacher said that she was
on her way home from church
after having attended choir prac-
tice, and that when the car began
following her she slowed down
10 miles an hour to give him a
chance to pass her, and when he
did not she drove at a high speed
to try and get away from him.
He drove at an equally high speed
along side of her.
She said that her husband told
her later that he heard the horn
blowing, but that the wind and the
rain made it sound like she was
a block away.
NOTE: For the protection
of the citizen involved in en-
croachments on personal free-
dom and others in the com-
munity, the Tri•State Defend-
er urges that each instance be
reported immediately. Such
action alerts other decent and
law-abiding residents of the
corn munity.
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hospital at West Memphis, Ark.
A former road manager with
Louis Jordan's orchestra, C u n-
ningham had been associated with
Cooke for the past two years. His
body was carried to the Montague
Funeral home in West Memphis,
and later sent to Detroit for burial.
Relatives in Detroit said that
Cunningham had been in show
business as a booking agent for last night,' and another said,
Angeles, Calif., and Louis
Rawls, a member of the Pil-
grim Travelers quartet. The
late model Cadillac convert'.
many years.
Also injured in the automobile
which was grotesquely twisted in
contact with the truck was Louis
Rawls, a singer with the Pilgrim
Travelers quartet, who was car-
ried to the Kennedy VA hospital
in Memphis in serious condition.
Hospital authorities said that
Rawls was much improved at
press time, b u t he will remain
there for sometime. He is a resi-
dent of Chicago.
Cooke and White were transfer-
red from the Crittendent Memori-
al hospital in West Memphis to
private rooms at the E. H. Crump
Memorial hospital in Memphis.
Reached by telephone at his bed-
aids just before he was discharged,
Cooke said that the vision in his
left eye was still blurred, a n d
that he was being treated by an
eye specialist.
Beaten
• (('ontinued from page 1)
that he did not know, and that
the officers made him get into
the car and drove him to a field
near Person ave. and Rozelle st.,
off Airways, where one pinned
his arms behind him while the,
other beat him in aa effort to
make him disclose information
about the place in the neighbor-,
hood where whiskey was sold.
"I told them that I had
heard some of the boys in the
neighborhood talking about the
corn whiskey and they had show-
ed me the house," he claimed
in the sworn statement.
Forced To Buy Whiskey
The youth said that the police-
men gave him a dollar and told
him to go to the house and buy
the whiskey, and that after he
obtained it they made him lie
down on the floor of another squad
car while they searched the
house and arrested three women.,
Ile said that he identified one of
the women in court on Wednesday,
as Evelyn Savage, and told the
judge, Beverly Boushe, that she
was the one who sold him the
liquor, and that the other women
were released, while the woman
who was involved In selling him
the whiskey was fined $50 a n d
bound over to the state.
"I did not get a chance to tell
the judge that the police beat
me," he concluded in his sworn
statement.
Mrs. Stewart said that her son;
was classified as a retarded stu-
dent Si the Wisconsin St. school,
and that he was advised to take
up a trade. She said that he was .
issued a certificate which ex-
empted him from attending school
any more.
Never In Trouble
'My boy is a good boy,' Mrs.
Stewart, a divorcee, said "He
doesn't drink nor smoke, and has
never been in any difficulty with
the police.
Louis Catone, owner of the
Weona Food Store. at Neither-
wood and Kyle. where the youth
has been employed for the past
two years said that the youth hat,
(Continued from page 1)
midnight before I was waited on,"
he said.
"Just as I was nearing home the
car pulled up along side of me,
but I paid little attention to it,
because I thought it was some of
the neighbors coming home, but
all of a sudden I found myself sur-
rounded by these white boys.
WOLF PACK SCENE
"(Inc of them said, 'I was robbed
'You're bad, aren't you?' and then
one hit me on the side of the head
with that he had in hisha
"As I was going down, one of
them kicked me under the chin,
and I was so woozy by then I
don't know whether any of the
others hit me or not."
Mr. Arnold said that he tried to
'get the license number of the ve-
hicle, but that the thugs backed
down to Turley at. without putting
on the lights, and then drove south
toward Chelsea ave.
After stumbling into the house,
Mr. Arnold said that he called (
the police, and that when they !
came a half hour later he start-
ed telling them about the at-
tack, and one of the men ignor-
ed him and walked into his kitch-
en and started rambling about
with a flashlight. He said that
be asked the officer to come out
of his kitchen.
The victim said that he told
the police that he was in great
pain, but they took his name,
address and telephone number
and left, and that he had heard
nothing from them since.
"I don't know whether t h e 31
caught the boys or not, but HI
seems that they could have told
me something about it later on,"
Mr. Arnold said.
SLOW ACTION AT HOSPITAL
The attack on him occurred
about 11:55 p. m., he said, and a
neighbor, Mrs. Claudie Mae
Brown, and his wife got him to,
the hospital around 12:45 a. m.,
Sunday morning.
"They worked very slowly," he:
said, "and by the time I had X-
rays taken and got to bed it was ,
. . m.
"They gave me nothing to al-
leviate the suffering, although
my jaw was broken on the left
side where I was hit, and in
front where I WAS kicked. It was
not until 10:00 a. m., that I was
given anything, and that was
when my doctor came by," Mr.
Franklin said.
A MASON
An active member and junior
warden of the Board Ave. Masonic
Lodge No. 375, and a member and'
secretary of the Knights of Pythias
BR Lodge No. 118, Mr. Arnold is,
a member of the Mt. Pleasant
Baptist church, where he serves,
as church clerk and a member of,
the male chorus
Ile and his wife, Mrs. Rubye Lee
Arnold, are the parents of one son,
Percell, 8, a student at Manassas
school,
a very good work record at his
store.
"Joseph Is a good boy. You
don't have any trouble with
him, Mr. ('atone said. "He's a
teenager, and if he had done
something wrong they should
have carried him to Juvenile
Court. I think that it is a had
thing when the police best on
children."
Joseph is a member of the
Union Valley Raptist church, and
Is a member of the Young People's
choir. At one lime he belonged to
Boy Scout Troop No. 120.
ble plowed into the rear of a
trailer truck which pulled
out on the highway In front
of the group, according to
(Continued from page 1)
news and personalities in the field
of religion in the Tri-State area."
'Approximately 30,000 persons at-
tended the Home Service a n d
Farm Exposition sponsored f 0 r
the second year in the spring of
1953; and of major importance
in the church world in the early
part of May was the completion
and dedication of St. John Bap-
tist church on Vance ave., at a
cost of 3200,000. The beautiful
house of worship was built by Ed-
gar If. Davis and Sons, promi-
nent local Negro contractors.
In August, 1953, the Tr
State Defender paid tribute to the
30 soldiers from Memphis and
Shelby county who paid the su-
preme sacrifice in the Korean
War, and among them was Pfc.
Edward 0. Cleaborn, the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Everett 0. Clea-
born, of 1739 Farrington at., who
won the Distinguished Service
CMssPraised in the same edition
were seven GIs from the area
who were listed officially as
missing in action.
Among the other outstanding
events of the year, noteworthy
WAS the stand taken by Memphis
Negro ministers who refused to
participate in a city-wide revival
on a segregated basis during the
Christmas season.
Democratic tribute was paid to
fallen heroes of the Korean bat-
tle fields in 1953 by an unsegre-
gated audience at the Overton
Park shell, and steps were made
toward integration in Arkansas as
the Medical Society of Pulaski
county lowered its barriers to ad-
mit Negro members, and Miss
Dorothy Martin, white, entered
the previously all-Negro Philand-
er Smith college in Little Rock.
HISTORY-MAKING EVENT
In Tennessee's Atomic Bomb
City, Oak Ridge. the Atomic En-
ergy Commission was asked to
end bias in its public school sys-
tem, and in Mississippi legislators
voted to make schools for whites
equal in the face of a pending
U. S. Supreme Court decision.
A history-making event with the
newspaper itself was its member-
ship in the Audit Bureau of Cir-
culation. It was the first news-
paper in Tennessee and the third
newspaper in the South to join
the organisation.
The Tri-State Defender entered
the world of women's fashions
that year, and presented its first
annual Fall Fashion Festival at
the Hippodrome ballroom with a
number of stylists, young matrons
and misses participating.
Also top news was the cam-
paign begun by the Non-Partis-
an Voters League to have 60,000
Negroes registered to vote.
TOP OFFICIAL DIES
One of the sadAening reports
which the paper carried in early
1954 was the death of Charles
Browning, 38, advertising direc-
tor of the Defender publication who
died in Little Rock from injur
ion received when he ran into
the spinning propeller of a spec.'
la. plane he had chartered to car-
ry him from Hot Springs to Lit-
tle Rock to make connections to
Chicago. Mt. Browning help to
found the Tri-State Defender.
Delivering his eulogy at the Oh-
vet Baptist church in Chicago
was Dr. James H. Jackson, the
pastor, and president of the NA-
:
o
tten
lon
:ded by more than 1500 per
: Baptist Convention, U. S. A.
,
Inc Mr Browning's funeral was
May. 1954, brought on the U. S.
Supreme Court's momentous de-
cision outlawing segregation in
the public schools, and one of the
Cooke. He was released from
the E. H. Crump Memorial
hospital here last Monday, and
left, to fill an engagement in
first moves toward desegregation!
was taken in Little Rock as the,
Arkansas School for the Deaf andl
Blind ordered the integration of
Negroes into courses previously;
limited to white students.
SEEK TO ENTER MSU 1
About 75 Negroes and 378 whites
were affected by the action which
came less than a month after the
decision from the high court.
In June, three Negro students
in Memphis announced that they
would attempt to enter Memphis
State university and the presi-
dent Jack Smith told a commit-
tee, consisting of Rev. V a n
J. Malone, then president of the
local branch of the NAACP, and
Atty. J. F. Estes, that they were
"rushing things."
He told the committee that he
would not admit Negroes until
"the Supreme Court tells us how
to carry out its decision, and the.
Tennessee Board of Education
rOells me to admit Negroes."WNEN COLLEGE OPENSs In September, the Baptists op-
ened up a junior college, t h e
second institution of higher learn-
ing for Negro youth in Memphis,
and named it in honor of Rev. S. ,
A. Owen, pastor of Metropolitan'
Baptist church, and president of
the Tennessee Baptist Convention,
U. S. A., Inc.
Here from Washington, D. C.,
as the featured speaker during
opening ceremonies was the cele-
brated president of Howard uni-
sity, Dr. Mordecai Johnson.
The biggest news event in Oc-
tober was the death of Edward
Hall Crump, who for SO years,
Miami, Fla. Mr. White, still
waring casts on his shoulder
and hand, returned home Is
Los Angeles.
Ike Gets Ready
For Ga, Holiday
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — The
White House said yesterday that
President Eisenhower will leave at
3 p. m. EST Thursday for his golf-
ing holiday in Augusta, Ga.
Rearrangement of the Presi-
dent's schedule to permit his de-
parture will prevent him from
holding a news conference this
week. 
Eisenhower is flying to Augusta
aboard the Columbine III and will
remain in Georgia through t h •
Thanksgiving week end.
The White House said the take-
off time might vary slightly, de-
pending on when Mrs. Eisenhower
finishes her luncheon hostess
duties for the women delegates to
the United Nations.
TOKYO — (UPI) — The rebel
provisional Algerian government
has accepted an official invitation
from Peiping to send a delegatt
on a visit to Commuhist China, th
Communist New China news
agency has reported,
had been a dominant political
power in Memphis. Known to
many as "Boss" Crump, he was
immortalized by the late W. C.
Handy who wrote a blues tune
which was used as a campaign
song by the politician.
The Tri - state Defender gave
full coverage to each of these
events.
The final in this series of arti-
cles will be published next week.
POMADE—TO GIVE YOURSELF
THAT MAN-ABOUT-TOWN LOOK'
To give your hair a
handsome sheen—to
keep it smooth—
straight—well groomed.
Keeps your hair neatly
in place all day.
AT YOUR FAVORITE DRUG
OR NEIGHBORHOOD STORE
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By HELEN% THOMAS
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — Atty. Gen. William P. Rog.
em said Thursday the administration was considering
sweeping new civil rights legislation to crack down on
"cowardly" dynamiters of churches and schools and possi-
bly peddlers of hate literature.
He told a news conference the
proposals now being drafted would
run the whole gamut" of civil
rights, including integration and
problems arising from southern
resistance to admittance of Neg-
roes to all-white school.
Rogers said no final, decision
on the precise nature of the Leg-
islative proposals bad been reach-
ed. But he said the final draft
would be ready when the heavily.
Democratic Congress convened
Jan. 7. A department spokesman
said later some voposals might
be dropped.
Rogers acknowledged that Legis-i
'on was not the sole answer tol
problem of peaceful racial in-
ration. But he said the Justice'
Department was "trying to figure
out ways that people will have
more respect for the law."
ORDERED PROBE
Rogers also disclosed that he had
ordered a Federal Grand Jury in-
vestigation to determine whether
the arrest of three Negro ministers
in Birmingham, Ala., last month,
on vagrancy charges violated'
their •eivil rights.
He said he acted after Eugene
Connor, Birmingham Commission-
er of Public Safety, refused to dis-
cuss the case with the FBI. The
FBI has virtually completed its
own inquiry.
Rogers emphasized that the ad-
L.inistration's civil rights legisla-
tion would NOT transgress on the
authority of state or local officials
to deal with ti e recent bombings
of schools, churches and syna-
es in both northern and south-
communities,
everal Republican and northern
Democratic Congressmen have
!lion. But he said the Government
had not been idle in the church
and school bombing cases. Ile
.noted that the FBI had been help-
Mg local officials in their investi-
gations.
lie said the FBI had held 11
conferences with local police of-
ficials in the connection with the
bombings, and would hold 167
more conferences within the next
month.
Rogers said Justice Department
officials also have held a number
of conferences with top postal of-
ficials on "hate" literature —
i.amphlets attacking Jews, Ne-
groes, Catholics and other groups.
Rogers said they were distributed
by "ill" persons.
The Attorney General said it was
a difficult field in which .0 draft
laws because postal authorities
were barred from opening sealed
mail. But he said, "if we do suc-
ceed in coming up with a proposal,
we are going to ask the most
esiere penalty."
Rogers conceded that any Fed-
eral statute which would try to
lay down a pia,' for school deseg-
rekation would run into trouble.
For this reason, the department
appeared to be aiming more at
building up respect for court or-
ders on Integration.
Rogers said he thought rare re-
lations actually had improved re-
cently, particularly in Virginia. He
said more people now seemed to
realize that schools would be clos-
ed unless there was compliance
with the Supreme Court's integra-
tion order.
Rogers declined to say whetber
the administration again would
seek the controversial "Part
called for new civil rights legisla- Three" that was dropped by Con- lature.tion. But powerful southerners are gress from the 1957 civil rights 
geared to resist in what could law. It would have given the
turn out to be a new civil war in Government power to seek injunc-
the Democratic party. Lions in civil rights cases.
NO DETAILS However, Rogers said the Justice
Rogers gave no details of the Department's hands were tied by
legislation now under considera-lthe lack of injunction powers.
Thanksgiving is less than a
week away, and before you have
a chance to finish talking about
t h e turkey it will be time to
start trekking downtown to get
those toys, unless you have heard,
the latest news!
The latest news is that you
can do all of your shopping, for
toys and food, at your neighbor.'
Big Star store,
e parents wait until the
last minute to do their shopping,
and when the glorious day finally
arrives they are too exhausted to
VETERANS DAY PROGRAM
—Guest speaker for the Vet-
erans Day program held here
last week was Congressman
Adam Clayton Powell, fourth
from left, who delisered an
Impressise address to about
1,000 people. The program
was sponsored by the Veter-
ans Benefit of America, and
a large number of veterans
were present. Pictured here,
front left, are Rev. M. 1.
alefareo, Atty. J. F. Estes,
president of the sponsoring
organisation; Res. S. A Ow-
en, pastor of Metropolitan
Georgians Feud
Over Schools
ATLANTA — A proposal by
Mayor William B. Ilartsfield that
Atlanta he allowed to make the
decision as to whether it should
integrate or close its schools has
provoked a small feud between
the mayor and Gov. Marvin Grif-
fin.
Gov. Griffin, who has little
more than a month more in of-
fice, said that Georgians are
more determined than ever on the
segregation issue, and that "the
mayor of Atlanta cannot throw
in the towel for me or any other
Georgian."
Lt. Gov. Ernest Vandiver t h e
governor-elect, said that lie has
some roposals on the issue which
We will present to the 1959 legis- ,
dren when you go shopping for
food.
Toys on display at the stores
during the next few weeks will promotional and sales projects Memphis school leacher, who !iv-
include life-size dolls dressed to throughout the area. es at 824 E. McLemore ave., in
Mr. Bowden is the husband of Memphis,make the heart of any' little girl  
skip a beat on Dec. 25; and au-
thentic Marine outfits and atomic
tanks for the future young sol-
diers, sailors and airmen.
It's a good idea to do your
shopping at Big Star, famous 12
shopping at Big Star, famous 12
months a year for its low low
prices and Quality Stamps. A n d
remember this: Quality Stamps
can cut the price of gift-giving
down to zero.
Bowden, a former alemphian, was
, given a farewell reception here
last week on the eve of his de-
parture for Nashville, Tenn.,
where he will be the district man-
ager for the Universal Life In-
surance company.
For the past two years Mr.
Bowden has served as district
manager for the Supreme Liberty
Life Insurance company in the
St. Louis area, and was co-found-
er d vice president of the lo-
cal chapter of the Frontiers of
America, Inc , which gave the re-
ception in his honor.
A long-time professional in the
field of insurance, he has held
key assignments with North Caro-
:
Universal Post
In Nashville
For J. Bowden
ST. LOUIS, Mo. — J. Willard
Baptist church, where t h •
program was held; Congress-
man Powell, Rev. W. L. Var.
nado, and Res. Van J. Ma-
lone, in the uniform of a
chaplain, U. S. Army, who is
a lieutenant colonel In the re-
serves,
BROWNSVILLE — No Negroes
have attempted to vote recently
in Haywood County, Tenn , ac-
cording to an election official, L.
S. Smith.
His announcement came as a
result of a report from the Jus-
tice Department that it had re-
ceived a report that Negroes were
being denied the privelege of reg-
istering.
Congressman Adam Clayton Pow-
ao- ETAOIN SIIRDI, ETAOIN
ell, in Memphis last week to speak
to a Veterans Day crowd, said
that he had received a report
that Negroes
ed to vote in either Fayette or
• Haywood counties, and he promis.
ed to file a complaint with Atty.
Gen. William Rogers as soon as
he returned to Washington, D. C.
around the misery of tired damp 'Fine Show
feet.
Big Star has a large supply of '
slated ForIJoys on hand, and you can getyour Christmas gifts for the chil-
:celebrate properly.
, This year you can avoid the
shopping blues which are general-
ly caused by losing so much time
trying to find a place to park,
or by having to ride back home
on the bus with packages in your
' hand, while having others pushed
in your fsce You can also get
HE 01.0 CROW DISTILLERY CO., FRANKFORT, KY., DISTRIBUTED BY NATIONALDISTILLERS PRODUCTS CO., KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY. 90 PROOF
Blues Bowl
A good chance for you to help
the e:lks' Christmas Fund for the
poor and see a good football game
also, presents itself with a pur-
chase of a ticket to the 20th An-
nual Blues Bowl game coming up
Dec. 2.
The game will he played in
Melrpse stadium with part of the
proceeds going to the Handy Me-
morial and portion to the Elks'
Christmas Fund, said Maurice Hul-
bert. game co-chairman for the
Beale St. Elks' sponsors.
The tickets for the game and
the half-time pageant. which will
be dedicated to the late W. C.
Handy, will be sold by Negro
school children, Hulbert said. The
kids selling the most tickets will
be named "Spirit of Handy" and
junior "Spirit of Handy."
Last year's game raised more
than $5,000.
See them on Channel 3, WREC-TV
Every Monday thru Friday at 6:00 p.m.
• . . and hear AMOS '14 ANDY
• 
on WREC Radio... 60 on your dial
Mondays theta Fridays. 9:05 to 9:30 ; Saturdays: 11:05 to 11:30 a.m.
Una Mutual, Supreme Liberty and
Universal. In 1957 he organized
the Mound City I.ife Insurance
Council which sponsored several
well coordinated and successful
DAKOTA STATON, the jazz
song stylist who zoomed to
startiom with her album ,"The
Late Late Show," brings her
unique singing style to "Your
Hit Parade" when she joint'
CBS stars Dorothy Collins and
Johnny Desmond Friday, Nov.
21, (7:30 • 0:00 p. m., EST.)
Her recording  
 
began
in 1955 when, with the help of
SIOCial
chained Weil%
IvideseetatelV itte —time from Orli
and each 
other.
Mrs. Pauline Wilson Bowden, a
pianist George Steiner and Wil-
lie Bryant, she secured a con-
tract with Capitol Records.
She had two hits with her
first record, "What D'Yo u
Know About Love." and "You
Are My Heart's Delight.'' The
came year she received the
"Down Beat" sward for "th
most promising Newcomer of
the Year."
KRAmERTONY CURTIS • SIDNEY POITIER
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Memphis Depot Floats
The Work Of Artists
The Memphis General Depot
consistently enters outstand-
ing floats when the time for a
parade rolLs around, and this is
not purely by chance. It has two
talented civilian employees ready
to Rive an artistic touch to any
project the depot might Vii3la to
participate in.
The employees who have come
up with most of the ideas used
at the Army depot on Airways
are Jefferson H. Thomas, sr., of
1319 Barbour st., and Herbert
Lee Lester. of 3356 Rochester rd..
who have regular jobs at the site,
but are ready to work on any
special project which may come
up.
No assignment Is either too
large or too small to attract their
artistic genius, from the draw-
ing of posters to the designing
and construction of 20•foot floats,
or whether it be the decorating
of the officers' club for a Hal.
loween dance or giving a Christ-
mas air to the enormous front
lawn during .the Yuletide season.
WIN PRIZES
The pair's accomplishments are
quite impressive. Their entry in
the Outdoor Christmas Lighting
Contest won the prize offered for
the Industrial division in 1956,
and last year the depot placed
second; One of their floats was
selected as the best in the Hor-
ror Parade held at the close of
Traffic Safety Week in March:
and they have received numerous
letters of commendation from
Depot Commanders and other top
military and civilian personnel
at the installation.
Mr. Taylor la a graduate of
Manassas High school, and he
studied display arts and crafts
during three years at Tuskegee
Institute in Alabama.
His first job in that line was
as an advertising side on window
displays throughout Memphis,
and then spent five years as a
truck driver for Kroger. He was
promoted store manager, a n d
held that position for 11 years.
DESIGNED KITCHENS
He resigned from that job, and
after working for one year as
an agent for Universal Life In-
surance company, he joined the
work force at the Memphis Gen-
eral Depot as a laborer, and was
promoted to junior foreman only30 days after starting.
In 1046 he resigned to become
a designer of steel kitchens, and
three years later returned to the
Memphis General Depot as a
packer in engineer storage. He
was promoted to carpenter, ('Sr
blocker and this year was assign-
ed to recondition general office
furniture.
The father of three children.
Mr. Taylor is the chairman of
the officers' board of the Church
of the Living God, and this year
redecorated the entire interior of
the church, which included sand-
ing floors and repainting wood-
work.
BUILT A BOAT
His hobbies are fishing, car-
pentry, woodworking and decorat-
ing. He makes all types of novel-
ties, and a few years ago he
built a 14-foot mahogany boat for
a friend.
Mr. Lester is an eight-year em-
ployee of the depot, and is a vet-
eran of the U. S. Navy. A gradu-
ate of Booker T. Washington
class of 1940, where he was
among the top 10 per cent, he
enlisted in the service shortly af-
terward, and served aboard the
destroyer, The U. S. S. Bagley,
and earned 11 battle stars.
As a veteran he went to De-
troit, Mich., and studied com-
mercial art at the Detroit Civic
center right after the war, and
then studied photography at the
Hooks Brothers studio for 18
months. He worked in the dis-
play department of a downtown
department store for three years,
and then tame to the Memphis
General Depot in 1950.
A SCOUTMASTER
The Lester* are the parents of
two children, Herbert, jr., age
10, and a nine.year-old daughter,
Pat. Both of them are students at
the Ford Road school, and are
studying the piano, though Pat
has shown some talent in water
colors,
Active In religious circles, Mr.
Lester has been • member of
the Board of Deacons and super-
intendent of the Sunday school of
the Walker Memorial Christian
church for the past four years.
He has participated in the civic
projects, and is assistant scout-
master for Troop 139. One of his
dreams, he says, is to start an
academy of arts for Negroes in
Memphis.
"Topper Takes A 'frip"
Despite his busy schedule. Mr.
I Lester gets to do quite a few oil
paintings, water colors and pen-
cil sketches in his spare time.
Three of his paintings grace Hie
walls of Memphis churches.
In the Mt. Olive CME cathe-
dral prayer chapel hangs h i a
"Gethsemane," and one of lua
paintings of Christ decorates the
choir. A mural depicting the bap-
tism of Jesus by John the Bap-
tist occupies an entire wall near
the baptismal fount in the Walk-
er Memorial Christian church.
One of his favorite paintings,
he said, is a portrait of the late
Dr. J. K. Walker, the founder of
the Universal Life Insurance com-
pany.
HOUSTON, Texas — Mrs.
Charlie E. White, the first Negro
to hold a public office In the
city since Reconstruction Days.
was certified last Friday by the
Houston School board as a winner
in the previous week's election.
A canvass by the board show-
ed that Mrs. White, the wife of
an optometrist, showed that she
received 36,348 votes, and was
ahead of her nearest opponent,
Dr. John Glen by nearly 8,000
votes.
After a visit to Houston schools,
both Negro and white, Mrs. White
said that she found them "very
separate, but not quite equal."
club.
gregated, but it is expected that
during her term in office integre-
lion will begin.
A cross was burned on her
lawn after her victory in the
election, hut police were unable
to find the culprits.
Family Size Increases
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — The
baby boom of the 1940's has swol-
len the size of the average Amer-
ican family. The Census Bureau
reported Monday that from 1948
to 1958, the number of families
with two or more children under
15 living at home rose from II,.
200,000 to 16,400,000.
with Constance Bennett
and Roland Young
with Humphrey Bogart
and Litabeth Scott
with Olivia DeHaviland
and Ian Hunter
with John Borrymore
and Carol Lombard
with Humphrey Bogart
and Kay Francis
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FT. AUGUSTINE CATHOLIC field, Gerald Hurts, Joan Craw
A significant era in the history ford, Muriel Horne, Gilds Gil-
Of the Sisters of Charity of the more, Charles Normant, Michael
Blessed Virgin Mary from Dubu- Snell, William Smith, Ronald Mill-
que, Iowa is being observed this er, Allen Parker, Thomas Wray,
month In Catholic churches. From Peggy Yancey and Leslie Horton,
the founding of the Community of TRINITY CME
B.V.M. Nuns in November 1833 A Million Dollar 
Wedding  
was
to 1958, the church in America held at the Trinity CME church
Sunday. has been enriched with thousands .. , - „ -
of women dedicated to learn to 
lm at was an  effort to in-crease y. i 
the funds ofthe church.
love God through the teaching of Mrs. Ester Chambers w a s the
little ones in the kindergarten, chairman
'grade schools, high schools and Rev. P. Gonya Hentrel is the
colleges. Through this association, . . t
minis er.
it is the aim of the Sisters of
Charity that their noble example CENTRAL BAPTIST
Sunday, Nov. 30, the congrega-
and knowledge will induce the
tion of Central Baptist church willchildren to love God too. A jubilee
is marking 125 years of this teach- celebrate 20 years of service ren-
dered by the pastor and wife of
Since its beginning, the Commu- the fine sanctuary, Rev. and Mrs.
nity has undergone many setbacks Roy D. Morrison,
but was finally successful in estab- Indeed, this a day of great im-
hailing the present motherhouse in portance for the membership. The
Dubuque, Iowa. From this Moth- sentiment of the members are as
erhouse, many schools were taken follows ''For 20 years, Rev. and
over by the Sisters of Charity. Mrs. Morrison have stood as a
In 1937 four sisters came to Rock of Gibraltar for righteous-
Memphis at the request of Bishop ness against evil."
TW. L. Adrian, D.D. to open St. he congregation plans to pre-
Augustine School. They began with sent Rev. and Mrs. Morrison with
a school of 78 pupils. . °built it a gift. 
toa grade school of 392 children ST. STEPHEN BAPTIST
and thence to the present beauti- A Thanksgiving program will
ful Father Bertrand High school culminate Sunday's services at the
with an enrollment of 199. Twelve St. Stephen Baptist church. It be-
nuns are now serving on the fac- gins at 8 p.m. Miss Margaret
Llty. Morton is the sponsor.
Four young !aches, Sister M. Other services will be regulars
Cherubina, B. V. M. of the 1948 with these members taking an ac-
class, Sister M. Charlotte, 0.S.P. live part: B. T. Lewis, Mrs. Ivory
of the 1944 class, Sister Marcia, Vessel, Mrs. Bernice F. Leather-
O.S.P. of the 1948 class and Sister wood, Mrs. Rubye McCall, Mrs.
M. Gamier, O.S.P. of the 1950 Lottie Wilson and Rev. Joseph F.
class, have chosen the dedicated Wilson.
teacher life through the example At 3 p.m., the church will visit
and influence of these sisters, with St. John Baptist church in
A week of jubilee celebration celebration of the Church's Amu-
Was conducted from Nov. 9-15 with
an open house in the convent for
all the parishioners and the friends
of the sisters. On Tuesday, a
pageant of the spirit of the B.V.M.
Sisters, "From Sea to Shining
Sea" was presented by the seniors.
"Highlights of the B. V. M. His-
tory" was presented to the student
body by Sr. M. James, B. V. M.,
principal of Father Bertrand High ster Williamson is the director.
School on Thursday. Friday, a The concert benefited the building
high mass of Thanksgiving was fund.
offered by Father Capistran J. Sunday School class No. 16 met
Haas, 0. F. M. in the gym of the
new school.
On the feast of Christ the King,
October 26, 22 third graders of
St. Augustine Grade school receiv-
ed their first Holy Communion
from the hands of Father Capis-
Iran J. Haas, 0.F.M., the pastor
of St. Augustine church: The third
graders who received communion
are Michael Allen, Francine An-
derson, Dedrick Brittenum, Jean ley, Mrs. Ida M. Williette and Lula
Bell, Franklin Ball, Lirlah Brad- Alexander,
Reveal Story Of
Florida Sheriff
NEW YORK — The truth about)
Sheriff Willis McCall, know ni
throughout the South as an out-
spoken racist with a fierce de-I
termination to 1-ep integ, tionists,
out of Florida, is revealed in the
,sv issue of Coronet magazine.
Defending himself against thel
charges of "racist," which he
contends is Communist inspired
and NAACP condoned, Sheriff
McCall concedes that the Negroes
are making progress. "They've
come a far way in just a few
hu ears from d rkest Af-
rica," he says.
However, he is quick to point
Out in Coronet, "I don't think
you'll ever make the Negro the
equal of the ehile man. That's
ROBSRT Wit -SON, American ten•
or, is in a happy mood as he pre-
pares to board an Air France Su-
jer Starliner at Orly Airport. Par-
is. WILSON is currently on reci-
tal lcir of European cities.
why desegregation will never
work. Because it will lower the
white children's standa Is to mix
with an immoral, diseased race.
Their brains just can't compare
with a white man's."
" 'se are the shocking public
statements of a man who is con-
sidered the most powerful figure
in Florida's Lake County area.
He is the man who has been ac-
cused of fostering much of Cen-
tral Florida's anti-Negro sent i-
ments. Willis McCall is emphatic-
ally against the Supreme Court's
recent decision:: on integration.
he insists, in Coronet magazine,
"that it just won't work."
Yet even among whites who
share his anti-Negro views Sheriff
McCall is regarded with deep mis-
givings. Coronet points out many
of the racial incidents that have
occurred during the Sheriffs
tenure.
He is not, however, without op-
position in his area. Now in his
fourth term, it is revealed that
he won the last nominaion by a
scant 35 per cent of the votes
cast.
Sheriff McCall's foremost out
spoken critic is Mabel Norris
Reese, forme, editor of the
Mount Dora Topic, ; weekly Lake
County newspaper. This opposition,
Coronet says, has result in a
long campaign of terror against
Mrs. Reese. The "Topic" offices
I. ,e been smeared by paint,
once with cross, ..nd KKK and
again with a sign labeling it "Of-
ficial Communist Office."
Yet Sheriff McCall contends
he is not a "race hater." He in-
sists that the NAACP in fact,
forcing him to take drastic ac-
tions. The December Coronet pro-
file on "The Law of Lake Coun-
ty" is a profile of a man who
rules his bailiwick with an iron
hand — about a man who is an
outspoke racial segregationi
tnittimuumannumuntuinnumalifintiM111111191111
Blames Police
Stern Stare For
Traffic Violation
SOUTHEND, England — (UPI)
—Godfrey Kemp was fined WO
Tuesday for leaving his automo-
bile in the street without setting
Lisp parking brake.
Kemp told the court a watch-
ing policeman stared at him so
bard he became confused and
forgot to put the brake en.
6111111NNUIthililligliWIIMININNININM1111/1111111
IN MIAMI, Negro and white
strikers form a human chain
metropolitan policemen broke
up reported rioting. (UPI
12 Leaders of Catholics Hit Segregation
WASHINGTON—Enforced racial
segregation cannot be "reconciled
with the Christian view of our fel-
low man" 12 Catholic Bishops of
the United States declared here
last week.
In a special statement released
during their annual meeting, the
prelates cited "two fundamental
reasons" why compulsory segrega-
tion is wrong:
"1. Legal segregation, or any
form of compulsory segre•
gation, in itself and by its
nature imposes a stigma
of inferiority upon the seg-
regated people. . ."
"2. It is a matter of historical
fact that segregation in
our country has led to op-
pressive conditions and the
denial of basic human
rights for the Negro."
The bishops noted that in a 1943
statement they had discussed "the
problems faced by Negroes in ob-
versary. Rev. 0. C. Crivens, pas- taining the rights that are theirstor of St. Stephen Baptish cie.irch as Americans." Since then, the
will deliver the message. bishops said, "considerable prog-
The No. 2 choir presented a con- ress was made in achieving these
cart last Sunday at 8 p.m. The goals" of racial justice.
program of classicals a n d MORAL AND RELIGIOUS
spirituals won favorable comments The bishops acknowledged thatfrom the audience. George Bowen 
"there are many facets to theis president of the choir. Mrs. problems raised by the quest for
Lottie Wilson is pianist and Web- racial justice. There are issues
of law, of history, of economics,
and of sociology. There are ques-
tions of procedure and technique.
There are conflicts in culture. . .
recently at the residence of Mrs. Their importance we do not deny."
Berdie Posey of 260 Oklahoma They declared that "the heart of
street. The lesson was enlinghten-1 the race question is moral and m-ing. ligious. It concerns the rights of
The guests were Mrs. Ada Mont• man and our attitude toward ourgomery and C. F. .Alexander. fellow man."
Members present were Mrs. Effie The churchmen urged that "con-
P. Young, Mrs. Aline Brown, Mrs. crete plans" to eradicate racialRosa Bufford, Mrs. Charlotte Da- injustice "be based on prudence."
via, Mrs. D. Robinson, Mrs. Al- "Prudence may be called a vir-berta Nichols, Mrs. Mattie Brad- tue that inclines us to view prob-
lems in their proper perspective.
It aids us to use the proper means
to secure our aim."
SIGNED BY TWELVE
Almost all of the 220 U. S. Cath-1
olic Bishops attended the annual
meeting at the Catholic University
of America here on Wednesday
and Thursday. The statement was
signed by the twelve episcopal
members of the Administrative
Board of the National Catholic
Welfare Conference, and ap-
proved by the meeting of bishops.
The NCWC is the bishops coordi-
nating agency.
"We may well deplore a grad.
uslism that is merely a cloak
for inaction," the prelates stated.
"But we equally deplore rash
impetuosity that would sacri-
fice the achievements of decades
in ill-timed and ill-considered
ventures. In concrete matters
we distinguish between prudence
and inaction by asking the ques•
tion: Are we sincerely and
earnestly acting to solve these
problems?"
(Continued from page 1)
Memphis last week.
Dr. Jackson, the president of
Nation! Baptist Convention USA,
Inc., was en route to Helena, Ark.,
to make an address before the
Arkansas Convention.
Leaving Memphis with him were,
Rev. E. Johnson, a representative
of the Educational Board of the
National Baptist Convention; Rev.
J. L. Burkley, pastor of the St.
Paul Baptist church, Lexington,
Tenn.; Rev. C. M. Lee, a member
of the board and pastor of the
Pilgrim Rest Baptist church, Ken-
nedy at., and Rev. A. E. Camp-
bell, president of the Tennessee
Regular Baptist Convention, and
pastor of the Columbus Baptist
church.
EITHER FAUBUS OR U.S.
Asked his opinion on the im-
passe in Little Rock between Gov.
Orval Fauhue and the Federal
government, Dr. Jackson said,
"Things have gone too far for a
compromise to be reached. Either
Faubus or democracy must be de,
feated."
He said that the only thing which
prevents Gov. Faubus from re-
belling against the Government
now Is his lack of strength.
Asked if he thought that race
relations in the country were im-
proving, Dr. Jackson said that he
would give the same answer to
that question that he gave in New
Orleans a few days ago: "Yes
race relations are improving, be-
cause today it Is based upon the
law of the land, and not on the
goodness of a few white persons."
They said they "hope and
earnestly pray that responsible
and sober-minded Americans of
all religious faiths, in all areas
of our land, will seize the mantle
of leadership from the agitator
and the racist. It is vital that we
act now and act decisively. All
must act quietly, courageously,'
and prayerfully before it is too
late."
BROTHER OF ALL
The bishops asserted that "our
Christian faith is of its nature
universal. It knows not the distinc-
tions of race, color, or nation-'
hood...The love of Christ, and the
love of the Christians, knows no
bounds. In the words of Pope
Pius XII, addressed to American
Negro publishers twelve years
ago, 'All men are brothered in
Jesus Christ; for He, though God,
became also man, became a mhm-
ber of the human family, a brother
of all." (May 27, 1946).
Of legal segregation, the bish-
ops said that "even if the now
obsolete Court doctrine of 'sep-
arate but equal' had been carried
out to the fullest extent, so that
(Continued from page 1)
I had a nigger mammy when I
was a child, but it has been only
400 years since they were in
Africa dancing to music of tom-
toms. It has taken us a thousand
years to get where we are," he
orated.
He said that it was the desire
of the Negro to sit in classrooms,
"with your daughter and mine"I
that has resulted in the abolish.i
merit of high schools for Negroes
In Little Rock.
DLSTORATED VIEW
"There is money for private
schools for white children in Lit-
tle Rock," he said, "but I am
sorry to say that rio provisions ,
have been made for the Nigro.'
children. They weren't satisfied
with the schools that the white
people had been paying for them,
and now they don't have any-
thing."
The segregationist said that he
was in the office of Gov. Faubus
a few weeks ago when he re-
ceived a long distance call from
a "white woman in Boston."
JUST ONE VIEWPOINT
"The governor beckoned for
each one of us to pick up an ex-
tension phone and we listened in
on the conversation.
"She congratulated Gov. Fau-
bus for closing the schools, and
then said that she had two daugh-
ters, one 17 and the other 19,
and that her youngest daughter
had married a nigra and had
given birth to two children by
him before he deserted her.
"One of the children is half
white, she said, and the other
was black as the ace of spades,
and now both of them were liv-
ing with her," the attorney claim-,
ed.
There were only 25 whites and
five Negroes present when Atty.
Nerfleet made his address, and
no one was visibly moved by his
speech.
"Don't be against any race."
he cautioned the legislators. "Be
against had leadership."
JOE RUDISELL SPEAKS
Also appearing before the body
to recommend anti-Negro legisla-
tion was 83 year-old Joe Rudisell,
white-thatched retired bus iness-
m an, who requested a re-enact-
ment of the poll tax law, the abol-
ishment of permanent registra
lion, and means to abolish single
shot voting.
WORTHY TAX PROPOSAL
Atty. George C. I.aManna ask-
ed the legislators to support a
bill which would raise exemptions
on personal taxes on property'
from $1,000 to $5,000.
Lewis Tolliver asked the
group to support a measure which
would abolish capital punishment
in the state.
Also appearing were two judg-
es, an insurance executive, a
sewing machine manufacturer, a'
minister urging immunity f o r
clergymen in their dealings with
parishioners; and a representa-
tive from the mental health
group.
Shelby County legislators on,
hand for the hearings were State
Senators Larry Hughes, To ni
Mitchell and William S. Cobb.
and Representatives Alan Ilan
nver, Joe Matthews. Herbert
Moriarty, Jr., Joe I'ipkin, sad
i Gerald Muriey.
all public and semipublic facili-
ties were in fact equal, there IS
nonetheless the judgment that an
entire race, by the sole fact of
race and regardless of individual
qualities, is not fit to associate on
equal terms with membees of
another race."
'ONE OF 71IE TRAuEDIES'
Historically, the bishops main-
tained, racial injustice "Is evi-
dent in the fundamental fields of
education, job opportunity, a n d
housing. Flowing from these areas
of neglect and discrimination are
problems of health and the sordid
train of evils so often associated
with the consequent slum condi-
tions."
They said that "one of the
tragedies of racial oppression is
that the evils we have cited are
being used as excuses to continue
the very conditions that so strong-
ly fostered such evils."
The statement was signed by
members of the Administrative
board, National Catholic Welfare
Conference, in the name of the
Bishops of the United States:
Francis Cardinal Spell-
"Remember now thy Creator
in the days of thy. youth, while
the evil days come not, nor the
years draw nigh when thou shalt
say 'I have no pleasure in them;
while the sun or the light, or the
moon, or the stars, be not dam-
ened, nor the clouds return aft-
er the rain."
A few days ago I saw an old
lady — thwarted by life's most
cherished dreams, leave a room
with her face soal.ed with mois-
ture from tears. Now at a time
when she normally would have
been shedding tears of joy be-
cause of the realization of her
dreams she now stands on the
very threshold of despair —
broken-hearted because now she
is on the verge of a dismal fail-
ure.
This brings me once again to
one of my pet questions — when
is a man old? I am sure that
experience has taught most of us
age is not something that can be
measured alone in terms of years.
There are other factors and im-
portant factors that determine
exactly how old a person might
be. Deep down within me I am
forced to believe that age is a
man, Archbishop of New York;
James Francis Cardinal McIntyre,
Archbishop of Los Angeles; Fran-
cis P. Keough, Archbishop of Bal-
timore; Karl J. Alter, Archbishop
of Cincinnati; Joseph E. Ritter,
Archbishop of St. Louis; William
0. Brady, Archbishop of St. Paul;
Albert G. Meyer, Archbishop of
Chicago; Patrick A. O'Boyle,
Archbishop of Washington; Leo
Binz, Archbishop of Dubuque;
Emmet M. Walsh, Bishop of
Youngstown; Joseph M. Gilmore,
Bishop of Helena, and Albert R.
Zuroweste, Bishop of Belleville,
matter of one's beliefs — when
one reaches that stage in life
when he can no longer or de-
sires no longer to make a con-
tribution to his day and time you
may rest assured that be is get-
ting old.
Getting old is one of the most
dreaded conditions in the annals
of man. People take special ex-
ercises, go on diets, go to this re-
sort or that, go through plastic
surgery and the like to .keep
from growing old. All this takes
place and yet one day they wake
up to learn that their steps are
getting shorter and shorter, vis-
ion is becoming impaired, and
the hearing that only a few
years ago was very keen is now
not nearly so teen as it used to
be. Whether we want to admit
it or not all of these point to
one fact — we are growing old.
No wonder the °le poet of many
years ago reminded us to re- ,
member now.
Day by day I see young people'
who are not mindful that just
a few more days and they will
be in the same position of this
old lady. It behoGves all of us te
realize that 55 or 60 for many
of us is just a matter of a few
more settings of the sun or ris-
ing of the same. Unless we re-
member now we too will find
ourselves at that station In life
where all or most of our strength
will be gone and we find ourselves
sitting on the proverbial wishing
rock wishing that we had our days
to live all over again and telling
ourselves what a change we would
make.
How tragic It Is that miny
people lull themselves to com-
placency rocking in an old chair
singing, "I have heard of a land
on a far away strand . . . 'tis
the land where we never grow
old." The only people who re-
fuse to grow old are those peo-
le who remember In the days
of youth that life is a matter
of enriching the life of somewie
else. As soon as we come to
grips with this one thing our-
selves we can stay young
through the constant aid I
render to otlwrs. If in our yoi
t
days we conic to grips with th .
things that are vital to life we
will always remain young. I
know that there are countless
numbers of us who are always
lulling ourselves into a false be-
lief that 'IT CAN'T HAP-Pe:N.
TO ME' but I have news for all
people believing so, There are
certain imperatives in our lives,
all of our lives, that must be
recognized as such. We must re-
member now that as sure as we
live certain things are going to
happen. When the poet said re-
member now he tells us in no
uncertain terms that the founda-
tion that we build today will en-
able us to live long useful lives
here on this earth.
The standards of life that are
vital, the rules of the game, the
demands of human activities all
change so fast that much sooner
than we think we are old — left
out of the picture because we,
a
no longer in a position to m 
contribution to our day al
time. When one realizes that such
is the case we are equally re-
minded that we are old. Getting
old is something that is inevit-
able in terms of years but it does
not have ao happen in terms of
activity.
To a large degree our age may
be determined in terms of our
activity but if in the early years
of our days we stay mindful of
the days that are to come and
make preparation for the same in
all probability we will not grow
old. In the truest interpretation
of the word our youth is the chal-
lenging portion of our lives and
if through wise choice and de-
vout preparation we spend our
youth wisely our older days will
take care of themselves. To do
this and do it adequately we
must REMEMBER NOW!
Lethal Capsule Stolen
LONDON — (UPI) — Police
searched today for a radioactive
capsule dangerous enough to kill
a person carrying it in his pocket.
It was stolen from an industries
exhibition in Glasgow.
SAVE QUALITY
STAMPS for
Christmas Gifts
Thumb through the beautiful Quality Stamp
Gift Catalog and see the lovely gifts that can
be obtained FREE with valuable Quality
Stamps,
Yes Madame,
There will be much hospitali-
ty shown this weekend, many
will enjoy the pleasures of the
tables of their friends. A
brunch here, a dinner there
and don't forget the annual for-
mals.
After the feast are over there
is the problem of revising the
Thanksgiving turkey. If your
family is finicky. about
left overs, scrape the meat
from the bones and lie them
to rest in that deep freeze you
are so thankful for. Break the
bones apart, add left over broth
and giblets then proceed to
make a delicious soup from
this stock.
YOU NEVER KNOW when a young performer will develop into
a "big time" star of the future. Definitely, young talent needs
opportunity to express itself and your Big Star Food Store, are
happy to brine the opportunity to boys and girls of the Mid-South.
There's no doubt about it: from these youthful stars will come
excellent top notch talent as the years roll by. Yes, every Big
On a much later date, serve
turkey a La King. Turkey Pan
Pie or Turkey Hash math Jack
Sprat Baking powder Biscuits—
good. Old Jack Sprat enriched
wheat flour is the best.
TURKEY HASH
Chop the scrappy pieces of
turkey medium fine. Combine
with an equal amount of chop-
ped cold potatoes. It stands to
reason you will use more pota-
toes if you have less turkey.
Mix and season with salt and
pepper. Brown mixture well in
a skillet with butte, or mar-
garine like any hash. Add about
V2 cup cream to 1 quart hash
—reseason to test adding a
dash of worcestershire sauce—
cook until cream is absorbed.
Serve topped with poached
eggs. So good served with Jack
Sprat baking powder biscuits.
JACK'S SPRAT BAKING
POWDER BISCUITS
Mix 2 cups of Jack Sprat en-
riched wheat flour, 3 teaspoons
baking powder, one teaspoon of
salt and sift twice, workin 2
tablespoons shortening. Add
three-fourths to one cup milk
gradually mixing to soft dough.
Toss on floured board, pat
and roll lightly. Shape. Place
on buttered cook sheet. Bake
12 to 15 minutes in hot oven.
Bye for now,
Jana Porter.
Star Talent Show presented over WDIA at 11:30 each Saturday
morning brings a new east of talented boys arid girls for the
entire Mid-South to hear. Appearing on a recent show were (Left
to Right): Alfred Patterson, fames Hardy, Miss Blanchie Harris,
A. D. Adams, Johnny Tucker, lease Hays, Miss Jo Ann Hooper,
Raymond Smith, Irving Rollings and standing in front, Miss
Yvonne Lake.
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Vows South Will
Never Surrender
NEWTON, Mass —(UP11 —Vir-
ginia newspaper editor James
Jackson Kilpatrick said Sunday
the South will never surrender in
Its battle against desegregation.
The editor of the Richmond
News-Leader said the South will
fight "state by state, county by
county, school by school, room by
room.' He debated school inte-
gration with chief counsel Thin--
good Marshall of the National As-
sociation for the Advancement of
Colored People.
About 1,000 persons attending
the debate applauded Marshall,
but gave Kilpatrick a cool recep-
tion.
"Any man who will deprive his
own child of an education is get-
ting nighty low," Marshall said in
reference to integration-caused
school closings in Virginia and
Arkansas. "You cannot have 48,
states saying what they are going
to do, individually, about integra
tion."
"The articles of the confederacy
are not effect; the Constitution
is," he added.
Map Fight
To Kill
Filibuster
"The hope of the South is that, By ALVIN SPIVAK
i 5n time, possibly the next 1
years, the rest of the country will
awaken to the damage that is
done to constiutional government
by the usurpations of the Supreme
Court of the United States, and
that sister states, ouside the South,
will provide some form of politi-
cal relief." Kilpatrick said.
"Meanwhile, the white Sopth
proposes to resist compulsory in-
tegration of its schools by every
device of legislation and litigation
that ingenious man can contrive,
and we can yet contrive quite a
few," the editor said.
• Faubus Tells
Integration Plea
LITTLE ROCK, Ark. — (UPI) — cation — that it (the suggestion to
Gov. Orval Faubus said people open a school) met with the ap-
have asked him to open on an in- proval of the NAACP," the Gover-
tegrated basis one of the four high nor said. "If the NAACP accepts,
schools he closed to prevent inte- then the Justice department would
gration but he said he would not accept."
consider it "because the people of "It is the federal aim or per-
Little Rock voted for segregation." haps I should say it's the national
Faubus closed the city's four administration's intention to us-
public high schools to keep them tegrate regardless of what the cost
from being integrated, or price may be," he said. "And
A reporter asked Faille's if he . I don't see any particular reason
had been approached and asked, I should help them solve their
to open one of the high schools problems."
t both white and Negroes. Faubus closed the schools under,
"I have been made that pro- one of the several anti-integration
sal," said Faubus. "but the laws the Arkansas legislature
people voted they want segrega- passed just before the schools
tion." He would not say who asked were to have opened. On Sept.
him to open one of the schools. 27, Little Rock voters favored by
"I have assumed without verifi-, a 3-to-1 margin segregation.
Catholic Bishops
Condemn Racists bombingbil 
• •
WASHINGTON — (UPI) — The
Catholic Bishops of the United
States urged "sober-minded Amer-
icans of al' religious faiths" to
"seize the mantle of leadership
from the agitator and racist
before it is too late."
But they coupled the appeal with
a warning that concrete steps to-
ward the Christian goal of a com-
pletely desegregated society should
be approached with "prudence" as
well as "persevering courage."
et The Bisho
ps deplored the "bit-
erness and hatred" stirred up by
the school integration dispute.
However, they acknowledged there
Weighs Protest
On Catholic
Rites In School
JACKSONVILLE, Fla. — (UPI)
—A circuit judge will rule next
week whether to permit Roman
Catholic religiOna services to be
held in a public school while a
church is being built.
Judge Bayard B. Shields refused
a request by four Protestant
churches to stop the Catholic serv
ices, The Protestants argued it
was a violation of the state consti-
tution for the local government to
aid the church.
But Shields, in refusing a tem-
porary injunction, said "this is a
matter which requires more study
, by the attorneys as well as The
li court." He said he would rule onhe matter after a hearing on the
case.
Filing a petition fer injunction
were the Southwide estates Bantist
WASHINGTON — (UPI)—Lead-
era of a bipartisan drive to curb
Senate talkattions are priming for
a prompt follow-up fight to pass
new civil rights legislation if they
..vin their anti-filibuster battle
A number of civil rights bills are
being prepared for introduction
when Congress convenes Jan. 7.
. But their fate in the Senate will
depend to a great extent on the out-
come of efforts to make it more
difficult to talk measures to
death.
There are strong prospects the
present Senate "gag" rule will be
tightened as a result of a show-
down set for the opening days of
the new Congress.
The actual terms of this change
may provide the key to whether
the campaign for new civil rights
legislation will succeed or whether
southern Senators will be able to
talk such proposals to death.
BEST CHANCE
Civil rights legislation consider
ed to have the best chance for
Senate consideration would in
elude:
—A measure aimed at puttina
the federal government's powei
behind local authorities confront
ed with bombings and dynamitings
which reflect racial or religious
hatred.
—A bill to allow the U.S. attorn-
ey general to bring suits and seek
injunctions when he felt civil
rights were beinc denied to any
citizen. This would' be a throw-
back to "Title III" of the 1957 civil
rights law.
Impetus for an anti-bombing
law has come from incidents like
the bombing of the school at
Osage, W. Va., where white and
Negro children have been integrat-
ed without difficulty for five
years.
New York's Republican Sen. ./a.
cob K. Javits and Sen.-Elect Ken-
neth B. Keating have just com-
pleted a survey trip to the south
to collect material for an anti-
are "many facets ,o the problems Cuts Back On
aised by the quest for racial jus-
"There are issues of law, of his- Cotton • Pushestire." /
logy, they said. "There are ques-
tions 
j
of economics, and of socio- e
weet Potatoes
of procedure and technique.'
There are conflicts in culture . . .1 CUBA. Ala. — Jordan Wallace,
Cuba, Ala., didn't wait for t h e
Soil Bank to encourage him to cut
back on cotton which has been In
area of life "cannot be reconciled"
with the basic Christian teaching
that all men are "brothers in
Christ."
Baptists Seek
To Move Hays
MONTGOMERY, Ala. — (UPI)
— The 1,500 member Baptist Lay-
men of Alabama Inc., has request-
ed Rep. Brooks Hays (D.-Ark.) to
resign as president of the south-
ern Baptist Convention
By taking the stand "after sev-
eral days deliberation," the Ala-
bama group joined a similar lay-
men's organization in neighboring
Mississippi which requested Hays
to resign earlier this week.
The Mississippi State Baptist
Convention failed to act on the
request. And the Georgia a n d
Florida Baptist Conventions adopt-
ed resolutions supporting Hays.
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their importance we do not deny."
The Bishops outlined their views
in a I,500-word statement released
by the annual meeting of the U.S. surplus, says Joseph Bradford, as-
Catholic Hierarchy. Most of the na* sistant editor of the Alabama Ex-
tion's 220 Catholic Bishops and tension Service with offices at Tug.
Archbishops attended the meeting. kegee-
The churchmen said enforced Wallace has been easing up on
c
racial segregation in education,otton and pushing hard on sweet-
housing, employment or any other potato production since 1951 when
he discovered that he could net
more from three of four acres of
sweetpotatoes than he could from
10 to 12 acres of cotton. By 1956,
his cotton allotment was down to
six acres, so he put that in the
Soil Bank and concentrated en-
tirely on sweetpotatoes.
Production has been running-54-
well over 100 bushels per acre.
And by getting to the market in
early July, Wallace has been
receiving around $3 per bushel
He trucks his sweetpotatoes to
markets in Tuscaloosa, Ala., and
Meridian, Miss. Those not sold by
fall, when many farmers a r e
marketing them, are placed in
storage until spring.
Bradford points out that Wallace
keeps up with the latest practices.
SEND NEGRO
GREETING CARDS
FOR CHRISTMAS
The Fastest Growing Line
of Greeting Cards Never
Before Offered.
New 1958 Line of
Colored Exclusive
Greeting Cards
$ 1 so
ORDER TODAY, SEND CHECK
OR MONEY °Rage TO:
FASHION GREETING
Post Office Box 3512
Chicogo 80, Illinois
ORDER SOME FOR YOUR
MEMPHIS DEPOT ARTISTS
— The nice responsible f o r
the Memphis General Depot's
float in the Veterans Day pa-
rade last week were Jeffer-
son H. Taylor, sr., left, of
1319 Barbour sta and Herbert
Lee Lester, of 3356 Rochester
rd., who have consistently
turned out prize-winning des-
lions for the depot over the
years. The float depicts the
"Spirit of 1776," and was hi
sharp contrast to the soldiers
who rode on it last week in
the Artio's latest attire —
greens, blues and c o iii b a t
dress.
Bank Official Heads
Rights Advisory Group
TRI - STATE
Sat., Nov. 22, 195$
5
LeMoyne Coors Swamp
Air Base In Scrimmage
Season's tickets for Le Moyne
college's 12 home basketball
games went on sale this week.
They are selling for seven dol.
tars.
Purchase of a season's ticket
will represent a saving of three
dollars and twenty cents 43.20.)
Adult tickets at the gate will go
for 85 cents and off-campus stu-
dents will be charged 50 cents.
T h e Le Moyne Yellowjeckets
gave spectators • taste of what
they will see in regular games
this season when they trounced the
the 2584th Air Base team 78 - 58
in a scrimminage last week in the
Air Base gym.
The LeMOYNE Yellowjackets
open against Lane college in
Jackson, Tenn., on the night Of
Dec. 1. The home opener will be
played in the LeMoyne gym
against Tougaloo college of Jack-,
son, Miss., Dec. 3. 1
Two other home games will be
played before the Christmas holi-
days. Jackson college of Jack-
son, Miss., will be here Dec. 13,
amt Rust college of Holly
WASHINGTON, D. C. — The origin, within their respective ed to Rhode Island when he was
Commission on Civil Rights has, slates. 
uns
six years old. He attended public
appointed a Rhode Island Ad-
visory Committee and named a
Negro bank official as its chair-
man, The announcement was
made Monday by Commission
chairman John A. Hannah, presi-
dent of Michigan State University.
Nivelle Beauvien, who will head
the five-member Rhode Island
Advisory Committee, is an as-
sistant manaeer of the Industrial
National Bank of Providence, in
charge of its Six Corners branch
in East Providence.
HARRY A. COLE
He is not the first Negro to serve
as chairman of a State Advisory
Committee, however. Harry A.
Cole, Baltimore lawyer, and a
member of the Maryland State
Senate, was elected chairman by
the other members of the Mary.
land Committee at its organisa-
tional meeting in Baltimore on
November 5.
Most of the State advisory com.
mittees appointed so far have in-
cluded one or two Negro mem-
bers. Some of these have been
elected vice chairman or secretary
but Mr. Beauvien is •the first of
his race to be appointed chairman
by the Commission.
Dr. Hannah said the Commis-
sion expects to have advisory
committees organized in every
state before the end of the year.
These groups are asked to study
problems of discrimination and
denials of civil rights by reason
of color, race, religion or national
For example, he is applying 10
times as much fertilizer now as
formerly, and he has a modern
litorage house and a flue
-heated
hotbed.
With returns from sweetpotatoes,
Mr. and Mrs. Wallace have built a
new home and paid for a tractor
and a pick-up truck
To Junk Liner
LE HAVRE, France—(UP!)—
The liner Ile de France, for 32
years the pride of the French
line, is in harbor here awaiting
the orders which will take it to
the junkyard. No further trana-1
'Atlantic trips have been schedul-
ed for the proud old Ile, which
arrived Monday from New York,
Alth h the U. S Co missionschool in Providence and the Uni-
i t
oug . m 
ni s u les is concentrating on versity of Rhode Island.
state committees may choose A science major with ambitions
whatever fields of civil rights they of being a chemist, Beauvien in 
JIB
n w Schoolsti-Crovoting, housing and education. A SCIENCE MAJOR
desire They are expected to re- terrupted his college education in
 to enter military'
Springs, Miss., will show Its
wares on the Memphis floor Dec.
15.
LeMoyne is scheduled to meet
Fisk, Knoxville, Alabama A&M
and Rust on foreign soil before
the beginning of the Christmas
holidays.
LeMoyne's energetic athlet-
ic director and basketball coach,
Jerry C. Johnson, said his start-
ing five will be selected from
six men — Augustus Johnson,
Melvin Bailey and Charles Greg-
ory, forwards: Chester Collins,
center, and Marvin Doggett and
James Cleaves. guards. This
team lacks height as there are
only three players in the six-foot'
bracket. Collins is tallest at 6-3.
Coach Johnson feels he h a s
other dependables in Curtis Mit-
chell, Sam Parks, Robert Currie,
Walter Harris, Cleophus Hudson,
Willie Ilereton, Edward Thorie
ton and Ruben Doggett.
Rounding out the squad of 18
are Erman Porter 011ie Neal
and Crawford Owens.
port their findings and rec om- his junior year
mendations to the Federal Corn' service. He spent three yearsi
mission from 1942 to 1945 in the European'
OTHER MEMBERS Theatre with an Air Force opera'•
Other members of the Rhode tions unit, reaching the grade of
Island group are Mrs. Newton P. sergeant.
Leonard, Providence, past presi- He entered the banking business
dent of the National Parent-Teach- following a stint with the finance
ers Association: ,foseph K. Levy, section of the Veterans Adminis.
Providence, associated with Sid- tration. His first job was as a
ney Kane Company, investors; loan interviewer. While employed
Felix A. alirando, Providence, by the bank he took courses in
president of the Imperial Knife banking at Boston University.
Company, anti Dr. Barry Marks, He is married to the former lion.
Barrington, professor of literature ora Williams of Providence They
at Brown University. have two sons, 10 and 11 years
The Rhode Island committee of age.
held its first meeting in East Pro- Beauvien is active in community
vidence on November 17. affairs. This year he is town chair
Mr. Beauvien was born in Lan- man of the United Fund campaign
caster, Pa., but his parents mov-1 for East Providence,
Cities Mark
Fair Play Day
NEW YORK — More than 50
cities across the nation will con-
duct special events in connection
with the National Urban League's
third annual Equal Opportunity
Day, to be observed Wednesday,
Nov. 19.
That day has been selected for
this special observance because it
is the anniversary of President
Lincoln's famous Gettysburg Ad-
dress, delivered on Nov. 19, 1863;
and because the President, in his
First Message to the Congress, ex-
pressed the hope and concern Vont
all citizens be afforded "an unfet-
tereb start and fair chance' in the
race of life."
Governors of 24 states and may-
ors of 52 cities have already pro-
claimed this day, and plan special
ceremonies in recognition of EOD.
Frederick W. Richmond, indus-
trialist and financier, who is na-
tional chairman of Equal Oppor-
•
THE
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46$4 a DOLLS
Won The Hearts Of
Thousands of Kiddies!
THESE UNBREAKABLE
SUN TAN DOLLS COME AS
DESCRIBED BELOW.
Self Body: Late. Arms, Legs, and Head; Sleeping
Eyes; Painted Lashes; Rooted Wig That Con Be
Washed, Combed cod Restyled; Hearty Dressed;
Shoes end Sen.
ORDER BY NO.
N. 1 Is lashes tall $6,49 No. 4 16 inches tall 55.49
No. 2 18 inch Bride Doll No. S 22 inches tall $7 98
$6.91 Na. 6 23 inches tell $8 98
No. 3 14 Inches tall $498 No 7 26 Inches tall $10.49
Ore Sr Ow Slits sort •• 4.
0.0, we Cannot tree•st en*
F... C.0 I) dordess. Miro
.and WI ...mount Or moors
Isnlor Ws rot, &Mole
(Zit SALE Co
3447 SO thitottNA AVE
CHICAGO 16, III
'),7701:te,4 (some orc.Icetee 4elve 4 eleetted nee
tunity Day, said:
"The purpose of ECM is to show
t h e world the positive American
efforts toward solving our race re-
lations problems. It presents a
chance to effectively focus Ameri-
can public opinion on this question.
I consider equal opportunity to be
one ot the most important goals in
American life today."
, David J. McDonald, president of
the United Steelworkers of Amer.'
ica, and Benjamin F. Fairless, for-
mer board chairman of U. S. Steel,
will be honored at an EOD kickoff
dinner at the Waldorf-Astoria in
New York, tonight, on the eve of
the ebservance.
States that have proclaimed the
day include: Arizona, California,
Colorado, Georgia, Illinois, Indi-
ana, Iowa, Kansas, Kentucky,
Maryland, Michigan, Minnesota,
Private
LITTLE ROCK — Gov. Orval E.
Faubus' role "in clarifying tlie
issue of segregation" and the
NAACP's rejection of private seg-
regated schools have been set
forth by Roy Wilkins, executive
secretary of the NAACP.
The NAACP leader outlined the
ways in which the Arkansas goy
ernor had helped clarify the issue
and explained why the NAACP
:annot support proposals to open
private schools for the Negro chil-
dren now excluded from public
schools.
He addressed an enthusiastic
audience of 1800 at a meeting of
the Arkansas State Conference of
NAACP branches here on Nov 2.
Mrs. L. C. Bates, leader of the
school integration struggle here,
was re-elected president of the
state conference.
PRIVATE SCHOOLS
"It is hard to watch some of the
white students getting some little
education while your own high
school students are shut out of
school by your governor," Wilkins
said.
"Some have wondered whether
colored citizens should not set up
a school of their own. This we
cannot do. We cannot ourselves
finance Jim-Crow schools for our
children. We cannot choose delib•
erately to set up the kind of sys-
tem which has been ruled illegal
and unconstitutional.
"The segregationists have set
up their temporary school to defy
the law. If we join them and set
up our schools, we will be defying
',e law, also. Besides, we would
he doing just what they want us
to do.
"In addition, we would be selling
out the youngsters who endured
Missouri, Nebraska, New Hamp-
shire, Oklahoma, Oregon, Puerto
Rico, Rhode Island, South Dakota,
Tennessee, Washington, Wisconsin
and Wyoming.
persecution at Central Ilto oat
'1st year. We would be betraying
• ' ehildren tbrotie,h•
out the nation who hope to go for-
ward to full opportunity, not back-
ward to segregation and second-
class citizenship."
FAUBUS ROLE OUTLINED
Gov. Faubus, the NAACP leader
pointed out, "disposed effectively
of the interposition proposal. He
used the ultimate In state inter-
position — troops — and did not
succeed.
"Second, he aroused and educat-
ed to our point of view millions of
people here in America and
abroad who had little or no feeling
on the issue . . .
"Third, he challenged and
brought out the courage and hero-
ism of the nine childen who went
to Central High and through them
he fired the enthusiasm of count-
less white and colored people who
needed a human image andhe
gave it to them."
Other contributions of the goy.
ernor to clarification of the issue,
the NAACP executive secretary
asserted, include laws he forced
through the State legislature which
brought forth "the inclusive rul-
ing of the U. S. Supreme Court
on Sept. 29, thus blocking others
from even temporary success
should they try to use similar
tactics" and the private school
proposal which has been banned
by a temporary court Injunction.
In closing the schools in Little
Rock and Virginia, the segrega-
tionists have exacted too high a
price, Wilkins declared. "It is too
high for the white students, some
few of whom are receiving make-
shift schooling and others none at
all. /t is too high for the Negro
students who are being denied both
their constitutional rights and an
education.
"And it is too high for our coun-
try which desperately needs more
and better education for all itl
youth "
The St. Louis man who lived as a
VIM AND NEGRO
for over 30 yeart!!
Fred Demery used two names, fooled Negroes and whites
Fred Demery ... and that was his real name , was a pillar of
the Negro church, active in city and state Negro organiza-
tions, and a dutiful husband to a Negro wife. Fred Powell, and
that was his other name, was a white man. He worked as a
receiving clerk for a big hardware company in St. LOUIS. His
friends assumed that he was free, white and over 21 How did
this St. Louis man carry out this amazing masquerade for over
'a, 30 years? How could he possibly peas himself off as both a
\ white and a Negro? Did his Negro friend; sespect when
he finally confessed? Read, "I Lived Two Lives For
- Over 30 Years,"in the exciting. December issue of
EBONY, now on your
newsstand.
ALSO IN THE DECEMBER EBONY:
* Adventure In Democracy In LIM* Rock
* Ire Murchlson's Russian Diary,
By ira Murchis•n
* The Return of Willard Motley
* Negro Showgirl On Jackie Oleasen's
TV Program
* lartha Kitt And Sammy Davis, A.
In Anne Lucasta
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67th Event At A
Hears Of New Challenges
DEAR MME. CHANTE: I am a
refine man, 48, 5 feet, 8 inches
tall, weighs 198 lbs., brownskin,
black hair, brown eyes, own a
small rural home. / am a sales-
man. Would like a true one man
woman, around 5 feet, 5-8 inches
tall, light or dark complenton.
Please send photo in first letter.
Pierce James Griffin, Jr., Route
3, Box 185, Marion Ala.
• • •
DEAR MME. CHANTE: I am a
to become a member of the pen
pal club. I am 23, weigh 138 lbs.,
5 feet, 7 inches tall, brown com-
plexion, black hair, eyes brown. I
will answer all letters. Miss.
Ermalene Foster, 909 F Street,
North Little Rock, Ark.
• • •
DEAR MME. CHANTE: I am a
very lonesome woman, 5 feet, 4
inches tall, weigh 167 lbs., medium
brown complexion, in my early
50's. I am looking for a nice man,
around Chicago, who is looking
for a nice wife. He must be clean,
neat; have a good job, between
48-60 years of age. Please send
photo. If not interested, please do
not write. Mrs. A. B. O'Neil, 418
E. a0th Place, Apt. 2, Chicago, Ill.
DEAR MME. CHANTE: I Want
I GREENSBORO, N. C. — The
challenges A&T College, and simi-
lar institutions in this country, have
faced and will have to measure up
to in the future were described
recently.
The event was the annual Found-
ers Day Observance commemorat-
ing the 67th anniversary of the col-
lege and the speaker was Dr. J. F.
Drake, Normal, Ala., president of
the Alabama ARM college
. A life size bust of the late Dr.
Ferdinand D. Bluford, former pres-
ident of the college who died in
1955, was unveiled as a main fea-
ture of the observance.
As the covering was removed
from the sculpture by Felicia
Black, Greensboro senior in Biol-
ogy, "Miss ART," for the current
year. an unveiling Litany service
was conducted by Rev. Cleo M.
McCoy, director of religious ac-
tivities at the college.
The work, executed by Isaac
Hathaway. a noted sculptor from
Montgomery, Ala., who was pres-
ent for the ceremonies, was made
possible by contributions from stu-
dents, faculty and staff members.
It will be later transferred to its
permanent location in the main
foyer of the Bluford Library, nam-
ect to honor the late president.
DR. DRAKE
Speaking from the subject, "The
Challenge of our ileritaee." Dr.
Drake, a long time friend of Dr.
Bluford, paid high tribute to the
Isle ART president
"The life and works of those
whom he (Bluford and his own
leadership at the ART College,"
he said. "represent a sienifirant
part of the heritage of this college,
of its alumni and students and of
the entire field of higher educa-
tion."
Ile said modern education is
challenged today by our philoso•
phies of it from the past. "This
challenge." ne declared comes
that we through education must
continue to seek the answer as
what is the highest good."
He. continued. "we are challenged
by the ideal and idea of universal
education aid which is further
high
-lighted by the heavy increase
In college enrollments, an increas•
ina competi,;on with indliairv and
ether fields to maintain high qual-
ity faculties and adequate facili-
ties and an increasing demand to
maintain a superior quality of edu-
cation and provide opportunities
to more and more students."
Ile said that colleges like ART
are also challenged today by the
new concept in higher education
as exemplified by the land-grant
college tradition which seeks to
train through research and demon-
stration.
Alaska Can Have
Last Word On
Congress Lineup
WASHINGTON — (UPI) —
The American people conceit a•
bly-bat not likely -might base to
wait three weeks after the sot.
Ins Nov. 4 to learn which par-
ty will control the next Congress.
In cage% of an extremely close
alection, the new state of tlaaka
(mild determine the outcome in
lb first election Nov. 25.
"The final current challege to
educated leadership." he conclud-
ed, "is to rediscover the spiritual
basis which makes it possible for
the individual to meet and conquer
the other challenges of life."
He said that throughout America
there is renewed interest and con-
cern in the spiritual and moral
values_of education. The speaker
stated that scientists have joined
their voices in calling for some
system of moral control of the
deathly weapons they have cre-
ated.
OTHER GUESTS
Other persons appearing on the
program included: Rev. John C.
Mott, rector of the Holy Trinity
Episcopal church, invocation: Ells-
worth T. Smith, jr.. Greensboro
senior, representing the student
body; Mrs. Carrye V. Kelley, as-
sociate professor of English, rep-
resenting the faculty and staff: F.
Marcellus Staley. Orangeburg,
S. C., dean of the School of Agri-
culture at South Carolina State
College, representing former fac-
ulty and staff: Howard C. Barn-
hill. Charlotte health educator and
president of the ART College Na-
tional Alumni Association, repre.
sensing the alumni: Rabbi Fred L.
Rypins, Temple Emanuel, Greans-
boro. dedicatory prayer and Rev.
.1. C. 't elton, retired minister, ben-
edic I a.
The College Choir. under Howard
T. Pearsall, chairman of the De-
partment of Music and the Sympho-
ny Band, under the baton of Wal-
ter F'. Cartoon jr., presented the
musical numbers.
The program was preceded by
a military review of the Joint
Corps of the Air Force and Army
ROTC units held on the front cam-
pus lawn.
A LIFE SIZE BUST of the late
Dr. F. D. Milford, former president
of ART college, was unveiled at
the annual Founders Day Observ•
sores at the college. Participants
in the ceremonies included from
left to right: Dr. Warmoth T,
Gibbs, president of the college;
Miss Felicia Black, Greensboro,
"Miss ARA" for the current
and who lifted the cosering; Mrs.
Bluford, widow of the late presi-
dent and Dr. .1. F. Drake, Alabama
ARM college, Normal, Ala., who
delivered the main address.
Bishops Call For
Racial Justice
WASHINGTON — t UPli—Amer- ing those from Mississippi and Ala-
ice's Roman Catholic bishops have bama in the Deep South.
called on Christians of all faiths 
to move prudently toward com-
plete racial integration. 
 $ati 14111)6 I
The bishops said "responsible LriltIrLJ
and sober-minded Americans of tinguished Air Force Cadets" and
all religious faiths. in all areas of Roadotir land" should "act ''uielly,  received ratings of "outstanding,"
like to meet a girl between 18*
not over 55 inches tall and weigh-
ing no more than 125 lbs., race or
color doesn't matter. She must
be neat and clean, want future
security and be willing to go along
with me to attain it. I am 30, 5
feet, 51/2 inches tall, 135 lbs., light
complexion. It not sincere, please
do not write. Eddie Carter, 5628
S. Calumet, Chicago 37, Ill.
• • •
DEAR MME. CHANTE: I would
reader or the lovelorn corner
every week. You have helped so
many, I would like you to help me.
I am a young lady, 5 feet, 31/2
inches tall, black hair, brown
complexion, considered nice look-
ing. Would like to hear from young
men between 19-23 years of age.
Rosie Pearl Williams, Route 3,
Box 271, Swainsboro, Ga.
• • •
terested in obtairong good pen
pals who are soberminded, decent
and intelligent. I am a practical
nurse, in my middle forties, di-
vorced and I have five small chil-
dren. I would like to correspond
with Christian men only of the
Baptist faith between 39-68. Please
no married men. I promise to
answer all letter. Ida M. Johnson,
233 Kinnard Ave.,- Dayton, Ohio.
• • *
DEAR MME. CHANTE: I am a
like to correspond with single
American girls between 24 and
28 with marriage intentions. At-
tractive, average I. Q. and a nice
disposition. I am a West African
in the United States Air Force at;
present stationed in England. I
o e e log.dyl hI oabmbi e3s0 ayrea rms letters di c
am 5 feet, 8 inches tall, 158 lbs.
answer all 
aannddsirnegaled.-
6E,
photographs. Morgan Kelly A-3c
U.S.A.F. 51324486, Mail Box 91,
81st Supply Squadron, APO 755,
New York, N. Y.
DEAR MME. CHANTE: I am a
widow in my. late 60's, light brown
complexion, brown eyes, graying
hair, 155 lbs., 5 feet, 2 inches tall.
I am a Christian lady with a very
good disposition,' an excellent
housekeeper. I dress well and look
well in my clothes. Have no de-
pendents, and I have a nice home
here. I would like to have pen pals
between 55 and 80 in good health.
Mrs. M. B. Clarke, 618 W. Aaoyor,
Peublo, Colorado.
St.
DEAR MME. CHANTE: I am a
young man of 24 who would like
to meet a nice girl. I am 5 feet
101/2 inches tall, weigh 150 lbs.,
black eyes, black hair, light
brown complexion, considered nice
looking. Would like for her to be
about' 5 feet, 5 inches tall, weigh-
ing between 120.130 lbs. I would
like for her to live in Chicago.
Will answer all letters and ex-
change photos. Samuel Harris, Jr.,
8641 S. Wabash, Chicago 19, Ill.
DEAR MME. CHANTE: I am in-
young man 37 years old who would
like to meet a nice young lady.
I am 6 feet tall, weigh 175 lbs.,
brown complexion. My occupation
is auto mechanic. Any letter from
 
the fair sex will receive my ut-
. most prompt attention. William D.
..te McAllister, General Delivery,
Brooklyn, N. Y.
courageously and prayerfully be-
fore it is too late."
They deplored the 
SPRINGFIELD. Ill. — The II.QUEST FOR JUSTICE
"bitterness linois Division of Highways has
and hatred" created by the school announced the award of contracts
integration dispute. But they ac- totaling 52,310.236 for construction
knowledged there are "many facts and related projects in connection
to the problems .raised by the with Governor William G. Strat-
quest for racial justice."
"There are isSUPS of law, of bin- • 
ton's 1058 road program.
tory, of economics, and of soci- 
Details of the contracts by coon-
()logy," they said. "There are 
ties were announced by Director
Depart-
questions of procedure and tech- 
E. A. Rosenstone of the 
ment of Public Works and Build-
niques. There are conflicts in cul- ing,
tore . . Their importance we do
not deny."
The bishops issued their dra- Patchett Patches
math- call in a 1,500-word state-
ment r leased late last week by 
LONDON — (UPI) — A disabled
the annual meeting of the U.S. ex serviceman 
who does invisible
Catholic hierarchy. mending for Britain's royal family
Two hundred and ten of the na- was introduced to Queen Flies -
lion's 220 Catholic bishops and heth II Tuesday. His names: John
archbishops are attending, includ- Patchett.
THESE HIGH RANKING students,
members of the Air Force ROTC
Unit at ART college submitted to
examination which may lead to
permanent commissions in the
ontracts
the highest available, in Air have
training last summer. They are
from left to right: Norman Mc-
Daniel, Fayetteville, senior in me-
chanical engineering; Winfred Wil-
son, Covington, Va., senior in ar-
chitectural engineering and Ernest
Sanders, Raleigh, senior in elec.
trical engineering.
Information on the number of
privately-owned passenger automo-
biles equipped with radios in work-
ing order will be available for the
first time as the result of special
questions to be asked in the No-
vember Current Population Survey.
it was announced by Supervisor
Theodore F. Olson of the U. S.
Census Bureau's Regional Office
here which will participate in the
survey.
Two other questions on radio
ownership will be asked in the sur-
vey. One will seek information on
the number of households in the
U. S. with radio sets in working
order, including portable sets. The
other question will cover the loca-
tion of these sets such as living
rooms, kitchens, etc.
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MRS. FLOY CLEMENTS
SPRINGFIELD — (UPI) — The
first Negro woman ever elected to
the Illinois Legislature is a Dem-
ocrat who says her chief interests
during the General Assembly start-
ing in January will be civil rights
and the shortage of school class-
rooms.
Mrs. Floy Clements, who was
elected from Chicago's 22nd Dis-
trict, was interviewed here at a
lunch for new members of the
House of Representatives.
Besides the election of Mrs. Cle-
ments, Illinois also scored another
first in the Nov. 4 election when
former State Rep. Richard A.
Harewood, Chicago Democrat, be-
came the first Negro ever elected
to the University of Illinois board
of trustees.
ONE SENATOR
Mrs. Clements will join a male
Negro delegation in the General
Assembly that includes one sena-
tor and eight representatives.
She said she started working in
Democratic caenpaigns "for Al
Smith in 1928 when you found hard-
ly any Negroes voting the Demo-
cratic ticket."
Mrs. Clements is a precinct cap-
tain in Chicago and proudly told
the new members lunch that she
"carried my precinct 7 to 1 for
the Democrats."
CIVIL RIGHTS
She said she would be concerned
during the legislative session with
advancing civil rights for mem-
bers of her race, particular with
efforts for a state law on Fair
Employment Practices, commonly
called FEPC.
Also, she said, she was inter-
ested in school problems and would
plug for construction of enough
classrooms to eliminate the "half
day" school sessions now in effect
in some parts of the state.
Mrs. Clements said she "never
thought for a minute I'd ever get
to the state Legislatuie," therefore
had not yet made up her mind on
many of the issues expected to
come up in the General Assembly.
"I'll have to feel my way along,"
she said.
STRAIGHT DEMOCRAT
One thing Mrs. Clements war
sure of: She would be voting with
the Democrats.
"I have always, all my life,
voted the straight Democratic tic-
ket," she said. "I feel it is the
party that has done most for Ne-
groes."
Mrs. Clements is a widow and
childless. Her husband died in
1949.
She ducked one question, her
age, in the manner of comedian
Jack Benny. "Just say I'm 39,"
she said.
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SERVING 1.000,000 NEGROES IN THE fl-STATE AREA
Two or three days before the eVection
Representative Jamie Whitten, usually
one of Mississippi's more thoughtful
congressmen, made a speech in which
he recommended that the South serve
notice upon national Democratic lead-
ers that a third party is under considera-
• lion.
"It is high time for the South to !et
both Democrats and Republicans know
that southern congressmen can deter-
mine which party controls Congress,"
he stated.
"As few as 25 House members and
three or four senators from the South
by standing together could determine
the control of Congress," the Mississippi
representative added in support of his
argument. And he was so convinced of
this fact that he said southerners would
not even have to worry about loss of
their committee chairmanships if they
organized a third party.
That statement by Congressman
Whitten may, or may not, have been
correct a couple of day. ago. We will
never know. But certainly it isn't cor-
rect any longer.
For Tuesday's election gave the Dem-
Vocratic Party such an overwhelming
majority that no longer can a handful
of congressmen from the really "solid"
states of the old Solid South Influence
decisions in either house of Congress.
And that means that our political
leaders must immediately begin rethink-
ing third party possibilities if they are
to remain effective in representing the
South in Congress.
Democrats picked up so many seats
Tuesday that they would still control
the Senate even if every Senator from
Mississippi, Alabama, Georgia, Arkan-
sas, Virginia and South Carolina de-
serted the party.
And in the House, Democrats record-
ed such heavy gains that every rep-
recentative from these same deep
South states — plus those from Ten-
nessee or Louisiana — could pull out of
the party without destroying the Dem-
fricratic majority.At this point, therefore, it appears
completely unrealistic for southern con-
gressmen to imply that they can gain
control of Congress next year by threat-
ening to form a third party.
And it appears equally unrealistic at
THE POWERFUL MR. POWELL his home bailiwick. He had just
New York Congressman Adam
Clayton Powell finally managed
to reach Memphis last week to
fill a speaking engagement. A
previous failure to fill such an
appointment for the Bluff City
had left something of a sour
taste in the mouths of local se-
pia yokels toward the ubiquitous
minister-legislator.
But in the brief space of less
than ten minutes of self-assured.
down-to-earth, Negro-kind of ora-
tory, Mr. Powell had treed, hog
tied, branded, and overwhelming-
ly captivated around a thousand
of God's chillun who had been
persuade to take another chance
on not hearing him.
It is not felt that Mr. Powell
foiled efforts of political foes in
other high places to shunt 
im%l 
J4I
into disgrace . . . shorn of in-
fluence and respectability. He was
covered with the aura of victory.
But he wasn't flushed with it.
He was not bitter. And he didn't
say anything a Negro would call
bitter. 
BROADER CONCEPT
He did give the audience some
of the benefit of his experience
and understanduig of the aspira•
lions of colored peoples over the
world . . . as a result of his
observations of the Asian-Afri-
can conference of dark nations
held . in Bandung in 1955.
He struck a high note when he
said that conference changed his
will object to the reference to outlook on the Negro's struggle
his speech as "Negro-kind of ora- in the United States. The confer-
tory." The expression is used to ence convinced him that instead
emphasize the Congressman's pos- of fighting and struggling to
sesion of the rare gift of know- "save the Negro" in this country.
ing how to "get with" a typical his bigger and more important
Negro audience . . . an audience fight is to "save America" in
of largely ordinary folk, who go the face of the doubts, suspic-
to a speaking, pulling for t h e ions, misunderstandings, and po-
speaker to say something that tential of the "rising tide of col-
will appeal to their minds and or" represented by more than a
their emotions at the same time, billion colored peoples who are
A MASTER on the march toward full man-
Mr. Powell proved himself a hood status. Mr. Powell told his
master at doing just that. It was audience that his concern is for
easy to understand h o w he America to measure up to its ex-
was able to stand Harlem Ni- pressed democratic and Christian
groes on their heads in his sup- ideals, and gain the respect and
port during the all-out fight he support of the dark floor of hit-
waged to be returned to Congress manity.
during the last campaign . . . RETAIN FAITH
despite the opposition of Tamma- Ile said he feels the Negro re- LANGSTON HUGHES
ny Hall, one of the nation's most presents a challenge to America's
powerful machines, and o the r highest and most profound appli•
New York politicians . . . and cation of the principles for which
scores of others who would be its spokesmen say it stands.
delighted with his absence from He urged Negroes to retain 
Washington, faith in the United States and in
Ile didn't make a rabble-rous- the rightness of their own quest Simple's Certain Time of Day
ing speech to his Memphis audl- for first-class citizenship, in a
ence. That is, he didn't do a lot country for which black Soldiers "Have you seed that time of lease in you, a relaxed feeling comet, everybody seems ilk
of "big gate talk," "Big gate have fought along-aide their fel- 
,
daY 
when everything is sort of that makes you look at the world more than they is. And they ar
talk" is that brand of loud, ram- low white Americana in all thisbunctious, fist-shaking, f o t- nation's wars. 
hung up like?" asked Simple at with a kindly eye." more than they were and ar
the bar. "I mean sort of slowed "Maybe I am just glad to get gonna be when the night eemc
stomping, white-folk-hating tirade The famed Congressman was down, and far apart. I don't know home to Harlem after being Do you get me?"
if I can explain what I mean." downtown with white folks all "No," I said, "I can't sayin which so many Negro speakers invited to Memphis by the Vet-  i
they are sure there's nobody in Atty. J. F. Estes. Evidently, the '
"What time of day is that?" I day. But no, that is not true," follow you."
said Simple. "Sometimes I am "Theo stay behind," said Sim
are tempted to indulge when trans Benefit, Inc., headed by
their audience but Negroes or organization didn't receive any 118.k.ed 
paying for my beer.
tanfttegrhttheasseuent has t downtowneryth eg loeakte duske-darkendanpdreettvy•
Powell didn't come to Memphis ject to bring the controversial
con': 
"You know,
come, that in-between comes, I be's more than just m-t i m e — and far apart down town, too. But
tolerant whites. Congressman too much publicity on their pro- - ' - 
pie because I know if I be a;:
b-y•-• m- ysell when dusk-dark tim-
e frenzy with hate-talk, and then a lot more people would have In the house 
it don't m ,. y  y• .. . me and every house and buil('
dusk-dark I uess you'd call it not every day. lthw coma it doand try to stir his listeners into legislator to Memphis. No doubt, ' ecaus I be's everybody aroun
trot happily back to the airport. been present to greet and hear difference, 
but out in the street Maybe you'vehad a late at-
g ake no. not happen ever di ?"
ing. Seems like I be's tho earl .
ience with an interpretation of ressman Powell would have been 
it look like houses people, ev- ternoon drink that day."Instead, he presented his aud- him, if they had thought Cong• i.• s • ' Is b " 'd Simple,and sky, too. If I he walldrr
what's happening, of what is present. 
erytoing is nearer together — "Stone so er, sai  with Joyce, seems like my wit
is me and I am she, and both
meant, of what can be done, and As it was, he was present. He 
and farther apart. too — all at "stone cold sober."
are when we get home an'
are more one together than w,
what should be done in the area was apologetic for his previous did before.-
the same time. Early blue eve- "Then I don't know," I said,
ning and nothing looks like it ever shaking my head.
"You done studied psychologies start talking about I did ISOof the Negro's struggle for hu- failure, and explained that fact- ..your imagination, 1 guess." and all kind of things, and don't
man dignity and the rights of ors beyond his control were in- ..- take the garbage down before 1
man. He warn't mad about any- volved. But he more than made 
oadld know? That's what I say about went to work and why don't '
thing. He didn't seem bitter. In. up for It to the happy thousands 
i guess so," said Simple.
you smart people, when Boni,- have more of an Interest in thr
cidentally, men grow bitter only who did hear him. They conclud- 
it le not that way every evening.
wants to know something house? Then I know night ha,
in the face of defeat. Mr. Powell ed that he is a significent, influ- 
Just cottla evenings, seems like the body
Important, you-all don't know." come. But in the dusk-dark o
Wall just emerging from an un- ential, intelligent stable, a n dw about, and Harlem is pretty,
air gets sparkles in it, Seems like
I don't pretend to know ev. evening nothing seems to be the!
precedented political triumph in useful leader. Selah! 
soma kind of magic done come "
erything," I said, "Just because ever was before, and nothing I.
ItettlilleliellegiteltlintettllellteleinnenDinieninMeletiMINIIIIIMIMIRIDDIMINDIMMIIIIIMMIIII 
real pretty, longer than you have, don't think .
I have gone to school a few years coming again that was like what
came the last time, and every"The people, seems like they
are people that you heard about I know everything." thing is wonderful, and you know
in a story or something a long "You know more than 
me,', 
you are the most you that youSO WIIAT time ago. Even the old wine-tee said Simple, have ever seen. Do you getThanks for the compliment," me?.faces don't look like old wine-o's "
faces, and strumpets don't look ! bowed. "I never was much of a nits-
like old strumpets, and broken 'But since you don't know tie, Jess," I aid. ,.what it
down apartment houses don't look about the dusk-dark of evening
when every man seems to <w sounds like to me is that sem"-like what they is. I don't even alk
his self — even though ,
But I still got my feet on the
times you are out of this world."
feel like what I am — stilt and all by
you he is together, I will tell youyet I know I am me. Can ground," declared Simple. "I de
some CAM
explain such?"
"No," I said, "wiles. It's the time when the sun is tak- 
not fly and I'm not high."
Still what you are selling, I
what I think it is. I think It is
lity in the sunset that Mg light away and the night is "
gives everything a glow. Or, may- bringing dark in which you Can't buy," I said.
be, because you have just got off see nothing. In the dark nobody "Then boy me a beer," sue-
from work, there is a kind of re- is nothing, so before the dark gested Simple.
By LOUIS MARTIN cause of Mr. Roosevelt and Mr. to keep them out of the bread
Truman." lines. Arguments about left-wing
The political explosion about The old Republican bosses and and right-wing philosophies are
which we wrote the week before the newspapers which echo their academic to the man who fears
election took place on schedule as line seem to be operating in an for the well being of himself and
expected. Congressman William orbit in outer space. They either his family.
L. Dawson has come up with the do not wish to know the forces The arch-conservatives w h 0
most pointed explanation of the at work among the masses of the dominate the Republican Party
Republican rout, citizenry or they are too stupid are eternally howling about air
Said he: "The people are up to recognize them. cialism and communism but theyin arms over Republican policies.
The rich are getting richer and Typical of the simple-minded help 
create conditions which lead
the poor are getting poorer. Pric- Republican explanations of their to these mm., Only a 
prosperous,
Dear Sirs: For the civil minded Negro is opportunity to
as are up and unemployment is
up for the first time in our his- 
defeat was the One given by Vice fully-employed citizenry is able
" 
President Nixon. He put it all to resist the share-the-wealth prop-
make 
am a 15-year-old Negro girl the Negro who is willing to go even greater. 
on campaign techniques, stating, agenda of the economic radical,tory. 
"Republicans worked for t w o If we do not make capitalism
and the president of a newly or- all the way for what is his. With the perseverence of great There seems to he calculated months. Our opponents worked work for the masses, it is doons.
ganized club composed of youths. for our rights, who will? people as Mr. King, Mrs. Bates attempt on the part of most of for two years. The result was in- ed.
The "YFE," Youth For Equtli- As soon as the Negroes will and Mr. Evers and you ( t h e the newspapers to ignore the "re- evitable."
travels, seems to be out of touch millions of unemployed and hun-
symstemmeswh
fi
ircith coanadidearseeconomic
cal
you may enjoy what "'or bad, are bound to serve as our voters stampede toward the
c.ssion issue as a cause for the Mr. Nixon, despite his widety club. stand up for their rights and be people) fighting for your rights, ,.._ to any t extent, into aWe are a grup of ambitious counted 100 per cent, then we'll (IrimediY) multitude f nationalities!
anything we can to help our the Negroes learn that we are worked for. (Then) v 
,,, hate,'land 
o
outh who would like to see and accomplish our goal. As soon as your forefathers and yourself   
nea choth made to countries' and democracies' guide Democrats. The effort to "olav
-- - with the masses. He doesn't ap- gry workers normal is bound to runii
ce equalize with other races. (In) the present, not the past and your head in Pride and say "I , „
you 
can '''' undr the pretense of "self-detre un-
nation hut in r
, . rm  peace and friendship of all the lions of unemployed and half-em-
eelity for the bene- world.
post and future safeguard, for down" the high prices, the mil- preciate the tragic impact of the
recession nor the fear which the left cannot be stopped by slew,
into trouble. The drift toward the
Our motto is "Together We think toward his freedom for the fit of international imperialists and 
ploys-it, and the frightening eco- wave of layoffs and cutbacks in-am an American."
Stand. Divided We Fall." We feel future, then we can look tor our
Gloria J. Gigger Chicago. Illinois. The heavy industrial areas d
nomic pinch simply won't work,
oesn't realize that for every
spired in the overage citizen. He and partriotic breast-beating. IfA wakeup,
monopoly capitalism. John Vogel, 3517 N. Reta St.
It is highly wholesome for the 
one economic system will not sup-
that we (the Negroes) have suf. place in society.
uwenty-Five Years After living on this, the 35th annivcr- Segregation In Housing
where the recession hurt most, man who lost his job, dozens of
are the areas which produced others were frightened, wonder- ple will eventually try other aye-
pi/ the bread and butter, the pea-
feted long enough. 011r forefathers were U n c I e "..
The fight for equality is not Toms. our great grandfathers sary, to recall and gratefully the largest Democratic plurali- ing would they be next. terns until they find one that will
• 
only Rev. Martin Luther King's were Uncle Tommy. We are now Dear Editor: acknowledge the vision as well as Dear Editor: my husband and ties. I am firmly convinced that The statistics which showed The down-to-earth politicians
in Alabama, or Mrs. D a i s y supposed to be Mr. And Mrs. Tern Twenty-five years have joined all of these American people who T are a young Negro couple who the majority of the voters re- over five million unemployed and who know the problems of the
Bates in Little Rock, or Mr. O. of the present, intelligent a n d eternity since Franklin D. Reese- prepared the ground and for 16 gardless of race are "bread and many millions more half-employ- People in the precincts, who un-have been looking for a reason -
Z. Evers' in Memphis but is ev• educated. velt established for the American preceding years tirelessly labored ably priced (170) four room apart- butter" voters. The Democrats, on ed do not necessarily reveal the derstand their hopes and ansie.
ery civil minded Negro's. T II e We have passed from the stage people the heretofore ignored fact, to make it possible ment. many people may be sur- the whole, understand this and depth of fear and anxiety which ties, are convinced that modern
reason I said civil minded is be- of a child to an adult, although that there was and is a physical, This officially put an end to open Prised to know that decent apart- the Republicans, by and large, do this recession aroused in the six- Americans will not submit to suf-
cause we feel that there art a we are still being referred to ae political and ideological entity warfare on the Soviet Union and ments exist for this price and not. ty odd million job holders in the tering like their forefathers. Atfew Negroes left who think like ..boy" and "girl" and yet we ac- ceMprising one-sixth of this world, enabled America to start on the less in decent attractive neigh- It is significant that the most United States. Climbing prices Congressman Dawson points out,Mrs. hole Curry and we also cept it. How old do we have to known to others as the Soviet way out of the big depression b"h°6ds' important Reiniblican victory last which kept going up despite the they are not going to stand byhave people who don't care get before we are a man and Union. week was the election of multi- cutbacks in the economy only serv- and merely watch the rich get
a b o ti t civil rights. They a r e woman? We cutest call ourselv- 
which, under the helm of the However, our major problem Is richer and the poor get poorer.The recognition with the estab, "great engineer", was ravaging that we are Negroes; once this is millionaire Nelson Rockefeller in ed to accentuate the fears.Usually the people who are Uncle discovered there are no longer any New York who is described as a Whatever we may think of the These bread and butter con.Ca Americans truly, because we lishment of diplomatic relations the country and later provide a New Dealer. In speaking of Mr welfare-state and New Deal phi- cerns apply to whites and NegroesTom minded, scared and some- do not have the democracy that came after open and veiled war- powerful ally to save America vacancies for us. Thi.- is the situ- Rockefeller, Governor Harriman losophy, the working masses of alike. In the long run, the pp-times paid to decrease the pro- Is constitutionally ours, and yet, fare by invading armies, under from fascism. • ation in the great city of Chicago. of New York stated: -If he goes Americans are not going to take litical party which seriously tack-gnu of his people. These are the we are at touch American as any- cover agents and subsidized oh- To 'remember and recall. on We hope the city Council will pass forward with the New Deal pro- another depression if they can les this issue in a constructivecle Toms who belong locked one else. We have fought, work- tive warlords, at a great cost this and every succeeding anni-0 an ordinance requiring owners to
sli ' •
r gram and philosophy which he possibly help it. The most prac- manner is going to win the votes.
Hell to ake it great and We are he- ore to the American and Soviet spect to the people and their of their reference. not their color.
their cabins and shipped down ed and centributed to America and suffering in lives and treas- versery, these events with due re- select their tenants on the has" vo.eed in the campaign, he will tical thing they can do about the People have to eat before they
get vigorous Democratic support (Tommie mess is to vote for can enjoy "life, liberty and theTell me, if we don't stand Mg defiled a better educational people, :Ailed to cut up that coon- actions in these events, for good James and Esther Barber in Albany. He has espoused the public officials who are pledged pursuit of happiness."
The overwhelming victory scored by the this time for our leaders to imply thatdip emocrats in the recent election placed the the South could name the next Presi-
Warty in a position where it can still con- dent if the election were thrown into
trol both houses of Congress without the the House of Representatives through
presence of Senators and representatives failure of either major candidate to win
from the "hard core" South or the South a majority.
period. We reprint here an editorial from With Democrats piling up their big.
the TUPELO (Miss.) Journal which gives a gest victory margins since the 1930's in
creditable analysis of the situation. One vital the North and East, there is definite
fact stands out, though it is not the premise danger of a speeded up spending spree
of the editorial's argument: We can expect with its accompanying threat of even
a more liberal Congress as a result of the more serious inflation.
Democrat victory. This means that congressmen of the
South, who are more conservative than
the national average, are needed worse
than ever in their positions of authority
on the various House and Senate com-
mittees.
For them to throw away this author-
ity within the Democratic Party — or
even to take a SO - SO chance of losing
it — would, therefore, represent some-
thing closely akin to treason to our
region.
Mississippi people like to hear our
congressmen tell how powerful they
are and how they and half a dozen other
members from neighboring states can
run Congress when the chips are down.
But the facts of political life indicate
that such talk is good only for getting
votes — not for getting done the things
that might be of benefit for the South.
Our region does, however hold unique
power in shaping national policy
through the system of party seniority
which has placed most of the important
committees of Congress under southern
chairman.
And it Is more important than ever
that we retain this power and use it to
maximum affactivarleas in the years
ahead in order to keep the tremendous
Democratic vote in northern and east-
ern states from running completely
roughshod over Dixie thinking on the
more important issues facing the coun-
try.
Most of our congressmen, when not
talking publicly to lure votes, admit that
much of the work in Congress is done
through negotiation and "swap out" as
members give support to some project
in which they are not particularly in-
terested in order to win votes for an is-
sue which they consider of vital im-
portance.
And as long as southerner* hold the
whip hand over the committees of Con-
gress, they have tremendous bargaining
power among other members.
But if Dixie members throw away
their seniority in the Democratic Party
by withdrawing from its fold, they auto-
matically will lose their position as
heads of key committees and srb-com-
mit tees.
And the South will then be made even
more of a whipping boy for irrespon-
sible and punitive Republicans from
northern states.
due, are being rushed through the, from the decision.
SIDNEY POITIRR, Dorothy
Dandridge and pearl Bailey
are shown in the recently com-
pleted scene of "Catfish Row"
for picture "Porgy 'N Bess"
due to hit screens early next
year. The picture costing Sam-
uel Goldwyn an initative
million must make 515,000,0011
before complete "nut" is
erased. Sammy Davis, Jr., and
Hollywood Will Spotlight
Sepias In Next Few Socks
HOLLYWOOD — Pictures spot- filmland mill and by "Oscar" time - "Anna Lucasta" has been corn-
lighting Sepia artists, long over several nominations may result pleted with Sammy Davis, Jr.,
Eartha Kitt, Fredrick O'Neal, Rex
Ingram and severl others fea-
tured. The pix opens in Chicago
on world premiere kick next
Thursday. ''Lucasta" as an all.
Sepia starrer.
Nearing completion is "Porgy 'N
Bess, the Samuel Goldwyn starrer
with Sammy Davis, Dorothy Dan-
dridge, Sidney Poitier, Diahann
Carroll and many others featured.
This is also an all-Negro cast vehi-
cle.
However there are others with
equal kick that is made up of in.
terracial cast. One is Paramount's
"Thc Five Pennies" with Danny
Kaye and Louis Armstrong co-
starred with Barbara Bel Geddea.
Picture is based on life story of
Red Nichols with Kaye in the
lead role.
Another pix on the interracial
kick and about ready to be re-
leased is "Night Of The Quarter.
Moon." This one stars Julie Lon-
don, Ray Anthony, Billy Daniels,
Louis Armstrong and others. Nat
King Cole sings the title song in
the picture soon to be released.
Over at United-International stu-
dios officials are putting finishing
touches on another interracialer,
"Imitation Of Life." This one stars
Lana Turner and Juanita Moore
among others. Story is a bit dif-
ferent from an earlier "Imitation"
• made a decade ago that starred
:Claudett Colbert, Freddie Wash-
ington, Louise Beavers, N e d
jSparks and Warren Williams.
More interesting yet is the soon
I to be made film. "Odds Against
Tomorrow" starring Harry Bela-
fonte who will also produce the
film. The cast will be interraciatl.
Another sock interracial film be-
ing made is "The Wonderful
Country" starring Julie London,
Robert Mitchum and (believe it or
not) the one and only Satchel Paige
of baseball fame. Old Satch is
quite excited about this one and
well he should be. The baseball
great has quite an interesting role
l in the flicker.
Lena Horne Hit
'Jamaica' Still
Broadway Socker
NEW YORK — One doesn't have
to ask how is the Lena Horne star-
svr "Jamaica" doing these days,
as has been true all through its;
operating on Broadway.
Simply drop around the Imperial
theatre where show is operating]
nightly at with added afternoon
matinees and you'll have living an-
swers. Answers that appear in
form of tines waiting for last min-
ute cancellations of tickets and
those who are on hand to pick up
male orders and those paid for in
advance by a friend, It all adds
up to a successful engagement for
the show that stars Lena Horne
with Ricardo Montalban appearing
opposite her.
Most evenings tickets are avail-
able. that is if you call for them
either early in the morning or just
before curtain time when cancella-
tions are returned. And there are
few of the latter. Persons able to
get tickets to "Jamaica" rarely.'
turn them back. They either use
them themselves or turn them
over to friends.
However, as at other theatres in-
cluding "My Fair Lady" there are
a few cancellations. always. In
some cases failure of an out of'
town friend to arrive on time and
at other times ticket holders are
struck with sudden illness. In both
cases the tickets can be returned
provided the attendant has not yet
yelled "curtain time."
The show formated on the West
Indian kick is a so-different piece
from other shows along the Broad-
way stem.
Ivory Joe
Hunter Off
LOS ANGELES —Ivory Joe
Hunter. the hand leader who has
given the music world as many!
'tunes as any other composer, has
I enjoyed a most successful stay on
the Coast,
Ivory Joe brought his band herel
after starring stints in Texas and;
Oklahoma where he packed mostl
of the major halls fie had previ•
ously been in New York recording
several new tunes, many of which
he introduced to audiences here at
spots including the 5-4 Ballroom.
Ivory Joe, who hit the big time
in compositions with his best sel-
ler "I Almost Lost My Mind"1
several seasons ago has come on
with several other hits that rated
hit parade considerations
The band is scheduled f ,ev•
eral more engagements on West
Coast after which it pulls out on
one-nighter jaunt,
television star Diahann Carroll
also star in the picture.
EARTHA JUTI is shown in the
flame colored sheath Zown she
wore when appearing with Pat
Boone at Command Perform-
ance for Queen Elizabeth in
LOUIS "SATCHMO" ARM- in just completed pix "The
STRONG, center, who stars Five Pennies" for Paramount
with Barbara Bel Geddes. ex- welcomed visitors Mariana
treme left, and Danny Kaye Cortina. second from left, and
Hollywood Has Memories Of Pi
73 Of Nation', '6 With W'; Balks
London last Monday. The dress
designee: by Miss Kitt is made
of silk chiffon, hand painted
embroidery with bugle beads.
That Kitt Gal!
Chicagoans Call 
HOLLYWOOD — Civil War'si In the end there may be a few ,dent studios. However such films
Centennial celebrations set for 196l, pictures made with "centennial", rarely hit the major theatres se
will be spotlighted plenty through themes but by small or indepen-1 perhaps there will be a market.
medium of television but it looks
as though filmland will look out
the window during the period.
Currently there are no known
plans for spotlighting memory 01
the period at any studio. In some
quarter it is the opinion of ex-
perts that Hollywood remembers
the reaction to "Gone With The
Wind" and "Birth Of A Nation"
and wants nes. part of anything
that might bring about a repeat.
Even though both films turned out
to be good box office the attacks
that they were forced to brave
might be too much to cope with
in these days of "power from the
other side of the tracks due to
increased voting strength 
both,were wr
iting sports, and even, previously proved its popularity
north and south of Mason and Dix- though I did not always agree with on records and with the nation's
on llne.
Under present conditions the 
what you wrote I nevertheless disc jockeys. — NO AL. BELIEVE
liked the way you started your IT or not my and your trouble*
problems of such spotlighting on
nation's screens would be too num- 
case or that of your readers, at are not with Dixie alone. — MADI-
.
emus To make the films sell in 
you always said. — WELL AL, OF SON AVENUE is as much of a
. 
'
LATE I have become to respect problem as any Dixie crew in-
Dixie the same type of Negro
characters introduced in "Gone you even mor
e than in the past eluding those who blacked out the
With The Wind" and "Birth of and likewise 
to agree with some Harry Belafonte show. Thanks, Al
A Nation" would have to be pre- of the things 
you said that didn't for not using my name, as I know
sented To satisfy the minority strike me as justifiable criticism you 
won't do.
. 
at the time you wrote it. • • •
• • • SAMMY DAVIS, Jr., and theatre
AL I HAVE APPEARED on ele- management where "Anna Lucas.
vision programs as guest star, ta" is opening (Oriental theatre)
several times, as you know of!Nov. 26 tossed a whale of a party
course, each time striving to do, in "Key Room" of Chez Paree for
my best under handicaps t h a tlEartha Kitt Sunday past. MISS
were placed in front of me by KIT,. had stopped off in Chicago
the program directors. — I HAVE to publicize picture's world pre-
FOUND IN many instances, just' miere. — CURRENT ENGAGE.
as you pointed out., and $ critiJMENT OF Sarah Vaughan at loop's
cited you for doing, the programlBlue Note is socksational with La
directors appear determined to , Vaughan dishing out some of the
stymie your performance by giv- tunes she sang at W rld's Fair in
ing you numbers that do not fit Brussels. — FIRST SEPIA STARS.
your style and go with your voice, to hit Miami the coming seal"
• • • will be Four Step Brothers wh
w
be switched in favor of a more — WHEN 
YOU COMPLAIN orill be filling a committment
suited program (authority: Harry offer suggestions they frow
n on held over from last wwiter.
Belafonte, Steve Allen and c..every effort and even 
start whis- HEAR TELL highest paid per-
TV) 'tis a bit different. Perhaps pers about that you are har
d informers on lot at "Porgy 'N Bess"
' that is why the thought of civil. handle and will not go 
along. —,filming were Sammy Davis, Jr..
war centennial Presents no early! AL, IT IS A
CTUALLY tougher and Dorothy Dandridge with
I problems. Then too, television has than you have said in your 
colimn' Pearl Bailey running a very, very
discovered thrat so long as the fri..m time to time.— THEY T
ELL close third. — SAMMY DAVIS, Jr..
south ''wins all arguments and YOU HOW TO dress, always 
sug- must be a whale of a guy. No.?
, scenes" the program is welcom-1 gesting something that you do 
.Then why hasn't he raised hail-
ed. Such TV tapes as "The Gray( not look even fair in and even in- Columbia about a close friend
Ghost" and other films selected gist that you do not show an in- allegedly "giving out information,"
from files of Hollywood is ample dication to accept applause from ,true or false, about him to coon-
proof of this charge. the studio audience for fear some dential magazine?
groups the same changes in the
film that show in "St Louis Blues"
and "Anna Lucasta" would be
necessary. Thus it would be im-
possible to satisfy both and keep
the civil war theme.
An even more difficult situa-
tion would arise dming casting
period. It is most unlikely that
any of the current group enlight-
ened and younger thinking Sepi-
ans would agree to play such roles
as those performed by the older
set that appeared in "Gone With
The Wind," "Birth Of A Nation"
and "Hearts In Dixie," to name
a few.
In television where channels can
Kilt came to l'hicago,
captured the scene and locals are
still agog over seeing and talking
with one of the most prolific fig-
ures in entertainment circles.
Here for publicity campaign on
her' picture "Anna Lucasta" ml
which she occupies title role La!
Kitt literally took over the city:
Everywhere she visited claims for
her were the same "Terrific."
One of her major stops was at
theLake Meadows Shopping Cen-
ter where she autographed pic-
ture for admiring fans She also
visited Oriental theatre where the
picture opens next Wednesday;
morning in what is called "World
Premiere."
Later she visited other places
and topped off her stay by at-
tending a cocktail party in Chez
Paree that was hosted by Sammy
Davis. Jr , who co-stars with her
in "Lucasta". The affair was
staged to officially presem Miss
Kitt to local radio, television and
the press
Miss Kitt is not only alluring.
She's dynamic-in-every-sense - of
the word. Her manners-of speech
and-sexy-walk-are-among-the attri-
butes the little girl boasts. She
is natural however and openly.
untouched by it all.
Examples include fact that she
was as relayed and conversation-
al when in the presence of Chi.
cago's Mayor Daley as when con-
versing with the ordinary citizens
at the spotlighting around her in
Lake Meadows. In both spots she
was simply Eartha Kitt the girl
who left St. Louis, Mo., and has
since conquered most of the
entertainment world.
— "TAKE A GIANT STEP"
with Fred O'Neal and others of
the off-Broadway east featured is
dtie to hit the shooting lot soon.
— lEFFERY HOLDER will join
Wife in A Broadway
ahoat to open soon. —
Maggie Hathaway over from
another lot on final day of spot-
lighting. The ph, based on life
story of Red Nichols. is due
to hit nation's screen later thb
season.
"DEAR AL", says a letter just
opened, "may I first ask that you
not use my name in quoting what
I am about to say." ANYWAY AL
I have read your columns f o r
including h
I viewers will object to your re-
ception. — AL OF THE THREE
appearances I have made on tele-
vision not once have I been per.
milted to sing a tune that had
Mouth Is; Old Legend Wins •
NEW put our
money where our mouth is, —
That's an old saying that you've
heard over and over with varia-
tions but never has it been so true
a: in show business. Top name
stars have moaned so often about
not being treated right in t h e
theatre and in the movies and that
they could he big box office. But
they never put money or gather
money together to prove what they
can do They have to wait for
others to put the money up.
Harry Belafonte is a guy after
our own hearts. He's putting tip
1,r money 'rut he's producing
what he thinks will sell, and not
should fail — and somehow we
think Harry has the midas touch
so that it just won't — even if it
does, he will have set an example
in showing what has possibilities
as box office
There's been many a story on
itroadway, many a story on the
screen that haven't required too
much money. $20,000 it took to pro-
duce the sensationally successfully
"Two-On A-Seesaw" with a cast of
two on Broadway Som • "sleep-
ers" have almost been !tingly
financed in tht movies and have
been 'lighly suuessful. too. But
we as Negroes, would rather talk
about how others ought to spend
theirs and afar us than how we
stight to get our own together and
star ourselves and see if it will
make money.
Belafonte's show is called "Odds
. gainst Tomorrow." He has in
mind veteran actor Llyod Nolan
to take the role of a crooked light
manager, who forces a Negro and
a white hoy to stage a robbery.
A third star, Harry wants, is the
new box office attraction, Tony
Franciosa and you know he might
just get this popular star on his
terms, because there are a few in
',wollywood — as in other place,
'n business — who will go alon
ith you if you have the guts 11
Start out on your own.
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ROOM MOTHERS at Ford
Road Elementary school gath-
SCIENCE CLUB MEMBERS
The program presented during
American Education Week at
Melrose High school on Wed•
nesday, Nov. 12, was given
by the members of the SCI-
ACTIVE WORKERS In t e
Ford Road Elementary
school's observance of Amen.
can Education Week wets
er with the students in a get
acquainted session last week
CHERI-PRY club, and it was
entitled, "W h a t We Don't
Know About Our School."
Members who participated on
the program, seated from left,
are Maedelle Smith, Eddie
'Mrs. Jean Haywood and her
third grade students. Mrs.
Haywood was one of the many
teachers and room mothers
during the school's observ a.
Lion of American Education
Dale Ford, Regina Thigpen,
Juanita Gardner, Raymond
Neal, and Eleanor Faye Wit'
lams. Standing, same order,
are Irish Banks, Marilyn Isa-
bel, Bobby Cole, M o r ris
directing and participating in
the annual celebration spot•
lighting our nation's schools.
The students are shown I n
Week, held Nov. 9 • 15. The school was beautifully deco-
rated with pictures of Thanks.
Woods, Samuel Goodioe, Lu-
cille Tunstall, and Billie Carr.
Club is composed of ninth
and tenth grade students with
A and B averages.
in their room eager to meet
the visitors and many parents
that visited the school during
the week.
giving in all the class rooms. hand to welcome the visitors around welfare of the visitors.
Home Room Mothers were on and aid in the general all
ZENGER SKIT — The Social
Studies Department, (shown
above), of Douglass Righ
school, along with other var.
ions departments, presented a
skit last Monday, Nov. 10, in
observation of American Edu-
cation Week, held Nov. 9.15.
KORTRECHT ELEMENTARY
school, one of the oldest pub-
lic schools in the city, took
time out last week to cele-
brate American Education
Week, and on the wall of the
Participating in this particu-
lar number, which depicted
John Peter Zenger's trial and
the establishment of Freedom
of the Press, are (l•r): Miss
Barbara Moore, William
Jones, Thomas Brownlee, who
played Zenger, Miss Willis
second grade classroom was
giant • size "Report Card
U. S. A." Pictured from left
are parents' and teachers,
Mrs. Myrtle Thomas, Mrs.
Arvesta Munford, Mrs. Helen
Ruth Wilson, as Anna Zenger,
and Charles Rodgers as t h •
Judge. The Jury is composed
of, sitting (I • r): Miss Sadie
Fulton, Miss Bobby Redmond
and Willie Bates. Standing,
ti • r): Miss Elizabeth Baker,
Miller, first grade teacher;
Mrs. Pashti Harvey, second
grade teacher: Mrs. Theresa
Hayes, president of the
school's PTA; William W.
Miss Olivia Craft and Miss
Velma Murrell. Johnathan •
Rodgers is standing in the
foreground. Partially hidden
are Miss Angela Avery a n d
Albert Earl McClendon, w ho
were also a part of the jury.
Coy, principal; Mrs. Crysta•
bell Johnson, third and fourth
grade teacher: Mrs. Elba.
beth Stewart, PTA viee ores'.
dent. and Mrs. Katie Bell.
SURPRISE LUNCHEON —
Madame B. F. Young, of Go-
rine Beauty college bad a
chance to turn the tables on
her staff for giving her a sur-
prise birthday party several
weeks ago. She gave them a
surprise luncheon recently at
her home over the college
on Beale. Recipients of t b e
treat are (I - r): seated, Mr.
and Mrs. Tyus, Mr. and Mrs.
E. Roberts, Mrs. Mary Per-
kins, Mr. and Mrs. John Ed-
Ingbourgb and Mr. John Dom.
Standing are fir): Mrs. Isom.
Mme. Young and Mrs. Hel•
en Nunnally.
Mary Della Reeves and Elizabeth
Shaw, who all enjoyed a shrimp
menu which was topped with a
delicious ice cream roll.
Saturday, The D'Accords . . .
Eunice Snell, Chartesteen Miles,
Elizabeth Shaw, Ann Simpson,
Thelma Brown, Sadie McCoy, Hi-
awatha Harris, and Aretta Polk
filling in for absent member Wil-
la Dean Jackson, who was in
Washington, D. C. at the bedside
of her daughter Edwina J. Elli-
by, who is ill. The first named
four carried away lovely prizes—
and turkey 'n trimming with
cheese cake and sherry regaled
all. The lovely centerpiece of tu-
beroses and chrysanthemums was
a gift to the hostess from mem-
city , . . George Brooks, now a her Thylma McCoy. Miss Hazel
!Clarksville, Tenn., principal . . . Pyles assisted Mrs. Hawkins Fri.
and Czolgus Coleman of New' day . . . and was returning to
York City . . and scads more. assist her again Saturday, when
WEDDING BELLS an auto accident salt her to
All Memphis is delighted with Crump hospital.
the announcement of Mr. Ed- ON THE SOCIAL CIRCUIT
Ward Hansborough of the mar- Other interesting gatherings in-
riage of his daughter, Miss Lu- eluded that of Alpha Eta Zeta
cille Hansborough, well-k nown chapter of Zeta Phi Beta sorori-
Memphis City Schools Elementary ty, where basileus Mildred Peace
Supervisor, to Mr. Edward E. Horne presided in the pledging
Brewer. of Hattie Debra and Annie Era- I
DR. W. S. DAVIS TO zier both of Holly Springs, Miss.,
ADDRESS OMEGAS where they are on the faculty
. A capacity audience is expect- 1 of Rust college. Mrs. Frazier is
ed to be present to hear Dr. W. the widow of the late Dr. Frazier
S. Davis, president of Tennessee of that city. Zetas were also hap-
A&I State university, Nashville, py to welcome back in the fold
address the annual Achievement members Susie Brittenum, Juli-
Award Program of Epsilon P hi ette Jones and Carlean Griffin
chapter of Omega Psi Phi fratem from the chapter in Columbus,
ity at the Mount Olive CME Ca- filiss., where they had transfer-
thedral, Sunday, Nov. 23, begin- red their membership from the
big at 5 p. m. Memphis Chapter, to which they
, A special invitation Is extend- returned. Receiving lots of "coolts
ed to alumni Of Tennessee U . . . "oohs and abs' were the attract-
along with the general public, to ive yearbooks compiled for the
hear Dr. Davis, to witness the organization by member BeJnice former member, who now resid-
tribute which will be paid an out- Calloway. ) is in Chicago, and plans were
standing citizen of the communi. • • • I made for the organization of a
ty for unusual service . , and The Illinois Central Ladies S0- choral group among the mem-
to hear, also, the Tennessee Uni- cial club also met at the home bers.
versity Choir (Meistersingers) of Mrs. Essie Dancy at 1327 After the business discussion,
provide the choral music at the Ridgeway . . . where plans were a very tasty menu was served
program, which will include both completed for their Coffee Hour, by the hostesses.
anthems and spirituals. Make to be held on Thanksgiving Day The club's next meeting w ill
from 4 til 7 at 1327 Ridgeway.' be hostessed by Mrs. A. L. Turn.
Mrs. Dancy's home, to which' er and Mrs. M. Johnson.
friends are invited to attend.
Their next meeting la slated for
Friday, Nov. 21, with Mrs. Let-
can usually be found at some gay tie Porter at 37 Edsel, which will
bridge party on Friday nights find the group planning for their
and Saturday afternoon or night, activities to be held during the
Doing just that have been THE and ahs" were the attractive year-
NONCHALANT BRIDGE CLUB books compiled for the organza-
members, who met at the home lion by member Bernice Calloway. the "turkey strut," but who do
of Mrs. Ruth Parker recently. At Christmas holidays. not know what it is will have
the lovely Boyd Avenue home of, • • • an opportunity to find out all of
the hostess, a succulent sea food THE QUETTES, the counter- the detaile when a Pre-Thanks-
menu was served and thoroughly parts of Omega fraternity, met at giving Turkey Strut, sponsored
enjoyed by members Mrs. Ruth the South Parkway home of Mrs. by the Les Debanette Social club
McDavid, Mrs. Frances Hayes,
Mrs. BernLe McClella, Mrs. Sa-
mellen Carroll, Mrs. Lytia Me-
Kinney, Mrs. Thelma Greene,
Mrs. Lucille Ward, Mrs. B.
Thompson and Miss Elmyra Wil-
liams. Guests included Mrs. Mar-
garet Rivers (who captured the
guest prize), Mrs. Alma Holt and
• Mrs. Eunice Caruthers. Club priz-
es went to Ruth MeDavid and
Frances Hayes.
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( Our Memphis 'Society Merry-
Go-Round' is fast gaining momen-
tum . . . as pace of social ac-
tivities quicken with the approach
of Thanksgiving — that tradition-
al event to "Count One's Bless-
ings" at the hearth of kith and
kin. From all accounts — our
town is going to be ties gay . . .
with an influx of out-of-t o wn l
guests, including alumni of 1..e-
Moyne college . .• and Manes-.
sas High school.
, Expected to be on hand for
these school reunions are Eugene
Thomas, president of the Le-
Moyne Alumni club of Washing-
ton, D. C. . . Furmer Baker's
family from Cleveland, Ohio and
{Tommie Jones of the same
this public feature a MUST for
Sunday afternoon.
THOSE GAY BRIDGE PARTIES
At everyone in Memphis knows
. . Memphis maids and matrons
• • •
If you've been wondering what
the OLE ACQUAINTANCE
BRIDGE CLUB has been doing
this Fall. were here to let you
know that their first meeting was
held by Mrs. Cleo Jones at
Tony's Inn . . , with members
Harry Cash, who was assisted
during the meeting by Mrs. Pet-
er Jones, president of t is e
Mrs. Massey
Is Hostess
To CME Wives
The CME Ministers' Wives So-
cial club met recently at the
the home of Mrs. Ozell Johnson,
of 1341 Kentucky at., with Mrs.
Hilda Massey, serving as co-host-
ess with her. It was the first I
meeting for the group since the
Annual Conference.
After the session was called to
order by the president, Mrs. Lil-
lian Martin, a very inspirational
devotional reading was given by
the chaplain, Mrs. Eula Cunning-
ham.
Although Mrs. Elizabeth Tay-
lor had been incapacitated as a
result of fall suffered on her
back porch, she was able to be
present at the meeting.
Secret pals were discussed, and
some revealed the gifts they had
received, along with cards in re-
cent weeks.
A going-away present is to be
sent to Mrs. Mary P. Boyd. a
is given on Saturday night, Nov.
22, at 2798 Hale ave.
Members on hand to demon-
Quettes, Mrs. H. H. Johnson and strate and assist others in the
Mrs. Clarence Pope. Mrs. Jonee "strut" will be Mrs. Josephine
presented Rev. J. A. McDaniel, Berkley, Mrs. Myrtle Mickleber-
the basileus of graduate Omegas, ry, Mrs. Earnestine Flemming,
who gave them an outline of the and Mrs. Bernice Broomfield,
year's activities. The Quettes are along with others. 
•
ready to assist at the reception, The president of the club is
which will be held following the Mrs. Lucille Rainey, and Mrs.
0 A h vement Award Pro-
gram of this Sunday, in the club-
rooms of Mt. Olive Cathedral, to hoped that the beauty of their
which the public is invited.
wonderful children's hospital has
• • •
long with expert medical atten-
More in the meetings and par- lion, has her on the sunny side
ty line concerned the party els'.
of health. At E. 1-1. Crump Me.
en by Mrs. Caffrey Bartholomew - .
morial hospital last week w a s
. . . who entertained the Mem- Charles Tarpley . . . and Mrs.
mega c Kathryn Stewart is secretary.
den. Donald Jackson, a bridge for a visit with Mrs. Groves par-
consultant, briefed the group for r ents. Mr. and Mrs. Thomas H.
an hour on the fine points of the! Hayes . . and for the christen.
game . . and was rewarded for ing of the baby at Emmanuel
his efforts with a set of cuff links , Episcopal church last Sunday,
by vice president Josie Flowers.: where the petite charmer's god- godfather.
Anna's guests were Carrie Young, mother is Miss Roberta Church, 
• • •
Vahness Moore, Matilda Whalum,1 who was also a guest. along with Down Atlanta. Ga., way . .
Eva McChriston, Carlee Body* her aunt, Miss Annette Church,, former Memphian Al Thompson,
and Ernestine Black. at the Hayes' home. A prouder who has carved quite a niche in
• • •
Mrs. Warren Hawkins was host-
ess to two well-known clutis last
Friday and Saturday nights at
her lovely Cannon Street home,
THE COBRA CLUB . . . and
THE D'ACCORDS. In fact, when wife of William Harris of 514 FHA inter-group relations advis-
arren's hurband, restaurateur Buntyn and cousin of fellow- era . . . the award made at a
F. L. Hawkins came home Satur- scribe, Mrs. Rubye Gadison and housing confab in the Nation's
day night and found the second her mother. Mrs. Rose Clark, capital.
party in session, he greeted Mil who was interred last Sunday. • e •
wife as "Club Meeting Momma" • • • ANNUAL LUNCHEON
. . only to be told by their, Best get well wishes are extend- The Third Annual Luncheon of
personable young son, "She's, ed to the following sick in our the Western Section of 'ferules-.
Good Food Momma!" The Cobrasimidsts, who are or have been in -see Schools Food Service Asso-
met Pride and the well-clark our hospitals Mrs Vivian White elation, Group II, was held at
Learn How To
'Turkey Strut'
Memphians who have heard of
Josie Flowers, Beuiah Preston, phis chapter of Links, Inc., at Nellie Humes who returned for
Elsie Robinson, Geraldine Wont, her Bellevue Avenue home last another bout with the surgeon.
Mattie Fugh, Ann Lee, Anna, Saturday night . . . and the par-
Clark, Delores Alexander. Loret-!, ties of this group are always CONGR
ATULATIONS ARE DUE
ta Crutcher, Jacqueline Flowers noted for their beautiful arrange., Mrs. Cleo Sorry Higgins of Pa-
and guests Annie Jean Steinberg,' ment and service. latka. Fla., who was initiated into
Dorothy Berkley, Faye Gentry, And Mrs. Leland Atkins a n d, the Daytona Beach chapter Of
Yvonne Hawkins and Mamie Dil- Mrs. M. L. Adams were joint Links, Inc. . . along with Mrs.i
lard. Cleo's prizes, a satin eve- hostesses at the recent gathering! James (Fannie) Huger, wife of ,
rung bag, an umbrella and ling- of THE BLUFF CITY MEDICAL I Bethune-Cookman college's ad-
erie, were won by Elsie, Mamie AUXILIARY, which Wila held at ministrative assistant and form-
and Dorothy. Mrs. Atkins' striking contempor.. er national secretary of Alpha Phi'
That's not all about Ole Ac-i ary home on South Parkway. I Alpha fraternity. 
Mrs. Higgins is,
quaintances . . . for Anna Clark • • • the niece of Mrs. 
Vella Wiggins,
was the November hostess . .1 DID YOU KNOW . . .? and cousin of Mr. and Mrs. Floyd
with the party being held at her, Dr. and Mrs. Westley Groves Campbell . . who was a Summa
lovely West Gage Street home and their little son were in town' Cum Laude grad of LeMoyne col-
lege; and the Hugers are frequent]
vsitors at the home of Dr. and,
Mrs. Leland Atkins and have al
daughter named after Mrs. At-
kins, of which Dr Atkins is the
se! of parents, grandparents and the realm of housing, was the re-
christening sponsors could not be l cipient of an award for superior
found anywhere else! , performance by Commissioner
• • • Norman P. Mason of the Federal
We're sorry to hear of the pass- , Housing Administration of which
ing of Mrs Mary Etta Harris, Mn. Thompson is one of nine
y. .
group indicted Jana Porter, Sa-1 Is recuperating from surgery at the Douglas High school cafeteria,
die McCoy and new member, l Collins Chapel hospital . . but, Friday. Nov. 14, at 12:00, at
Christine S Robinson who looking 'pretty as a picture' nev- I which time the invocation w a II
Promising Models To
Grace Church Benefit
Two young artists, Miss Helen
Duncan and Mrs. Daisy Page,
Page, both predicted to have a
future in the professional model-
ing field, will be the featured
models in a Fashionetta and Bi-
ble Quiz to be held at the Hills
Chapel Baptist church, at 2521
Dexter ave., for the benefit of the
building fund project of t h e
Springdale Baptist churc h, of
which Rev. W. T. Grafton is pas-
tor.
Serving as the moderator for
the Bible Quiz will be Rev. J. A.
L
MRS. PAIGE
McDaniel, pastor of the Bethel
Presbyterian church, and Rev.
Grafton.
Dick "Cane" Cole, well known
disc jockey will serve as the
master of ceremonies and narrat-
or for the fashion show scheduled
to begin at 7 p. m., on Sunday
evening, Nov. 23. Numerous priz-
ei will IA given away.
Among the models scheduled to
participate in the show are Miss
Jean Galloway, Mrs. M. L. Gal-
loway, Mrs. Bertha Maxwell, Mrs.
Cora Bledsoe, Mrs. Lillian M.
Joiner, Mrs. Mattie Taylor, Miss
Johnny Naylor and Miss Larcenia
Baskerville,
Also Mrs. M. Coats. Mrs. Inez
Jones, Mrs. Derel White, WY
Sally Robinson, Mrs. Ida M. Hall,
Mrs, Lucy Andrew. Mrs, Catherine
Bolton, Mrs. Emma Bowman. Mrs.
Anna Burrow, Miss Willie B. Craw-
ford, Mrs. Victoria Standard, and
Mrs. Ethel Lois Metanders, Mrs.,
faculty on behalf of the school's
principal, Prof. Jesse Springer,
who was attending the West Ten-
nessee Educational Congress at
Jackson, Tenn. Mrs. Lillie Young
stated the organization's purpose,
and following an eloquent read-
ing, "Creation" by Little Miss Ar-
carried off the prizes in the or ertheless . . and Little Miss given by Mrs, Margaret McGraw
der named Others present were Clarice Hobson has been ill at and greetings given by Mrs Mar-
Dora Todd Attie Mae Roberts Le Bonheur hospital — and it is , garet Edmonds of the Douglas
. .
pastor of Martin Temple CME
church presented the guest speak-
er, Chaplain L. A. Thigpen, who
gave an inspiring address center-
ed on the theme of service as
related to spiritual and moral
guidance. Mrs. Mary Dunhan.
president of the sponsoring or-
ganization, presented honor-
ed guests, including Mrs. Vivian
Biggs, Director of the Memphis
School Feeding Division; super-
visors Miss Lola M. Looney,
Mrs, Claudine Strickland, Mrs.
Luria Dabbs; also Mrs. Adele
Russell and Mrs. Gwendolyn Mc-
Candless, secretaries; and visit-
ing managers Miss Frances Rhod-
es and Mrs. Dorothy Greene. Oth-
er guests included Miss Jewel
Gentry, social editor of the Mem-
phis World and your writer.
Luncheon tables were beautiful
in white linen with Thanksgiving
motif place cards and napkins,
highlighted with arrangements Of
yellow and bronze mums sur-
rounding blue tapers. At
the speaker's table was a hand-
some centerpiece of bronze-toned
fall flowers, flanked by tall blue
tapers in crystal candlelabrum;
The delicious menu included
turkey and dressing, cranberry
sauce. French beans, tossed sal
ad, hot rolls, ice cream cake, cof-
fee, tea or Coca cola was served
under the supervision of Mrs. Ul-
ilia Holmes cateress,
Members of the Group If di-,
vision of the Food Service Aso-
elation include Mesdames R it h
Biggs. Fannie Carson, Vienna
Christian. Beanie Dennis Eloise
Logan. Margaret McGraw
McMurtry. Edna Parker
'Rogers, Beatrice Thomas,
m g
p the Grand ballroom of the Conradtorn I  and sides of nine-inch pie
plate bringing crumbs up over Hilton 
hotel.
Plans for the Fashion Fair weretiledge to make a rim. Chill un announced last Wednesday at a
'firm. luncheon held at the Peru, Illinois
FILLING home of Mrs. Edward Carus, co-
21 eNeog..2hictaene apricots chairman of the Women's Corn-
package lemon flavored gelatine mittee.
Thirty-seven members of t is e
1-11 teaspoon cream of tartar committee made the trip to Peru
Irene Harris and Mrs. Romelia
Mitchell.
Others are Mrs. Edna M. Dav-
is, Mrs. Ruth Halliburton, Mrs.
J. B. Carter, Will H: Rodgers,
Carnell Sledge, Jasper Phillips,
Birt Davis, Forest Jones, Ana-
nias Hawkins and others who
have been invited to participate.
The sponsors of the program to
MISS DUNCAN
which the public is invited are Mr.
and Mrs. Marion B. Ford, mem-
bers of the Springdale Baptist
church. The supervisors of the
fashion show are Mrs. M. L. Gal-
loway and Mrs. W. T. Grafton,
Mrs. Porter
Hostess To
Health Club
The Annie L. Brown Health
club met recently at the home of
Mrs. Ophelia Porter, of 1293
Wilson st., and serving as co-
hostess with her was Mrs. Eliza-
beth Woods,
The meeting, which was well
attended, was called to order by
the president, Mrs. Annie L. Hig-
gins, and plans were made for
the coming year by members of
the organization, and souvenirs
were presented to those who
who were unable to attend a
previous meeting.
Welcomed back to Memphis af-
ter an extended vacation which
took her to Chicago and out West
to California was Mrs. Jennie
Pennington.
After the completion of busi-
ness, a very tasty menu was
served by the hostesses.
Mrs. N. E. McGaughey is the
club reporter.
Flowers Lend Much To
The Holiday Spirit
What's the most important
ant item on the Thanksgiving
table — turkey . . . stuffing . . .
cranberry sauce? Or would you
say pumpkin pie or mince pie?
No matter what your choice,
we'd bet our drumstick that moth-
er or grandmother and the oth-
ers who've spent the morning in
traditional family reunion, would
pick the lovely flowers gracing '
the table. If the flowers were
wired from an absent loved one,
it's an even surer bet.
AlthOugh the Pilgrims were
probably too busy trying to grow
food to concentrate very much
on flowers, old sketches and
prints do have posies in evidence
at the first Thanksgiving Day in
1621.
It was that year that the basic
pattern of thanksgiving and shar-
ing was set for the NeW World,
even if accidental in some ways.
Almost everyone knows that the
Indians celebrated with the col-
onists, but how many realize that
they could be called the "Wan-
panoags who came to dinner."
The chief, Massasoit, had been
invited to the Pilgrims' feast,
but the colony of about 50 was
unprepared for the 90 braves who
came with him — and stayed
this was the white man's version
of their tribal harvest festival
the Green Corn Dance.
The hosts courageously
through, setting out a
supply of food though it
the winter's stores. And whi
the women cooked for the thre
day feast, the men matche
skills with the Indians. The
days were a departure from th
normally austere existence
the colonists, but served the
well in future dealings with t
natives.
Times changed and Thank
giving customs continued —
a more refined manner. But t
day didn't become a real natio
al holiday until Lincoln's pr
clamation in 1863 establishing t
last Thursday in November
Thanksgiving Day. This was
years after Washington issued t
first presidential proclamation
honor the Constitution, design
ing November 26, 1789 "as a d
of general thanksgiving for t
establishment of a form of go
ernment that would make f
safety and happiness. . .
Thanksgiving, with it ti
food, its flowers and its mi
fun, remains as a day to expre
gratitude for the bounty and bea
ty of the land and to share the
things with family and friends,
three days! The Indians thoug
Pineapple
Date Bread Is
Good Eating
Bake a loaf of Pineapple Date
Bread—each slice promises extra
good eating at meal time or snack
time.
Sift together 2 cups sifted en-
riched flour, 1 tablespoon baking
powder, Vs teaspoon salt and 3-4
cup sugar into bowl.
All 1-4 cup hydrogenated shorten-
ing, 3-4 cup crushed pineapple,
drained, and .1 teaspoon vanilla.
Mix well, then beat 2 minutes.
Add 2 eggs. Beat 2 minutes more.
Add 1 cup thoped dates and blend
well.
Bake in greased paper-lined 4t4
X5½-inch loaf pan in moderate
oven (350 degrees F.) 1.1 hours.
Cool before slicing. Makes one
I loaf.
Paper Napkins Now
Proper For Dining
Paper table napkins have mov-
ed out of the kitchen into the din-
ing room.
They are proper as well as prac-
deal today for large family gath-
erings and buffet luncheons and
suppers.
Among the new advancements in
Paper napkins are those made by
the same people who gave us Klee-
nex tissues. They have the same
softness, absorbency and easy dis-
posability that have made the tis-
sues a universal household item.
Fruity Cereal Crust For Lemon Pie
For a mouth-watering dessert
to make for the family try lemon-
apricot chiffon pie in a fruity
cereal crest.
CRUST
4 cups pre-sweetened fruit flavor
cereal
IS cup melted butter or margarine
Roll pre-sweetened fruit flavor
cereal to make one and one-half
Cups of very fine crumbs. Combine
crumbs and melted butter in bowl
and mix thoroughly with wire
dough blender or fingers.
Reserve three. tablespoons
crumbs for ton of pie. Press re-
crumbs firmly over bot-ainin ion Fair" on Friday, Nov. 28, in
Washington, Nazarene White, Em-
ma Wilson. Bernice Worsham, Lo-
la Mason, Lillie Young a a
Nunnally. The officers are, be-
! sides the president, Mrs. Marie
' Austin. president elect;Mrs. Lou-
ise Carter. secretary, Mrs. Willie
Mae Warren, Membership chair-
man; Mrs Thelma Tate, pro-
'
I gram chairman; Mrs. Carnaria
Cooper, benevolent chairman; and
the advisers are the past presi-
dents, Mrs. Dorothy Green a n d
Mrs. Ellen Callian.
NEWS FLASH
As we go to press . . . word
reaches us that at the last meet-
ing of .1-U-G's held by Mrs. Gwen-
&den Nash . . . the group of out-
standing social and civic workers
are putting Into shape the final
plans for their Annual Pre-Lenten;
Charity Ball, which will be held
on February 6 . . . and definite-
ly slated for the Fairgrounds Ca-
sino . . which will mark a new I
venture in the realm of "firsts")
for this energetic group of
young maids and matrons. Which,
naturally augurs that their next'
which ball, hi features "Living
. Rosa Ads" will be more brilliant than
Arena ever.
1; cup sugar
Drain apricots and pour juice
into measuring cup and add water
as needed to make one and 1-4
cups. Bring liquids to a boil; add
: gelatine and stir until diesolved.
Chill until mixture starts to "set."
Beat egg whites until frothy.
con-
tinue beating until mixture forms nett, Mrs. Oscar Brown, Mrs. Al-
soft peaks. Add sugar gradually lison Davis,
and beat until whites form stiff Mrs. Earl B. Dickers
on, Mrs.
l peaks.
Lawrence Dixon, Mrs. Ralph Dol-
 kart, Mrs. James Draper, Mrs.
William Edgerton, Mrs. Elise Ev-
ans, Mrs. Joseph Evans, Mrs. Leo-
nardreErwell, 
Mrs. Antonio Gassa-
vansMrs. S muel Evans, Mrs. Rob-
ert 
way, Mrs. Barbara Howard, Mrs,
John Johnson, Mrs. Theodore
Jones, Mrs. Moritz Loeb, Mrs. Wil-
1 ham Bross Lloyd, jr.,
Ms. Winston Mardis Mrs. Cla-
rence Morrison, Mrs. Rot Ottley,
Mrs. Henry Pope, jr., Mrs. Henry
Regnery, Mrs. James Reiner, Mrs.
Earl Renfro.,
Mrs. Philip G. Rettig Mrs.
Clyde Reynolds, Mrs. Paul Rus-
sell, Mrs. John Sengstacke, Mrs.
Doris Shayne, Mrs. James Stamps,
Mrs. Phelps Wilder Mrs. Leona
Williams and Mrs. Philip W i
Williams and Mrs. Philip Will-
The11 fund
benefit ls being put on through the
cooperation of John H. Johnson,
publisher of Ebony magazine.
The Fashion Fair comes to Chi-
en() after triumphant appearances
In 24 cities around the country, in-
cluding Miami, Boston, Omaha and
Dallas.
Cell Chapman, Nettie Rosenstein
were assembled in Paris, Rome
and Florence this past summer by
Mr and Mrs. Johnson and Ebony
Fashion Editor, Freda De KnighL
by chartered bus to discuss plans
for the benefit and to hear about
the work of the College Fund from
Dr. Albert W. Dent, president of
Dillard university, New Orleans.
Those going on the Women's
Committee Autumn Ramble to
Peru on Wednesday were: Mrs.
Walter Adams, Mrs. Claude Bar. 
Whipgelatine mixture until Chill until firm.
fluffy. Blend meringue, whipped Just before serving sprinkle top
gelatine, and fruit together quick- with reserved crumbs. Yield: 1 il-
ly and pour mixture into pie shell, inch pie.
Women's
Colorful Show
Staged By The
Beauticians
An estimated 'crowd of 7
packed the Flamingo Room
.cently to witness the colorf
fashion show and hair style c
test conducted by the Tenness
Progressive Beauticians associ
tion.
Mrs. Margaret Pembroke, pr
ident of the association 'd
portion of the proceeds
to charity.
Walking off with first prize
the hair styling contest was M
Josephine Guy Norman. She w
a week's course in advanced c
metology at Tennessee A &
State university.
Second prize in the hair st
ing contest went to Mrs. A
Davis. All of her expenses
be paid when she attends t
beauty workshop scheduled to
held here in May.
Nine beauticians competed
the hair styling contest.
The fashion show was a th
of beauty and offered some 1
ly models. Among them we
Mrs. Beverly Nevil 5, Mis
Yvonne McCoy, Claudine flea
J. Greer, DeVerne Johnson,
M. Jones, Rose Thomas, A
Spraggins, Peggy A. White,
this Green, Gloria Clark, Ma
Brittmon and Magnoliailitis.
Judges for the hair at nt
were James Vair Mr e
Dorris, Mrs. Jewel Speight a
Mrs. Eula Belle Neeley.
Mrs. Willie M. Ward dirk
the hair style contest.
Committee Of UNCF Give
Only Showing Of 'Fashion
The Chicago Women's Commit- Designers to be represented in
tee of the United Negro College the showing include Emilio Sdhu-
Fund will sponsor the only Chief:- berth, Pierre Balmain, Gigi, Gre-
go showing of the "Ebony Fash- goriana, Fontana, Oleg Cassini
Cell Chapman Nettie Rosenstein
Trigere and Hanna Troy.
consists of Mrs. Walter Adams,
Mrs. Walter L. Lowe is chair-
man of the Ebony Fashion Fair
benefit committee. Her committee
consists 9f Mrs, Walter Adams,
Mrs. Hazel R. Anthony. M r 5.
Claude A. Barnett, Mrs. Oscar
Brown,
Mrs. Archibald Carey, Mrs. Ed-
werd Carus. Mrs. Herman Clay,
Mrs. Oneida Cockrell, Mrs. T. J.
Cole, Mrs. Allison Davis, Mrs.
Earl B. Dickerson, Mrs. Lawrence
Dixon.
Mrs. Joseph Evans, Mrs. Leon-
ard Evans, Mrs. Samuel Evans,
Mrs. Elise Evans, Mrs. Antonio
Gassaway, Mrs. Harry Gibson.,
Mrs. Truman Gihoon, jr., Mrs.
Maurice Hebert,
Mrs. John H. Johnson 51 r s.
Theodore A. Jones, Mrs. Winston
Mardis, Mrs. Andrew Means. Mrs.'
James A. McLendon, Mrs. Elmer
McMillen. Mrs. Robert M i ,n 5,
Mrs. John Nuveen, Mrs. Rol Ott-
ley,
Mrs. Earl Renfroe, Mrs. Clyde
Reynolds, Mrs. Paul S. Ruseell,
Mrs. John Sengstacke, Mrs. Albert
Spaulding, Mrs. George Spaulding,
Mrs. 
Stamps, Mrs. 
rSpencer.sl Mm r sw. James
front pane ifusK.
Mrs. Leona J. Williams. Mrs. Phil-.
etha ress, 5 1080 
yours from
"Lysol" carton.ip C. Williams and Mrs. Nelson ,
Wood*. i Use the coupon be-
Proceeds from the benefit will] low. Limited time
go to asaist the 33 member cole only.
leges of the United Negro College. Use "Lysol" regular-
ly in your douche,Help Fight TB and you'll always feel
clean inside.
Fair'
Buy Christmas Soots
Fund, Stuart List, publisher of
Chicago American is the 1058
cago chairman for the Coll
Fund drive.
John Sengstacke. publisher
the Chicago Defender is co-ch
man of the Chicago drive.
SPECIAL OFFER
'1 I 1 hJ I"
Doti t: 1 I e 1
for just 500 and front
panel of "Lysol" cart
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and purchased a 15-acre tract
FFER land, where they still raise veg-ables and other small crops.
!We've enjoyed our life together
much and we've been hap-
. the 72-year-old wife states.
'ye tieen quite fortunate ad
we spend much of our time
o make others happy."
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ns
-Cr. are many activities in
ckson to bring Jarksonians out
ring this beautiful fall weather
are having. Among our most
standing programs for the
ason was the Omega Psi Phi
chievement Week progr a m
hich is held annually. Speaker3 the occasion was Dr. Thorn-
E. Poag, head of the Dra-
sties Department at Tennesseefate university.
IZEN OF THE YEAR
An important feature on this
rogram looked forward to in
• naming of the citizen of the
ear voted on by the citizenship
ommittee. So honored this year
Bishop P. R. Shy or as he •
reviously has been known as,
'can Shy. Bishop Shy who re-,ided in Jackson for many yearsl
d served in such Positions as
ran of Instruction at Lane cot-
e cling president of the Col-
the time of the death if
es ent J. F. Lane, Dean of
a at Lane college, head of the
epartment of Soccial Sciences at
ane and pastor of St. P aul
ME church was recently elevat-
to Bishop at the last general
nference which met in Detroit,
ishop and Mrs. Shy now reside
t Atlanta, Ga., as he presides
ver that district. Mrs. She was
hand to share in the 'Joy of -
cc husband.
MERICAN EDUCATION WEEK
It has been reported that a
rge number of parents visited
rowd of 7 e school in Jackson duringgo Room merican Education Week whichthe color( roves that we are becoming
air style c sore educationally minded. Athe Tenness Atte:program was presented on
crane assoc. fondey night by the Jackson
ity Teachers' Association in
embroke. pr. Merry High school gymnas-
iationalaid in. Students from the threeceeds le ry schoo's and the high
ch participated in the pro.
first prize ram_Vhich was centered around
test was M he theme "Report Card — U.
man. She w • AT and the daily topics:
advanced c uilding character, responsible
essee A & itizenship, education, the cur-
iculum, developing talents, and
the hair at ommunity teamwork. The tro-
to Mrs. A by, given by the publicity corn-
expenses ittee of the association, was
e attends am by Washington-Douglas ele-t
cheduled to entary school for having the
rgest per centage of parents
competed resent at the program. Lincoln
ntest. hool which has the largest en-
a th •Ilment has held the trophy forw was 
red some I e last several years. Due to
g them we is it was decided that the tro-
mis hy should be presented on per
audine Hes entage basis and Washington-
e Johnson, ouglas, one of the smaller
Thomas, A choola, had the largest number
A. White, f parents present. The trophy
a Clark, Ma
and they improve their looks wilt
250 million dollars worth of groom
Mg products a year.
They spend 25 per cent of limitserving as president with S. H. family's food budget, and buy do-Branough as business manager. thes to the tune of two and a halfThe Atomic Bridge Club wa s billion dollars a year.highly entertained in the home of Mrs. Haupt is the mother of aMr. and Mrs. Sidney Perry on daughter and one of seven sisters
a background she considers help-
ful in her work.
Mrs. Ilaupt does not believe in
'talking down" to teen-agers .
game and Mrs. Catherine Thorn- She added that dating may be
ton of Memphis, Tenn., and Wil- more sophisticated today, but the
ham H. Jones, a newcomer to kids are cannier about dating
Jackson on the faculty at Lane practices than adults realize.
college. Both Mesdames Thorn- "Contary to public opiniot, most
ton and Goodgame were the teen-agers do not go steady. They
houseguests of Mrs. Marie don't want to put all their eggs in
Moore on Leconte st., and visit- one basket. They go ALMOST
ed with Mrs. W. R. Bell while t steady. They call it "going stead.
in Jackson. Mrs. Perry served a ily," she said.
complete dinner with the main
course being turkey. It was in-
deed an enjoyable meeting for all
who were present on the regular
Wednesday night meeting.
Homecoming festivities have
begun at Lane College with the
homecoming to be on Saturday,
Nov. 15. Lane was victorious over
Fisk university on last Saturday
n Nashville by a score of 8 to 6.
We are hoping for the same
NaeLv etaoinu etaoin shrdlu cm
when Lane meets Knoxville.
end. That was the last game of
football for the Green Hornets.
The basketball schedule -should
be announced in the next issue.
Lane college will close the foot-
ball season playing in Sumpter,
N. C. on Thanksgiving day.
Women's Assn.
Hears Stereo
At Meeting
Members of the Women's Divi-
sion of the Electric association will
be treated to -a presentation of
stereophonic sound at their Nov.
19 meeting at the Builder's club,
228 North LaSalle, beginning with
Merry lost the second game of dinner at 6 p. m.
he season when they traveled to Guest speaker will be Milton G.
East St. Louis, Ill., last week Heyman, manager of Radio-"Vie-
trots" Traffic Appliance a n d
Electronic Department of the RCA
Victor Distributing Corporation
who will tell "the living-stereo"
story, illustrated with the playing
of some of RCA's finest stereo-
phonic sound equipment.
gnoliayik Ae",s.
air at nt iforgia Minister, Wife Observes'r Mr e
I Speight a
test.
NORWOOD, Ga.—The Rev. and Both the Rev. and Mrs. Pounds church, and have been presidentG• rs. Joshua Pounds have been have devoted their lives to t it e of the Missionary Society for 38ive fried 52 years and have resid-1 church. years."
on their small farm near Nor-
d since 1910.
rs. Pounds says: "With 48
ars in the same neighborhood
u •know we could never call any
er place home.
Si, couple recalls that they were
rried on Oct. 31, 1906 in Wash-
,. publisher ton, Ga., her hometown, ander is co-ch Interest In People Helpsd me to Norwood four years lat-
publisher of
is the 1958
or the Coll
was presented by V. J. Gilmore,
with Mr. Buchannan president
of the Washington-Douglas P. T.
A. receiving it.
A series of daily programs on
the topics listed for the week
was held at Merry High school
under the direction of Mrs. Jr,
M. Johnson, English and dramat-
ics. Closing the week was t h e
very appropriately planned West
Tennessee Teachers Congress
held on the campus of Lane col-
lege. Highlights of this meeting
will be given later.
SPORTSMAN WIVES
ENTERTAINED
The Sportsman's Club enter.
tamed their wives with a sup-
By MARY PRIME
NEW YORK — So you think a
teen-ager does nothing but play
rock-and-roll tie up the phone and•
borrow the car? Then you're strict-
ly from Squaresville.
That stereotyped picture is
"fuzzy, out of focus, and out of
date," says Mrs. Enid A. Haupt,
editor and publisher of Seventeen
magazine.
'"roday's teen-aged girl Is a
mature young person—a full five
years older in attitude than teens
of the previous generation."
"For the first time in history,
the teen girl is as informed as her
elders in many fields," said Mrs.
Haupt, who believes adults need
to take a second, pentrating look
at the nation's adolescents.
"I've learned they also are very
busy-minding their •,, nunger sisters
and brothers, helping mother runper at the Palm Garden on last the home.Tuesday evening. Turkey and all 
"The girls cook an average ofthe trimmings made up the ments eight family meals a week, earnMr. Hughes, soil conservationists more than two billion dollars afor Madison County, was the year in part-time jobs and babyfounder of the club in Jackson sitting.
and Madison County. The club They stockpile their hope chestshas purchased land in the county
and lakes are hoped to be devel-
oped in the near future. Mr.
Greer of Madison County is
Lane ave., with Mrs. Perry see-
ing as hostess. In addition to the
regular members, guests at t h e
meeting were Mr. Fannie Good.
The Rev. Pounds says he's nev- In addition, she has taught Sun.
er pestered, but served as assist- day school for a number of years.
ant pastor at St. Philips Baptist The couple have two daughters,
church for 31 year anu a mem- Mrs. Maude E. Lyons, who cc-her there ever since it was found- sides in Cleveland, Ohio with he:
ed. son James Lyons, and Mrs. Sar-
Mrs. Pounds adds, "I've served ah J. Evans and her husband, Wil-in nearly all auxiliaries of the lie, of Savannah, Ga.
lny — it tuc
x douche b4
gned exactly
ors for douclie
roof case.
ysol"—for jus
t pane..
Department Store Head
NEVv YORK — When a woman enthusiasm for ideas."
heads a department store, she's lor 11 years ago — the first womanentitled to feel successful. 
an urge to express himself. It isBut Dorothy Shaver doesn't.
Don't say 'successful.' Someone necessary to earn money to live,
might question if I AM but it's also necessary to express
etas," said Miss Shaver, who 
a sue-
ourselves to have the full expres-be-
came president of Lord and Tay- sion of being.
lor 1 years ago — the first woman I believe every human being has
to hold such a position. everybody to the full expression
of their talents," she said.A tall, angular woman withi
dark, gamin-cut hair,, lively eyes,
and a magnetic personality', ilVtissl
Shaver loves people and puts,
modesty first in her life.
In her job, two things help her
most: A "real interest in people—
not just because I have to be in-
terested as head of a company-and
Home of Future
Features Light
Up Windows
ATLANTIC CITY, N. J. — The
home of the future may feature
windows that light up at night, as
electrical industry spokesman re-
cently predicted.
The Windows would he coated dramatics.
with transparent films of special She holds membership in Alpha
phosphors. During the day. the Kappa Mu Honorary society, Del. 
glasswould permit the sunshine' ta Sigma Theta sorority, the Al-
to stream in and the viewer to bany State College Dramats, The
look out. 75 voice c.'lege chorus and re-
cently was nominated to "Who'sAt night. with electric current
Wflowing through the coating on ho Among Students in American
the window, the phosphors would Colleges and Universities."
light up. The lovsly, versatile and talent-
The special material was de- ed Miss Albany State College was
scribed by Carl F. Jensen, a officially crowned at Homecoming,
marketing manager, to about 350, Nov. 15.
electrical contractors and dealers' Miss Sanchious is one of two
attending an annual convention of', d' i.chters enrolled in Albany State
the New Jersey Council 01 Eicctri-I of Mr. and Mrs. William E. San-
est Leagues. chime of Albany.
Name Senior
Miss Albany
State College
BARBARA SANCHIOUS
ALBANY, Ga. — Miss Barbara
Sanchious, senior at Albany State
college has been named "Miss Al-
bany State College" for 1958-59.
Elected by the student body
with an overwhelming vote major-
ity. the 19-year-old senior is maj-
oring in voice and minoring in
"MISS WALKER HOMES"
was crowned recently at a
dance sponsored by the Walk-
er Homes Civic club and held
at the Flamingo Room, and
the title was bestowed upon
Miss Doris Jean Wruhen, a
sophomore at the Mitchell
Road High school. The runners.
up, who received corsages of
red carnations, u ere Misses
Lemmie Henry and Margaret
DeLoach,
State Of Women Around World Main
Topic At NCNW Washington Confab
WASHINGTON, D. C. — T h e
state of women around the world
was reported by three promi-
nent women at the 23rd national
convention of the National Council
of Negro Women held in Wash-
ington, D. C.'s Stetter Hilton Ho-
tel from Nov. 13-15.
Reporting on the Middle East
was Mrs. William Thomas Mason,
still another program on the in-
ternational scene.
Staged on NCNW's "Interna-
tional Night" and themed "Edu-
cation and Democracy in the
featured reports on education and
democracy in the Union of So-
viet Socialist Republic, Africa and
Latin America.
Other features of the conven-the immediate past presedent of lion include a leadership trainingNCNW who recently spent a institute conducted by Roger M.month In that area. Shaw of New York university and
A report on the Tokyo eon- Hilda 0. Fortune of the Urbanference of the Pan Pacific and League of Greater New York.Southeast Asia Women's asso- A premiere party for the N. C.elation came from Mrs. Ruth (as- N. W. film strip "Women, Unite!"ton Mueller, director of NCNW's s new cook book giving recipesseventh region and the orgarliza- or famous Negroes and a playtion's representative to the re- on development of self-confidencecently - ended Tokyo conerence. in Negro youth was staged byThe state of women in Africa the Howard University Players,
was discussed by Mrs. Arnett& directed by Owen Dodson.Wallace, former supreme basileus Included also was a dinner dim-„ef Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority, ing which NCNW's annual awardwho recently returned from that for human relations achievementscontinent, 
was presented to movie starsThe women made their reports Tony Curtis and Sidney Poitierat a Nov., 14 public luncheon tin- for their roles in the motion pie-der the theme "How Fare Worn- ture "The Defiant Ones.”
en Around the World." The lunch. 'The president of NCNW is Misseon was held in the Statler-Hil. Dorothy I. Height of New Yorkton's South American room. City, a national executive of thePointing to the convention's gen. YWCA and a newly
-appointederal theme "Women's Role in member of the New York StateCommunity Leadership" — a n d Board of Social Welfare,
stating that the scope of the corn- Attorney H. Elsie Austin is ex-munity in which NCNW leaders ecutive director,
are interested is international as WHILE SPENDING a week
well as local and national, t h e end in New Orleans, La, cc-convention's planners are staging Chairman of the convention was
In my family, and I'm sure in
yours, too, most everyone likes
Macaroni and Cheese. It's a per-
fect dish for hearty fall appetites.
Now, with my PET Recipe, you
can make this favorite dish more
nourishing — just by using New
PET Instant Nonfat Dry Milk!
PET Instant has all of whole
milk's wonderful vitamins and
minerals but, no high-calorie fat.
In addition, PET Instant has ex-
tra protien, the important ingred-
ient your family needs for spark-
le and vitality. So you see, this
Macaroni and Cheese is energy-
building as well as downright
good-tasting' And, because it's
so wholesome, you can serve this
Macaroni and Cheese as your
main dish, with just a salad or
fruit. Try this easy recipe soon!
MACARONI AND CHEESE
'a cup PET Instant (in dry
form)
1 Tablesp. flour
1 teasp. onion salt
3-4 tease. dry mustard
1-8 teasp. pepper
3-4 cup water
2 cups cooked, drained elbow
macaroni
(see note)
con.s grated, process Ameri-
can cheese
In 11/2
 qt. bowl, mix PET In-
stant, flour, salt, dry mustard
and pepper. Stir in water eradu-
ally until mixture is smooth. Stir
in macaroni and 1 1-4 cups
cheese. Put into greased 1-qt.
baking dish . Sprinkle 1-4 cup
cheese over top. Bake in 350
oven (moderate) about 25 mm.,
or until bubbly hot, Makes 4 serv-
ings.
Note: Cook about 1 cup maca•
roni to give you 2 cups when
cooked.
From the files of Louise R.
Prothro, PET Milk Home Eco-
nomist.
Mrs. Marion H. Jackson, N. C.
N. W.'s national treasurer a n d
immediate past president of Iota
Phi Lambda sorority.
This luncheon, as well as all
other luncheons of the convention,
were planned by NCNW's lunch-
cently, this happy party stay-
ed at the luxurious Marseille
they are (from left) Dr. and
and Mrs. G. A. Thompson and
eons committee chairmaned by
Mrs. Ethel Olirver, president of
the Washington, D. C, alumnae
sorority.
Its members, an Washington-
ians, Include Dr. Marjorie Park-
er, supreme basileua of Alpha Kap-
pa Alpha sorority, and Mrs. Ma.
non Bluitt, president of Phi Del.
ta Kappa sorority.
Other members are Mesdames
Eleanor Singleton, Vivian Turner,
Josephine Smith, Eudora Winters,
Gladys Mehlinger, Dorothy Watts
and Dr. Lorraine Williams.
Mansion. From Mobile, Ala.,
Mrs. Maynard V. Foster, Dr.
TRI-STATE DEFENDER 11
A dance sponsored by the Walk- gift by Mrs. B. F. Gardner, boll,
er Homes Civic club was given of them on behalf of the club.
recently, and the ,most exciting Other contestants were Misses
event of the evening was theLemmie Henry, Julia Vaughn.
crowning of "Miss Walker Marie Dodson, and Margaret De-
Homes." Loach.
The title this year was won Runnerups, who were presented!
by Miss Doris Jean Wrushen, a corsages of red carnations weer
sophomore at the Mitchell Road Misses Henry and DeLoach.
High school. She is the daugh- Officers of the club are Fet-
ter of Mr. and Mrs. David Wrush- ton J. Earls, sr . president: J. C
en. Griffin, vice president; William
Serving as the master of cere- Hughes, first vice president; E.
monies daring the coronation Moore, second vice president;
ceremonies held in the Flamingo Mrs. Henry Lewis, secretary;
roost was Samuel Peace. The Mrs. Rita Junes, assistant seers-
crown was placed upon the win- tary; Wilbur Lee, treasurer; Cal-
ner's head by Felton 1, Earls.vin Gardner, chaplain, and Nel-
sr.. the president of the civic son Gardner, parliamentarian.
civic club. Members of the coronation dance
Miss Wrushen was presented a committee were Mrs. .1. ,Petersbeautiful bouquet of roses by Mrs W. Jackson, and Mrs. B. F.
Mrs. Johnnie M. Peters and a Gardner.
WASHINGTON, D. C.—A record
contribution of $218,000 to carry
forward the foreign work of the
National Young Women's Christian
Association of the USA was re-
sorted last week, as the associa-
tion opened its nationwide 1958
World Fellowship Observance.
The gifts, including both cash
and pledges from local YWCAs
and friends of the national organi-
zation, were officially received by
the national board as a highlight
of the 10th annual national World
Fellowship vesper service in t h e
Washington (D.C.) Cathedral at 4
p.m.
\'-Teens representing each of
the states of the United Stales .ind
Hawaii participated in the gift.
bringing ceremony.
Dr. Roswell P. Barnes, execu-
tive secretary in the United States
for the World Council of Churches,
spoke on the 1958 World Fellow-
ship theme, "Behold, I Make All
Things New."
The 1958 World Fellowship con-
tribution will be used by the Na-
tional Board. in the continued de-
velopment of its advisory service
and budget grants in more than
20 of the 70 countries where asso-
ciations affiliated with the World
YWCA are at work today.
Among new work under way is
that in West Africa, where an
American YWCA advisory secre-
tary is directing leadership train-
ing for YWCA members of Gha-
na, Liberia, Nigeria', and Sierra
Leone, and in the Central Federa-
tion of African States.
The World Fellowship service In
Washington, followed by a recep-
tion for association leaders at the
German Embassy, keynoted a
week-long series of events in which
local YWCAs will give special em•
phasis to the organization's world-
wide work.
Approximately 2,000 delegates
from YWCAs in the United States
Senator Buys Door For
Wife, Builds For It
PRINCETON, N. J. — Sen. IL from the man asking us to atopAlexander Smith (11) N. J., bought the Senator said, "I got a card
a front door to please his wife— on the way down. We did. He saidand then built a house to go with his wife had always wanted a littleit, porch in front of the house andThe 78-year-old Senator, who la if I would pay for the porch and aretiring voluntarily from Con- new door, I could have the oldgress at the end of the year, has door. I agreed."
scored many legislative triumphs
in his career. But none gave him
and Mrs. Smith more personal de-
The massive colonial door, with
narrow side windows and a semi-
circular fan of wooden slats onlight than the coup by which he top, was taken down and shippedacquired the door to their home, intact to Princeton.In telling the story to a mem 
her of the National Association
of Home Builders, the Senator said
that for the first 20 years and more
of their married life, "We banged
around from one hired house to
another but we always figured we
would have a home of our own one
day."
Mrs. Smith planned and re-
planned the home she wanted. The
one detail that never changed was
the front door. She knew exact-
ly what she wanted — a colonial
door with long narrow windows
at either side and slats shaped
like an open fan at the top.
When Smith was administrator
and a lecturer at Princeton univerOily in 1926, they bought the sitefor their home near the campus.
"We used to drive to Canada 
Bakedevery summer on a fishing trip,"the Senator said.
"That year when we got toMaine and, as we were drivingthrough Bangor, I saw a housedown the street with the kind ofdoor my wife wanted. I stopped while youthe car, pointed the door out toher and said I was going to getit for her.
"I went to the house, rang thebell and when a man answered I
said, 'Don't think I'm crazy butI would like to buy your frontdoor.'
"He replied, 'Don't think I'm
crazzy but I don't want to sell it."
The Bangor man explained that
the door had been in his family
for more than 150 years. Although
disappointed. Smith gave the man
his name and the address he could
be reached in Canada "in case
you change your mind."
"Just before we left Canada."I
CAN YOU USE
MORE CASH?
CITY FINANCE
GROUND FLOOR
STERICK BUILDING
VV14111( tot as Ilet YOU
C•51 MR/IIRINI141
spa sin I
as well as special guests from em-
bassies of those countries where
there is YWCA work, government
I officials and representatives of the
, diplomatic corps attended the na-
tional service.
Included among t h • special
guests were Ambassador of Great
Britain, Sir Harold Caccia, and
Lady Caccia; Ambassador of Li-
beria, George Padmore, and 51rs.
Padmore: the Counselor of Fin-
land, Reino Pales, and Mrs. Pa-
les,
Hostesses Want
To Entertain
M. Anderson
NEW YORK — Eleanor Roose-
velt has been selected by several
hundred thousand women as the
woman they would most like to
entertain. Contralto Marian And-
erson was also one of the nom-
inees.
About one million women voted
in the unusual poll, conducted by
Emmons Jewelers, Inc., Newark,
New York State.
The question, "Which famous
woman would you like to enter-
tain?" was asked by several
thousand Emmons Fashion Show
directors in homes throughout the
country.
Runners-up wer• Mamie Eisen-
hewn\ Dinah Shore, Loretta
Young, Claire Booth Luce, Helen
Heller, Sister Kenny, Marian And-
erson, Pearl S. Buck, and Kate
Smith.
A $5,000 Esther Williams swim-
ming pool was awarded to Mrs.
Max Buck, Hialeah, Fla , writer of
the most interesting reason for her
selection. Mrs. Buck nominated
Claire Booth Luce.
Second prize, a $400 Durall Ber-
muda Screen house, was awarded
to Mrs. Joseph Fink of North Hol-
lywood, Cal, Mrs. Fink nominated
Screen house, was awarded to
Mrs. Joseph Fink of North ..olly-
wood, Cal. Mrs. Fink nominated
Pearl S. Buck.
More than SOO prizes were giv-
en to persons who took part in
the poll.
COOKING
HINTS
CanwOon Home SaivicaPteCtca
and hear staff
When you
tire of
spending
lovely days
overshot
stove, start
tieing the Rosalie Scott
Carnation Evaporated Mil*
short-cuts to summer cookinge
No other form of milk blends Na'
quickly with other ingredients
for apeedy casseroles. Mix this
one up early while the morning'
he cool, and lust bake It at dint
tier time. There's nothing lilts
Carnation in the red and whits
can for,easy August days.
DINNER CASSEROLE
(Makes 6 servings)
If nips coarsely crushed potato
chips
Rh cup (ireafi mil undiluted
CARNATION EVAPORATED MILK
11/4 cup lemon juice
% cup mayonnaise
V, lampoon salt
Pepper to lost*
V, lampoon Worcestershire
sauce
1 tablespoon Finely rainteci onion
2 cups coarsely chopped cooked
chicken
1 cup finely diced celery
2 tablespoons chopped pimiento
Place I cop crushed potato chip,
In 1 1, quart casserole. Blend.
Carnation and lemon Juice with&
mayonnaise and seasonings. Mite
onion, chicken and celery with'
mayonnaise. Place in casserole*top with remaining potato chips*
garnish with pimiento. Bake trs
moderate oven 350*F.) 30 mine
sites. Serve at one*
NEW YORK — The results of
the elections, viewed as a whole.
are encouraging to advocates of
civil rights anw may enhance the
possibility of securing an effective
anti-filibuster rule in the Senate
at the opening of the leIth Con.
press," Roy Wilkins, NAACP ex-
ecutive secretary, said here in a
post-election statement.
The NAACP leader also indi•
ested that the chances of reject- ,•
ing proposals to curb the Supremel
Court may have been improved" I
as a result of the election inasmuch,
as some of the strongest advocates'
of such legislation will not be re-
turning to Congress. 1
The text of Wilkins statement
follows:
The NAACP is heartened by the
election results which it views, on
the whole, as a triumph for lib-
eralism and an affirmation of civ-
il rights.
There is regret for the loss of
Gov. Averell Harriman who has
been in the forefront of the fight
for civil rights in the councils of
the national Democratic party. •
But the election of Nelson Rocke-
feller places in Albany a man who,
in his own right as well as by fam-
ily tradition, is committed to ef-
forts to improve race relations and
STARK VILLE
By FANNIE MOORE
Visiting in the home of Mrs.,
Francis Witherspoon over t h el
week end were Mrs. Valetta Bra- '
zillian, her mother, Mrs. Ella
Briggs and sister, Mrs. Chestine
McCrutchen, and wto little daugh-
ters from Racine, Wisc. Mrs.;
George Cubba from Harrisburg, 1
Ill. Mrs. McCrutchen is a Reg-
istered P. N. who works in a;
hospital in Kenosha, Wisc.
Mr. Caesar Harris has return-
ed home after spending six weeks
in the Afro hospital in Yazoo
City. Some of his children who
came home to visit him were:
Mrs. Adell Wright, Chicago; Mrs.
Ferrie Meier, Mrs. Pearl Bak-
er. and Mr. Caesar Harris, jr.,
of Cleveland; Mrs. Doddie B.
Gregory, Gary, Ind., and Mrs.
Sarah Ann Childs Chicago. His
brother, Mr. Isiah Harris of Chi-
cago spent a few days. Mrs. Bet-
ty Harris is also ill along with
her husband.
Miss Mildred Williams, Jeanne
Supervisor of Oktibbeha County
is back home again after being
away during the summer due to
illness.
The Missionary Circle No. 5 of
Second Baptist church met in the
home of Mrs. Francis Withers-
poon last week. Those present
were: Mrs. Elms Robinson, Mrs.
S. Gibson, Mrs. Mary Green,
Mrs. Lillian Bishop, and Mrs. Lu-
cille Mannings, visitor of Griffin
Methodist church.
The Excelsior Literary a n d
Art club, which Mrs. Sena liar- ,
dy is president, sent as their dele-
gate to the Women's Federated
club held at Greenwood, Miss.,1
recently, Mrs. Elms Robinson.'
Otners who attended were: Mrs.!
Sena Hardy, Mrs. Rosa Stew-
art. Mrs. Venia Lindsey and Mrs.1
Ella Ward.
4 VAN de GRAF GENERA.
TOR, constructed I” the smbi
Uons Elmer S. Imes Physics
to the support of civil rights.
Senator-elect Kenneth B. Kea t
tog of New York is the author of
the Civil Rights Act of 1957 and
has consistently played a leading
Part in the fight for such legisla-
tion in the House of Represents
tires even though there was only
a handful of Negro voters among
his constituent, in his congression-
al district.
Similarly, the election to the Sen-
ate of former Rep. Hugh Scott of
Pennsylvania adds another strong
civil rights voice in the Senate.
Sena torsielect Harrison Williams
of New Jersey; Eugene McCarthy
of Minnesota; Thomas J. Dodd of .
Connecticut, and Jennings Ran-
dolph of West Virginia established
reputations as liberals when they '
were in the House of Representa-
tives.
A number of new faces with ad-
vance commitment to civil rights
will appear in both Houses of Con- ,
gress.
The election may enhance the
possibility of securing an effective ,
anti-filibuster rule in the Senate at
the opening of the 86th Congress.
Likewise, the chances of rejecting
proposals to curb the Supreme •
Court may have been much im-
proved.
CANTON
Mrs. Mollie Blackman was
hostess to the Emma B. Miller
Federated Club. Mrs. Stella D.
Molette was hostess to the Lucy
C. Jefferson Federated Club on
the same date. Both clubs were
very largely attended.
The W. S. C. S. of Asbury M.
E. church sponsored a tea in
the home of Mrs. S. A. Thom-,
as. Mrs. Ethel Woodard, presi-
dent; Rev. H. C. Clay, pastor.
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie Coney are
the proud parents of a baby girl, i
born Oct. 31, 1958 and named;
Eddie Lee Jeanne.
The funeral of Mrs. Beatrice
Simmons was held Sunday at
the AME Zion church, Sharps-
burg.
Funeral for Mrs. Sara Jones
was held Sunday at the Mt. Hope
M. B. church. Rev. W. L. Jones,
pastor, officiated.
• • •
GOODMAN
By MRS. M. BILLINGSLEA
Sunday was regular service day
at Goodman Baptist church, Rev.
F. L. Gray, pastor. Pastor's an-
niversary program was very in-
teresting. Several churches par-
ticipated on the program. Anni-
versary sermon by Rev. R. C.
Sallis Amount raised $le' 00
Mrs. Pearleane Billingslea was
house guest of Mrs. Ora D. Car-
son recently.
Mr. and Mrs. John Garland
and family moved in their beau-
tiful new home last week.
Mrs. Rose Smith is still on the
sick list.
Mr. Raleigh Redd, student of
Rust college, spent the week end
here with his mother and father,
Mr. and Mrs. Aaron Redd.
• • •
BATESVILLE
By ('LEY W. JOINER
The Friendly Gates Spiritual
club at Flak university, is
checked by three members of
of the club and physics instrnc-
TSU ATTRACTIVE COEDS
FLANK S. M. Nabrit, univer-
sity president, who smiles hap-
pily as be prepares to recogn.
Music and Musicians
By THEODORE C. STONE
THE CATHEDRAL Choir of
Greater Walter's AME Zion
church, James Brown, director will
present a program Sunday, Nov.
16, at 3:30 p.m. "This Is Your
Life", at the church, 3800 S. Dear-
born at. Mrs. Sarah Kitchen, pres-
ident, and Mrs. Isadore, B. John-
son, is the organist.
THE COUNCIL OF choirs, Ori-
ta Bruce Wilson, president, will
present the 3rd Annual Models
Extreme, fashion show and mu-
sical, Monday, Nov. 17, at 3 p.m.
at Dunbar High school, 2900 South
Parkway. The featured guest mod-
el will be Carl Scott, well known
stylist and director of a charm
school in Chicago. Some of the
other models will include John E.
Webb, president of the Dett Mu-
sic club, Mary Spraggins, and the
music will be provided by Fadon•
la Meadows, Benjamin Matthews,
Singers along with the Heaven
Bound Singers rendered a lovely
program at the New Enon H. B.
church on the second Sunday. It
was enjoyed by all.
Mrs. Loucille Lloyd from Chi-
cago spent the week here visit-
ing Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Fondren.
Miss Daisy Chilcoe from Little
!Rock is here visiting friends and
relatives.
nize each homecoming queen.
Left to right, Barbara Thom!).
son, Alumni Queen, Dr. Nabrit,
Joyce Howard, Miss TSU;
Myrtle Clark, Sophomore Class
Queen; Evelyn Metoyer, jun-
ior class queen; Anna New-
some, freshman queen, Dais-
ie Graham, 1958 football queen
and La Verne Morgan, Ath-
senting its 7th Annual musical Sun-I
day, Nov. 16, at 5:30 p.m. at 60th
at. and Wabash ave. This year's
program is under the direction
of Asa Singleton, choir master and
the Rev. Dr. James M. Scott,
Pastor will also present his trio for
gram. Saint M. Dunn, dramatists,
a group of numbers on the pro-'
will read. Dorothy J. Fulton, Al-
berta Thompson, Edward Dixon,
at., and William Joseph, will be
among the other participants on
the musical.
WARREN
By MATTIE M. BURNETT
Sunday, Nov. 2 was communion
day at Bethel AME church for
this conference year. We are now
at the close of another confer-
ence year. Some of the highlights
1 and accomplishments made this
year under the leadership of our
pastor and his lovely wife, Rev.
and Mrs. J. M. Watkins were (1)
a mild form of the budget sys-
tem was set up; (2) three funds
'were established, local current
fund, general claims and building
fund; (3) big annual days set up
to aid the funds, youth day, men's
day and women's day — all three
, being very successful; (4) t h e
!Easter season youth and spring
revival; 21 children were baptized
Mr. Mose Jones had the mis- erybody will have a real treat and added to the church; (5) va-
fortune of his house burn- when the music ranges from "Jazz
ing down losing everything. All To CI • ". 200 children attended; (6) dur-
loss. EVERYBODY'S church is pre.! ing regular morning services
nine adults united with o u
friends regret his
for Ralph L. Barnett, faculty
advisor. Fry'', left are Joseph
A. Johns°, Ill, of Nashville,
president of the club, Ronald
Magga Johnson, Fannie Green and
the Council.
RUTH C. ELLIS, director of the
choir at Peoples' Modern Commu-
nity church will present the 2nd
Annual musical program Sunday,
Nov. 30, at 4 p.m. at the Commu-
nity House of Greater Bethesda,
53rd at. and S. Michigan ave. Par-
ticipants on the program will be
Prudence Wilson, contralto; Na-
thaniel MeLin, baritone; Treopia
Williams, soprano; Lena McLin,
and the Council of Choirs, Orita
B. Wilson, director. Theodore
Charles Stone, president of the
Chicago Music Association and col-
umnist will be the master of cer-
emonies.
Mary Frances Crowley, dramat-
ic soprano will appear in a recital
Sunday, Nov. 30, at 4 p.m. at Wen-
dell Phillips High school, and her
many friends and patrons are eag-
erly awaiting the opportunity to
hear her sing again. Some time
has passed since the favorite so-
prano has sung a recital and her
appearance on the next recital
I should bring forward an artist of
,real enjoyment.
On Tuesday, Nov. 25, the music
department of Du Sable H igh
school w.11 present a gala variety
musical show "Show Fitness" fea-
turing sineers, dancers, baton
twirlers, the Hi Fie and the Fl
Dels (modern style vocal groups).
These will be augmented by the
concert hand. directed by Captain
Walter H. Dyett; the choir, direct-
ed by PortiaT. itaiky, and
Bible school; more th
church; (7) Sunday school a n d
league convention carried 60 dele-
gates and representatives from
this church; (8) paid $50 each to
our district council, district con-
JACKSON
By C. A. AGNEW
Mrs. Mary McElrath of 423 S.
Liberty at., was entertained with
a surprise birthday dinner Sun-
day, Nov. 9, at the home of her
daughter, Mrs. Hattie Horton at
274 W. Sycamore at. Mrs. McEl-
rath celebrated her 76th birthday.
She is the wife of Mr. Edward
McElrath and they have been
married nearly 60 years. Mrs.
prominent members of Greater
laic queen. The occasion was
the eleventh annual homecom-
ing of Texas Southern Univer-
sity.
GREENSBORO
By SARA LEE LINDSAY
The sons of the late Mrs. Mar-
tha Jones have returned home
after attending their mother's fu-
neral; James and wife of Sagi-
naw, Mich; Wiley, wife and son
of Indianapolis and Mr. and Mrs.
Ode Jones of Birmingham.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Ruble Nell Por-
ter of Memphis, Tenn., was re-
cent ugests of relatives and
friends of Banks Chapel.
Mr. Robert Johnson, Mr. Col-
lie Johnson and family of Par-
rish, Ala., were guests of relat-
ives here.
Mr. Emmett Caffee and Mrs.
were guests of relatives.
Mrs. Hattie Green and children
of Florida, were guests of relat-
ives.
The Union Baptist church Is
building a new church. Rev. B.
T. Wilson Is pastor.
(Continued From Page 11)
aquilegia (columbine) last sum-
mer, you may see some baby
plants sprouting ow, foe they do
seed themselves. Let thes babis
alone ).now unless you have a cold
tfrhaeme in which to transplant
They are tender, and cannot
stand transplanting into the open.
If you do nothing now you will be
surprised to find many of them
accommodating themselves to the
weather and returning to life next
spring.
Cut off tops of other perennials.
If you haven't already done so,
especially peonies. Burn them, for
they carry disease over the win-
ter. You see fall work is primari-
ly cleaning up work; this not only
makes the whole place look better
during the winter, but destroys
many insect eggs and disease 
germs. 
Destroy all yatis spent annuals,
zinnia, salvia, marigolds, petunias
etc. They have already thrown
their seeds, some of which may
germinate next spring. The dead
plants are ugly all winter. Besides,1
spring is a rush season at best,
and especially so here in the Chi-,
cago area, where our lake holds 1
winter cold a long time. So any-
thing in the way of clean-up that
we do now i a big help next
spring, when everything for nextHalt ahtessiivma, Fla., mil, year's garden needs to be done at
Moor e, club secretary of once.
Smithtona, Pa., and Barnett. That's it. I must go water my
i
evergreens now. I
ference and Sunday school con-
vention plus the travel and repre-
sentative fee; (9) paid better
than $400 for general budget; (10)
more than $600 has been raised
for district conference state and
connectional purposes by the
members who paid their $7 for
the year or part of their claims;
(11) all four quarterly conferenc-
es have been successful with ap-
proximate amount raised first
quarter, $1500, second $11300, third
MOO, fourth $2,100; raised over
$200 in each quarter; (12) added
one roam to the parsonage; (13)
celebrated 90th anniversary of
the church; added substantial
amount of money to our building
fund; (15) organized boy and girl
scouts; (16) purchased new piano;
(17) 40 members have been add-
ed to the church, 15 adults and
25 children; (18) paid all monies
due the general church up to date
and on time; (19) organized the
young peoples department and
several new organizations f o r
both adults and youth. We have
accomplished great things as this
conference year comes to a close
and we are expecting even great-
er things for the next year.
Mrs. Thelma Bryant, Miss
Martha Moore and Miss Helen
Gault students of the AM&N col-
lege of Pine Bluff are in the city
doing their student teaching in
Bradley County High school and
Warren elementary school for a
short period. We hope they will
be very successful in their teach-
ing career.
Mr. and Mrs. Tillman Guttedge
were called to Little Rock due
to the illness of a relative, Mr.
Tim Newton. They were accom-
panied by Mr. Newton's wife,
Mrs. Nance Newton and family
who reside in Lacey.
Lee Edwards Childs is spending
a lengthy vacation in Pasadena,
Calif., with relatives and friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Sam Batie are
happy to have as their guest
Mrs, gatie's brother, Manuel
Price of Denver. Mr. Price is a
native of Warren and hasn't been
home for a very long time. His
relatives and friends were happy
to welcome him home again.
Mr. Corrothers of Warren has
returned home after spending a
MOM. enjoyable vacation in Mi-
ami visiting relatives and friends.
Ile was house guest of his charm-
ing and lovely daughter and son-
in-law, Mr. and Mrs. Teamer. He
daughter.
was accompanied home by hi,i
Jones, Price Woods, John Shaw
and Mrs. Beatrice Shelton.
• • •
HOLLY SPRINGS
The funeral of Mrs. Eulah
Matthews was held at Beverly
Chapel.
The Women's and Men's Ap-
preciation Day held at Anderson
Bethel A. M. E. church of this Armstrong and Mrs. Armstrong
city.
Chapel was very enjoyable. The
choir of Water Vally conducted
the program-message delivered
McElrath and her husband are by the Rev. Burley. The King
and Queen Contest between Rev.
was won by Rev. Armstrong.
Mrs. James Jones of 412 Tan- The public school opened Nov.
yard at., went to Amory, Miss.,
recently to visit her brotht r,
James O'Blair. Mrs. Jones had
never seen her brother since she
was born 30 years ago. It was
a happy re-union for the brother
an sister. $1.25
$1A25SHINin GaTdOvNanee.The 
Rev.te 
T. Grimes and his W
congregation of Home Baptist A sacred cantata entitled "Jo-
churchafternoo aw earte Greatergue st s Bethella last  SundayA. 
 H. 
 
sented at the Mt. Olive C. E.
seph the Dreamer," will be pre-
E. church. Bethel .was preparing1 Cathedral on Friday night, Nov.
for the Annual Conference which
will be at Union City this week.
The financial donation was $3 on
this particular occasion.
The Modern Beauticians Chap-
ter No. 11 met Sunday, Nov. 9, Mrs. Kathleen L. Irby, a music
at 7 p. m. in the palatial home
o 
teacher of the city of Memphis,f Mrs. Louise Towell Willis of who resides at 1305 Sardis st.
141 Middleton at. The main item Joseph, the Dreamer is based
on the Old Testament experience
of Joseph as related in Genesis,
and it is considered one of the
greatest success stories of a II
times. It shows that if one re-
mains true to Christian ideals, he
will eventually triumph.
Included In the cast of more
than 40 members are High school
and college students, Church
Civic leaders, soloists, pian
and organists from all parts
the city.
Playing in the leading roles
will be James Alexander as Jo-
seph; James A. Irby as Jacob;
Robert Taylor as Potiphar; Miss
Nell Harvey as Mrs. Potiphar:
Joseph Jackson as Pharoah; Ul-
ysses Harvey as Judah; John R.
Bunton as Reuben; Norman Bell
as the Butler; William Fletcher
eansathe. Baker; Miss DeMaris Ter-
ry, of Covington, Tenn., as As.
Others in the cast are Mn.
Mary Cross and Miss Celli,' Dan-
cy, of Covington; Ephraim Brown
Mrs. Aurellia Russel, Misses Mil-
dred Burney, Glenda and Wilma
Harvey, Sammie Williams, Clar-
ice Parker, Lovena and Marva
Brown, Lena and Emogene Der-
den, and Mrs. Births Turner.
Children who have parts in the
Cantata are Florence Bradford,
Joy Hughes, Norma Massey, Bet-
tie and Doris Archibald, Jil
and Peggy Harris, Velma B
Julia Jelps, Carolyn Brown, -
lie Bedford and Edwin Jones.
Rev. John Howard will serve
as narrator, and Mrs. Irby will
direct the Cantata.
Tickets which maybe pur-chased
from both junior and senior
lor Civic Club members, as well
as participants in the Cantata,
are one dollar for adults and 50
cents for students and children,
of business was the election of
new officers. They were elected
as follows: Mrs. Helen Louise
Smith, president; Mrs. Willie
Shaw, vice president; Mrs. Aline
Wortham, recording secretary;
Mrs. Annette Hurt, corresponding
secretary; Mrs. Lillie B. Hunt, fi-
nancial secretary; Mrs. Luretha
Williams, treasurer; Mrs. Fannie
Hutch, chairman of Entertaining
committee; Mrs. Mary E. Moore,
parliamentarian; Mrs. Lula Pet-
tis, chaplain and Mrs. Beatrice
Chambers, news reporter. After
the business session was over a
very delightful menu which con-
sisted of meats, salads and var-
ious sweet relishes which were
enjoyed by all.
Congratulations to the Rev. C.
W. Allen, the Rev. Perc,y Wo-
mack, the Rev. J. M. Hill and
the Rev. C. D. McKelvy who
were recently promoted to the
position of Presiding Elder. Their
families and friends are very
proud of them.
The funeral of Mrs. Sadie Caw-
thorn Garretts who died recently
at Jackson Madison County hos-
pital was held last Friday after-
noon at Mother Liberty C. M. E.
church of which the J. F. Odom
is pastor, with the Rev. T. E.
and the Rev. M. L. Easley of-
ficiating. Mrs. Garretts was a
member of Wesley Chapel Meth-
odist church of which the Rev.
M. L. Easley is pastor. Mrs. Gar-
retts is survived by four sisters,
Mrs. Velmer Johnson, Mrs. Lyd-
ia Culp of Jackson, Mrs. Lonia
B. Sharp of Indianapolis, In d.;
Mrs. Provie Meadow of Salina,
Kans.; one brother, Mr. A. T.
Williams, of Gary, Ind., and a
host of nieces, nephews, cousins
and other relatives and friends.
Prof. S. F. Dobbins principal
of Crowder High school, Decat•
urville, Tenn., and Mrs. F. A.
McElrath and little grand•son,
Kirtley Welch, jr., were guests
last week end of Mrs. M. A. Jen-
nings of 412 Tanyard at.
Mr. and Mrs. George Spencer,
jr., are the proud parents of a
new baby girl who has been
named Montanez Debris, The
Spencers reside with their parents
Mr. and Mrs. George Spencer, Sr.,
at 422 Tanyard at,
The Rev. N. Davis and his con-
gregation from Blain Chapel and
New Church were guests at St.
Luke Baptist church on Madison
at. to celebrate the anniversary
of Rev. Murphy the pastor.
The members of lather Lib-
erty CME church with their new
pastor, the Rev. J. F. Odom were
guests at Greater Bethel A. M. E.
church last Sunday. Rev. Odom
preached a wonderful sermon.
The finance was $3200.
Mrs. Georgia Kelly Wisdom
and Miss Adel! Dawson returned
home recently from Cleveland,
Ohio, where they spent a brief
vacation with relatives and
friends.
NEWBERN
By ARCHIA WOODS
Mr. and Mrs. James Herron
from Michigan City visited in the
home of Mr. and Mrs. John Shel
ton.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Herrion of
Michigan City, Ind., was home
this week to attend the funeral
of Mr. Eric Overalls.
Rev. and Mrs. A. D. White-
moore and children, Rev. P. E.
Coleman and Mr. Archie Woods
were dinner guests of Mr, and
Mrs. liampt Roberson last Sun-
day.
Mr. James Barnhill has return-
ed home from Rieley where he
has been living with his aunt,
Mrs. Minnie Thomas.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Scott
and Mr. 0. W. Scott of Toledo
were home last week end to at-
tend Mr. Overalls funeral.
Mrs. Minnie Roberson and Gus-
tle Draine of Chicago left last
Monday to return to Chicago
after attending the funeral of
their mother, Mrs. Nancy Dralne.
Mrs. Martha Elliott Hare has
10.
The M. I. Tigers defeated Tou•
gala° with a score of 62-0. Rust
and M. I. will challenge each
other Thanksgiving Day. T
game will be held at Rust; p
21. It is being sponsored by the
Bluff City and Shelby County
Council of Civic Clubs of Mem-
phis, Tenn.
The Cantata was composed by
VERNA VALERIA LYNCH, ad.
vanced freshman commerce major
at North Carolina College, has been
named business manager of the
college's all America award win-
nin newspaper, the Campus Echo.
A typist champion before entering
NCC, Miss Lynch earner honor
grades during first summer's work.
She is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Vernon Lynch, Route 1, Hol•
lister, N. C.
Kimono
(Continued From Page is
Empress!
Amazing as the styles them.
selves, is the feet they're all
made from American cotton.
This brings out two lit-
tle • nown facts — Japan it
America's biggest cotton custom-
er/ And Japan is second
biggest customer in total pur-
chases! (Canada is first.)
Woven with unique dexterit
and skill, styled by leading d
signers from age-old ideas, th
fabrics also show the most mod
ern textile techniques.
Almost all are mercerized
ainforized, cresset resistant an
washable for long life and easy
care. That makes them ideal
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1 Douglass lost little time in over-
coming the six point deficit when
shortly after the start of the sec-
ond quarter they moved the ball,
after a Lincoln punt, 31 yards with
!Fullback Tom Brownlee dashing
the final five yards for the tying
ITD. Halfback Long bolted over
tackle for the PAT to put Doug-
. lass ahead. 7-6.
Lincoln came roaring back to
take the lead on a tremendous
50 yard pass from quarterback
Brittinum to end hare down to
the Douglass 35. Halfback Twillie
carried to the 10. Watson bulled
to the four and two plays later
Watson went in for the TD. Mil-
lie ran the PAT and Lincoln led
once again, 13-7, as the exciting
first half neared an end.
RUNNING DEVILS
With backs Douglass and Brown-
lee running like scared jackrab-
bits, the Red Devils were in the
march again midway the third
quarter. Starting on the 50 yard,
stripe, Douglass picked up five,
then two, to the 43 yard line.
Brownlee went to the 36, Doug-
lass to the 32, Brownlee to the
30, Douglass to the 21. Douglass
to the 10. Long to the nine and
then to completely baffle
the Tiger defense which was set
for another running play, Quar-
terback Parrish hit Douglass in
the end zone for the catch-up tal-
i ly. The missed PAT left the score
1deadlocked at 13-13.
AWARDED CERTIFICATES—
These employees os thhhhhoc-
taw Corporation, on No. Holly-
wood, members of the Con-
crete plant section, were
awarded certificates of merit
and safety for completing
2,835 days, totaling 501.673
man-hours without a disabling
Injury. The awards covered
two departments of the cor-
poration. This department has
730 days without accidents
and the Metal Pipe Plant bad
3.105 days. T. B. Daniels,
chairman of the board of
Choctaw, Inc.. is holding the
award given by an insurance
firm.
Douglass Line Paves
• Way For Upset Win
Douglass High of Memphis gain-
ed sweet revenge last Thursday
night, in Melrose stadium, when
they turned back the powerful
Lincoln Tigers of Forrest City,
Ark., 27-13.
The thrilling contest, high-
lighting the 11th Annual Nursery
Bowl Classic was played before
a partisan crowd of about 1500
cheering, stomping football fans.
Douglass was the underdog, hav-
ing suffered an early season de-
feat at the hands of the Tigers,
20-7
The direction of battle was set
immediately after Douglass kick-
ed off to Lincoln, to open the
game, and then swooped down
the field to up-end the Lincoln re-
ceiver before he could take a doz-
en steps. One fan remarked at
the jarring gang tackle, ''these
Douglass fellows came to play to-
night."
And play they did! The hard
charging Douglass line, led by
the Ballard brothers, slowed down
the churning drives of the feared
Lincoln backfield to a mere walk.
A FUMBLE
Until midway the first quarter
the , teams played even with the
lines showing the way. Then
Douglass fumbled on their own'
20 to give the Tigers a scoring
break. Two plays later Lincoln's!
Fullback-Captain Jones skirted
end for 14 yards and the first
score. The PAT was missed.
•
pushed the Red Devils back to the
20 but Brownlee gained back al-
most all the lost yardage on a
12 yard spurt to the Lincoln eight.
Then went all the way for the
tie-breaker. The PAT was good,
Parrish flipping to end Mann-
rings, and Douglass was ahead to
stay, 20-13.
With 53 seconds left in the game
Brownlee scooted over for t h e
final Douglass TD of the game
from 2d yards out, after a sus-
tained drive of 59 yards.
HALF-TIME ACTIVITY
The sparkling football game
was complemented by the very
fine half-time show which featur-
ed the Teen Town Singers. led by
A. C. Williams; an appearance
from Stepin Fetchit; the draw-
ing for the new automobile; and
the crowning of the Nursery Bowl
Queen. The Douglass band gave
a performance of well-executed
march formations.
Mrs. Lucille Littlejohn, of 1793
Barksdale at., was the winner of
the new automobile.
Miss Willa Monroe, well-known
local radio personality, crowned
Miss Catherine Thomas, of 2230
Derby pl., as "Queen of t h
Morehouse
Wins Over
Knox College
A capacity crowd watched the
hforehouse Tigers of Atlanta deal
with the Knoxville college B u II-
dogs a heavy blow at Knoxville
when they handed the Bulldogs
an 18-8 loss at the latter's home-
coming.
After the first quarter, which
saw play pretty well even. More-
house completely dominated the
game. Morehouse went out ahead!
at the half by a score of 12-0.1
Benjamin Blackburn unleased a
44 yard scoring pass to end Al-
fonse Crutch. The second touch-
down came when Blackburn
again passed, this time a 50 yard-
er to end Clinton Ransaw.
Knoxville scored it.. only touch-
down when, late in the fourth
quarter, back David Boyd passed
to Ernest Bragg from the four
yard line for the tally, after
the Bulldogs had driven deep into
Morehouse territory.
Ransaw ran 11 yards in the fi-
nal period to score Morehouse's
final TD.
Coahoma Tigers
Tamed Down ByFrom this point each line stop-ped the other team cold until
the fourth quarter when Douglass
coin four yard line. A penalty
recovered a fumble on the Lin- 
 Aicorn Eleven placed throughout the building.
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Parents Grade Schools
'For Education Week
The Coahoma Junior college Ti-
gers returned home crest-fallen
recently after having been defeat-
ed by the Alcorn college junior
varsity squad earlier in the af-
ternoon.
The deafest was the Clarks-
dale, Miss., squad's second loss
of the season, and it marred a
six-game winning streak. During
the first period the Tigers scor-
ed on Jacob Woullard's 30-yard
pass to Charles Bowie, and dur-
ing the third on fullback Emer-
son Delaney's 14-yard run down
Nursery Bowl." Miss Thomas is
a senior at Melrose High.
-The proceeds from the game
will go to the Nursery in Orange
Mound for the care for children
of working mothers.
THE LINEUPS
Douglass — ends: Rhodes. Man-
nines; tackles: Guffin, Sanders;
center: S. Ballard; guards; J.
Ballard, Booker: backs: Parish,
Douglass, Brownlee and Long.
Lincoln — ends: Metcalf, Hare:
tackles: McFadden, Smith; cen-
ter: Neal guards: House, Dragg
backs: Brittinum, Watson, Jones
and Twillie.
(See photos page Pi
Schools in Memphis and Shel-
by county, as well as those
throughout other parts of the na-
tion, welcomed parents and visit-
ors through their doors last weak
as American Education Week was
observed from Nov. 9 through
15.
Melrose, Douglass. Porter, Ford
Road, La Rose, Porter and other
schools presented sterling per-
formances showing the time and
work employed by the teachers
and students to make the week
a memorable one.
Working under the education
theme, "Report Car, U. S. A.,"
as did all the schools, Douglass
presented a skit entitled, "A
Look into Our Classrooms," on
Monday, Nov. 10, beginning at
12:15 in the school auditorium
The program featured sketches
from the various departments,
and reflected the planning and
practice necessary for the skill-
ful performances.
Several exhibits, showing the
students' achievements, were
The art department displayed
drawings and paintings; t he
home economics section featured
tasty foods; and the history de-
partment had a map display.
Also impressive were the skits
in Spanish and English. Prof. J.
D. Springer is principal.
THANKSGIVING THEME
At the Ford Elementary school
the Thanksgiving motif was em-
ployed. Following this line of pre-
sentation all the classrooms were
' decorated with scenes in keep-
l ing with Thanksgiving s•ason
Pictures of the Pilgrims, turkeys,
and other holiday mementoes
were in evidence in all rooms.
On Wednesday night, Nov. 12,
the parents were invited to a
the middle. He then added the
extra point.
But Alcorn overcame the 13 to
12 lead by Coahoma with only
three minutes to play when
quarterback Tom Bowsky pass-
ed to Harry Simpson for 10 yards
and a touchdown. Willie Jett
got the extra point.
The Tigers were scheduled to
play their last game of the sea-
son on Saturday on the Clarks-
dale Community Center gridiron
when they were to face the Le-
land college Bulldogs.
special celebration. In all of the
halls there were pianos behind
played by teachers to greet the
"old folks" with lilting music to
give them the proper holiday
At 7:30 p. m., the third grade
section, led by Mrs. Annie B.
Nave, gathered out in the hall-
way near the office of Principal
Isaac Goodrich, and gave the
parents a treat of hymn singing
for the devotional period. Signs
of delight appeared on the faces
of the parents as they listened to
the harmony Produced by the
young children. Providing the
musical accompaniment at the
piano was Mrs. Jean Haywood,
a third grade teacher.
Mrs. Nave pointed out to the
visitors, who packed the school,
how these devotional services
served to help teach the children
how to read and understand.
Student guides were present in
the various classrooms to explain
the displays. Such a guide was
10-year-old Patricia Ann Odell,
who directed the parents through
her fifth grade art class, explain-
ing each picture without the
least hesitation.
USES CITIZENSHIP THEME
Grades one through eight at
Prof. J. L. Brinkley's LaRoae
school put into effect the princi-
ples of the three 'Rs.
A project, centered around the
theme of "Citizenship," was pre-
sented In the catetorium. Th Is
program was designed • to devel-
op, in the student, a wholesome
outlook toward his environment
and the universe.
Other exhibits were displayed
In every room.
The many parents, who attend-
ed the school during the program
were interested in knowing just
how their children were being
taught day by day.
Principal Brinkley discussed the
importance of the report card
and pointed out the need for the
parent to know just how his or
her child is developing and how
the parent could aid that devel-
opment. Also explained to the
parents were the methods by
which their children are taught.
according to the City Board of
Education.
OPEN HOUSE AT MELROSE
Melrose High school got Amer-
ican Education Week off to an im-
pressive start with an open house
on Sunday, Nov. I, from 4-8
p. m. At 4 p. in., nearly a thous-
THE TRI-STATE DEFENDER
Is Giving Away 22 BIG PRIZES in Its'
Exciting...
NEWSBOYS CONTEST
(The Prizes most wanted by newsboys as determined by a survey)
HERE THEY ARE: A Television Set 2 Bicycles, 2 Wrist Watches, 2 Pairs
of Skates, 2 Fielder's Gloves, 3 Baseball Bats, 2 Footballs, 2 Bibles, 3 Base-
balls, A Table Tennis Set, A Money Changer, Swim Goggles, and other
valuable prizes.
CONTEST BEGAN October 23, 1958 and ENDS January 20, 1959. All prizes
will be awarded at a party held at the end of the contest.
All boys now selling newspapers for Tri-State Defender are eligible to en-
ter the contest.
HOW THE WINNERS WILL BE DETERMINED: Winners will be newsboys
 
1 5 :
having the HIGHEST AVERAGE INC REASE IN SALES of the Tri-State
Defender over their base. The Newsboy's base is the number of papers
sold the week ending October 11, 1958.
THE BASE FOR NEW CARRIERS will be 25 newspapers. Credits begin with
sales above the base of 25 newspape rs.
This contest is open to all Tri-State D efender newsboys in the Tri-State
nrea.
and parents and students packed
the gym for a program that fea-
turedmusic, drills, exercises
and remarks to the visitors from
F. M. Campbell, principal.
After the program, refresh-
ments were served and the guests
were taken on a guided tour of
the beautifully decorated rooms.
On Wednesday, Nov. 12, the
Sci-Che-Bi-Phy Science club took
charge of programming with a
skit entitled "What We Don't
Know About Our School." T h is
program was designed to make
the parents, teachers and stu-
dents aware of their responsibili-
ties to each other, and many par-
ents were present.
TOP STUDENTS
The club is comppsed of ninth
and tenth grade students with an
A or B average in science Mal-
es. Mrs. Ruthie C. Campbell is
the club advisor.
Taking part on the program also
was the Melrose Glee club, di-
rected by Miss Viola Flowers,
with Mrs. Laura Etta Jones ac-
companying. Irish Banks a n d
Miss Marilyn Isabel were featur-
ed soloists.
The Porter Elementary a rid
Junior High schools held their
Open House program in the gym-
nasium on Wednesday night be-
fore an overflow audience of par-
ents, students, and well-wish-
ers.
Guest speaker for the occasion
was Mrs. Lawrence Co,, of the
Board of Education, Memphis
City Schools, who spoke on the
subject, "The Curriculum," a n d
advised parents to request that
certain subjects be added to
those offered at certain hI g h
schools.
THE PROGRAM
Music for the Program was pro-
vided by the high school band
under the direction of Prof. W.
Martin. Also appearing on the
program were Rev. H. C. Nabrit,
pastor of First Baptist church,
Lauderdale, who read scripture
and gave the prayer; Mrs. B. A.
E. Callaway, who explained the
purpose of American Education
Week; along with the members
of the Junior High Glee club.
Elementary school selections
included a reading entitled.
"Not Just A Book." by Patricia
Byrd, a fourth grade student;
and "The Mexican Hat Dance"
presented by fourth, fifth and
sixth grade pupils, under the di-
rection of Mrs. D. J. Jarrell.
Mrs. M. S. Draper, Porter PTA
president, gave the greetings on
behalf of the organization; Mrs.
0. S. Shannon, principal of the
elementary department, int r o-
duced the guest speaker, Mrs.
Coe; and remarks near the end
of the program were given by
Prof. M. N. Conley, principal of
the junior high school depart-
ment.
SERVED REFRESHMENTS
Refreshments were served lat-
er to all in the home economics
department, which was supervisd
by Mrs. M. A. Williams.
Attendance prizes were of-
fered to the classes with the larg-
est number of registered par-
ents, and the leaders at last tabu-
lation in the junior department
were Grade 9-6, of Mrs. L. C.
Gilliam; Grade 7-3, of Miss S. L.
Roberts; and the 7-3 class, taught
by Mrs. A. W. Turner.
No figures were available on
the number of parents of ele-
mentary pupils who attended the
Open House when the ones for
the junior high department were
released.
Memphis favorite for
9 straight years.
DARK EYES VODKA
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CONTEST RULES
1. Must sell papers each week.
2. Must submit list of new customers to field
supervisor or circulation manager each week.
3. Must pay for all papers sold previous week be-
fore getting more papers.
4. Order For Papers for coming week must be giv-
en field supervisor or circulation manager by
Saturday of each week.
5. Newsboys must have written consent of parent
or guardian to participate in this contest. Clip
coupon in this ad and have parent or guardian
fill. Then deliver it to Tri-State Defender of-
fice, 236 South Wellinaton. Memphis, Tenn.
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PARENT'S CONSENT
(Must be filled and delivered to Tri-State
Defender office 236 S. Wellington,
Memphis, Tenn.)
I consent for my son 
to enter the Tri-State Defender Newsboy's
contest and will help him in any way I can to
increase his sales.
NAME 
Paris, A.
ADDRESS
••••••••• ••••••
TELEPHONE NUMBER 
West.
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Stork Stops
e-LiY
Ala
Dort at John Gaston hospital:
Nov. IL 1958
A son, Ronald, to Mr. and
Mrs. James Wilburn of 733 Balti-
more.
A daughter, Joyce, to Mr. and
Mrs. Tommie Johnson of 1643
Orr,
Twins. Jerry and Terri (boy
and girl) to Mr. and Mrs. John
Whitten of 1198 Chicago
A son, David, to Mr. and Mrs.
William Moore of 1312 Williams.
.4 son, Slarreco, to Mr. a nil
Mrs. Alfred Dowdy of 352 S.
Fourth.
A daughter, Brenda, to Mr. and
Mrs. Mose Johnson of 720 Ar-
kansas.
A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
.0eran Martin of 1375 Davis.
A daughter, Carolyn, to Mr.
and Mrs. Oliver Jones of 3333
Johnson.
Nov. 9, 1954
, A daughter, Annie, to Mr. and
Mrs. James Greer of 784 Walnut.
A son, Arthur, to Mr. and Mrs.
Arthur Lee of 818 N. Bellevue.
A son, Joey, to Mr. and Mrs.
J. H. Goods of 593 Crump.
A daughter, Lavon, to Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Maria of 520 Mosby.
A daughter, Deborah. to Mr.
and Mrs. James Williams of 257
Norwood.
A daughter, Terri, to Mr. and
Mrs. Floyd Little of 651 Hastings.
A son, Barry, to Mr. and Mrs.
William Talbert of 54 W. Fay.
A son, Hughette, to Mr. a n d
Mrs. John West of 587 St. Paul.
.. A daughter, Nina, to Mr. and
Mrs. Otha Henderson of S E. Mc
Lemore.
Nov. It) 1958
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Sam-
Uel Washington of 287 Wisconsin.
Twins, Nathaniel and Norman,
to Mr. and Mrs, Eddie Smith of
4774 Circle rd.
A daughter, Elizabeth, to Mr..
and Mrs. Oscar Richardson of
1099 Texas.
A- daughter, Yvette, to Mr. and
WI. Henry Baker of 990 Poplar.
A daughter, Janice, to Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Person of 2470 State.
A daughter, Pamela, to Mr.
and Mrs. beo Baskin of 1673
Pope.
A daughter, Jo Ann, to Mr.
sod Mrs. Tony Taylor of 2331 De-
voy.
A son. Clifton, to Mr. and Mrs.
Johnny Dandridge of 751 Fleet.
A daughter. to Mr. and Mrs.
Ray Chism of 2051 York.
NOV. 11, 1958
A son, Curtis, to Mr. and Mrs.
Vernon Jones of 2156 Lyon.
A son, Cameron. to Mr. and
A daughter, Judith, to Mr. and
Mrs. Johnny Dobbs of 629 N.
Fourth.
A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
Eddie Smith of 658 S. Welling0n.
A son, Bruce, to Mr. and Mrs.
Willie Jones of 316 Linden.
A daughter, Valerie, to Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Mitchel/ of 282 Ayers.
A son, Geno, to Mr. and Mrs.
R. C. Hampton of 610 Mississip-
pi.
A son, Willie, to Mr. and Mrs.
Willie Gentry of 437 Foote Park.
Nov. 12, 1958
A daughter, Bettie, to Mr. and
Mrs. Preston Williams of 1533
Carlton at.
A son, Walter, to Mr. and Mrs.
Wade Scott of 2466 Dexter ave.
A son, Walter, to Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Harris of 226 N. Manas-
sas.
A son, Michael, to Mr. and
Mrs. James Cox of 947 Peach.
A daughter, Margareece, to Mr.
and Mrs. Willie Fletcher of 332
Ashland.
A son, Alex, to Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Turnage of 1441 Apple.
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Floyd
Davis of 2329 Devoy.
A son, James, to Mr. and Mrs.
Welton Barbee of 552 Jackson.
A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
William Jones of 860 Polk.
A son, Emmanuel, to Mr. and
Mrs Joe Marshall of 1319 N
Neil
A son, Russell. to Mr and Mrs
Ulus Bailey of 1552 Silver.
Nov. 13, 1958
pi.
A daughter, Pheolse, to Mr.
and Mrs. Joseph Greene of 812
LeMoyne Park, Apt. D.
A daughter, Alfreda, to Mr.
Freddie Rogers of 1811 Pennsyl-
vania.
A son, James, to Mr. and
Mrs. James Cole of 777 Laurel.
A daughter, to Mr. and Mrs.
Joe Starnes of 584 A. Brown mall.
A son, Eddie, to Mr. and
Mrs. Eddie Davis, of 1851 Kelt-
ner circle No. 9.
A son, John, to Mr. and Mrs.
Clem Buchanan of 364 N. Manes-
A son, Henry, to Mr. and Mrs.
Neal Crawford of 65 E. Trigg.
A daughter, Phyllis, to Mr. and
Mrs. Roosevelt Brown of 1048 S.
Lauderdale.
Nov. 14, 1958
A son, Ricky, to Mr. and Mrs.
Archie Crawford of 1184 Jackson.
A son, David, to Mr. and Mrs.
Howard Johnson of 1483vs Pat-
ton.
A son, to Mr. and Mrs. Wil-
liam Taylor of 434 S. Welling-
ton.
A son, Gregory, to Mr. and
Mrs. Malachi Britt of 852 Porter.
A daughter, Annie, to Mr. and
Mrs. John ,Oliver of 420 Edith.
A son, Ronald, to Mr. a n d
Mrs. James Scott of 84 Overton.
A daughter, Ltanya, to Mr. and
Mrs. 0. D. White of 745 St. Paul.
A daughter, Gloria, to Mr. and
Mrs. James Smith of 333 Ayers.
A daughter. Carolyn, to Mt.
A son, Lamar, to Mr. and Mrs. and Mrs. Walter Harrison of 14.54
George Sykes of 1036 Mississip- May.
B. T. W. SCHOOL
NOTES
By Markham Stansbory
GLEE CLUBS
About 42 of the 60 odd mem-
bers of the Booker T. Washing-
ton glee club will make three
THREE
appearances In Jackson, Tenn.,
on tomorrow (Friday.)
Officers for the St. Cecelia
Glee club were elected for the
year recently. They are Dorothy
Jones, president; Tyrone Smith,
vice president; Glinda Miller. sec-
retary; Elizabeth Prudent, assist-
ant secretary; Josephine Malone.
recording secretary: Beverly
Buntyn, treasurer: Percey Wig-
cols, assistant treasurer; Betty
Buggs and Mary Craft, report-
Mrs. Joseph Harris of 877 Nei). ers; and Spencer Wiggins. Isaac
tune. 1Young and Eddie Jones, sergeant-
-  
at-arm
GRIDIRON CONTEST
Radio Station WDIA has start-
ed its annual Gridiron Great con-
test, and several warriors are
trying for the honor.
Linemen who are competing
for the title are Willie Earl Bates,
Charlie Cobert, June Deadmon,
Carl Jones, and Richard Wash-
ington.
Backs trying for the honor are
Isaac Brown, Carrot Holman,
C. C. Morgan, Herschel Orr and
Rudolph Williams.
CLUB NEWS
The Shirelles Social club is giv-
ing a "Sweetheart ball" on Dee.
1G at the Flamingo club in honor
of its sweetheart, Freddie Ander-
son.
Club officers are Sandra Arps,
president; Claudette Jones. vice
president; Annie Smith, secretary;
Ruth Plunkett. assistant secre-
tary: Shirley Jones. financial sec-
retary: Lucille White, business
manager; Janet White. sergeant-
at.arms. Virgie Hampton. tress•
urer; Shirley Warren, chaplain;
Barbara Owens. parliamentarian:
and Ethel Frison, reporter.
Other members of the club are
Jo Evelyn Grayson, B 1111 e
Smith. Eva Brown and Marjorie
Washington. Mrs. Pettye Grice is
club advisor.
There la a newly-organized
'
POPLAR TONES
RECORD SHOP
ALCORN FOR IVIRYONI
306 Poplar et Lawderelede
Pb... JA 54341
LOANS
SIGNATURE
AUTO-FURNITURE
There it • reason why people like
to rie business with as Yes, lwA
will lik• our courteous twenty's,
ond desire to help you.
"Open Tatou/ivy and PrItloy
Night, Until 800 P.M.
Saturday. 9:00 to 1:00
DIXIE
FINANCE CO.
152 MADISON AVENUE
N.. °aerofoil Homo ONTIOO•
Phone JA 5-7611
Your Cash
TALKS
LOUDER
HERE!
Sea Us For Your
Favorita Brand
HARRY'S
LIQUOR STORE
194 East Calhoun
The Tele. Illotio• Ile Ana. Ike Stn., Trees Ts
club for girls here, and it is call-
ed the La Novia'a Social club.
President of the club is Bar-
bara Fant. Other members are
Erma Bachas, Mable Winjhey,
Margarette Polk, Queen E. Har-
ris. Betty Bratecher, Annie W i I.
son. Evon McDowell, and Laura
Verner.
TOP THN TUNES
1. "Lonely Teardrops." Rita
Kilgore and Clifton O'Neal.
2. "If You But Knew," Juanita
Miller and Lewis Turner.
1 The appearance of Owen col-ege choir at Holly Grove Baptist
church on Sunday before last
was another one of those events
that only the perfect adjective
can describe. I can not supply
he perfect adjective, but I can
say, with all sincerity, it was won-
derful!
The group, directed by Mrs.
Dorothy Graham, and attired in
he most attractive green a n d
white robes, entered the sane-
uary at 3 p. m. and opened the
program with "Rejoice Ye Pure
in Heart," followed by several se-
ections that kept the audience
above the common place for the
entire hour.
I am void again of words to
paint in your minds the picture
eft with us from the smile of
Mrs. Graham. It was a smile
THOUSANDS OF ALUMNI,
friends and students of t he
Arkansas AM & N college were
back on the campus of the
school at Pine Bluff, Ark..
recently for the annual home-
coming, and were overjoyed
when their Golden Lions tri-
umphed over the Alcorn col-
lege Braves of Alcorn, Miss.,
by a score of 28 to 6. Two
of the halftime activities
were the crowning of "Miss
Alumni" and "Miss Arkansas
State." In top photo, Mrs.
Irene C. Phillips, a graduate
of the class of 1956, is seen
being crowned "Miss Alumni"
by Dr. Cleon Flowers, presi-
dent of the National Alumni
Association of AM&N college.
Mrs. Phillips is a teacher in
McCrory, Ark. In photo at
bottom is seen Miss Rose
Gardner, cente r, who was
LAUDERDALE-
RIPLEY
County
NEWS
3. "Pledging My Love," Ber-1 that is seldom seen. A smile that
nice Walton and Bobby Wiliford. one could feel "way down deer,
4. "Need Your Love," Eula Mae within." A smile that spoke a cer-
5. "Call Me," Ethelyn Hurst 
sin language 'to Owen choir asHarris and R. S. Miller.
they joyfully lifted their voices in
and Oral Williams. 
6. "Topsy II," Carolyn Dickey
and Henry Hunter.
7. "Love Is All We Need," Paul
Burrows and Charity Jefferies.
8. "Molly Be Good." Velma
!Bogart and Albert Yates.
9. "All My Love Belongs to
You," Martha Glenn and Mack
Flowers.
10. "Whole Lotta Love," Bea-
trice Cooper and Thomas Boyd.
LIVING TEXT
One of the daily newspapers
will be used to help supplement
the textbooks in the high schools,
and it is being called the "liv-
ing textbook."
Some of the advantages which
students are supposed to derive
from it are being well-informed,
citizenship awareness, and guid-
ance.
!I. EARLE
By ENNNIE RUTH McCORKLE
The Arkansas State Teachers
Association convened Nov. 5, 6
and 7 at the Baptist hotel in Hot
Springs, Ark.
Those attending were Mr. and
Mrs. C. E. Draper, principal of
Dunbar High school in Earle;
Mrs. L. B. Davis, head teacher
of the Dunbar Elementary school;
Mr. and Mrs. Emanuel Lofton
, ARK.
harmonious anthems of praises.
Miss Lue Ella Morgan, a re-
cent graduate from our h i gh
school, and now a student at Ow-
en, sang with the group.
Rev. L. Nelson was program
coordinator.
VISITING HOME LAST WEEK:
Mrs. Clore Clay, of Chicago
and Mr. J. C. "Bud" Brent, wife
and children of Mountain Home,
Idaho,
BASKETBALL SEASON OPENS
The first basketball game for
the 1958-59 Lauderdale High school
Year was played in the L. H. S
gym last Tuesday against Alamo
On Nov. 21, these two teams will
again take the court in Alamo
High school gym
Miss Odell Elliott and Bill
Campbell of Kansas City, Mo.,
were here last week visiting his
mother and father and other re-
latives. While here he visited ors in the area include Messrs.
Miss Nezzie Mae McGill at Mc. Elias Bobbit and Champ Ward
Lemore Clinic at E. Mai of Indianapolis and Rev. J. C.919 ,
more st., in Memphis. Ward of Marion, Ind., Mr. S. C.
Miss McGill is doing fire Ramsey of T
oledo. Ohio and
,
son Robert Ramsey. of Detroit,
covering from a local opera-
tion. She is the daughter of Mrs Mich.: Mr. J
ames Ramsey who
Essie Lee Richardson and t he is a Shelby County teacher andJoe Stockard, brother of Mrs.
Marie Wade, from J a ekeo n, 
Mich. 
Another church item is that the
Beech Grove Baptist church of
Rutherford climaxed a Queen's
Drive and the Junior Queen was
Little Miss Charlotte Wrigh t,
daughter of Mrs. Ruth Wright.
Others participating in the drive
Misses Wilma Booker, Betty
Sue Bailey a n d Georgia Bail-
ey. Rev. and Mrs. W. C. Rog-
ers were Sunday dinner guests
of Mr and Mrs. Ivy Alexander.
The passing of Mrs. Candis Er-
vin after a lengthy illness was
sad to those persons who knew
and loved her. Those persons
from out-of-town that attended
the funeral, on Sunday last were
r5,
crowned -Miss Arkansas
State" at the coronation ball
in the Student Union building.
A sociology major, Miss Gard-
ner hails from liteGhee, Ark.
Seen with her are, from left,
Miss Anita Barnes, Little
Rock; Miss Ethel Grant, Tex-
arkana, Ark., Miss Gardner,
Miss Margie Howard, Pine
Bluff; and Miss Barbara Grif-
fin, of Memphis.
granddaughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Green Richardson.
Mrs. Flora Reddick's funeral
was held at Mt. Pleasant Baptist
chatrch. Rev. Buffet officiated.
Mrs. Reddick leaves a husband,
Jessie Reddick and other relat-
ibvisieDlivid Shaw is back after a
brother.
to Chicago to see his sick
Miss Nancy Pierson is home
again after a long visit in St.
Louis, Mo.
Tr -City News
Dyer, Rutherford, Trenton
The harvest season is truly,
passing and, oh, what a beautT-Tli
ful season it is. All schools in
this area are officially open and
the children have rejoiced in the
fact for they are now ready to
enjoy the beauty of the passing
days with another outlook, rath-
er than a good day in which to
work.
You failed to send In your
news, so beware and remember
to send them in next week. We
truly do not know what goes on
in your life, club or church un-
less you tell us.
Speaking of churches, Fairview
Baptist church had as their guest
speaker on Sunday last, the Rev.
J. Westmorland, pastor of the
Pirst Baptist church, white.
The Rev. D. E. Bridgeman and
Edmonia Skinner were din-
ner guests of Mrs. Georgia Har-
ris and son, Richard. The pas-
tor and Choir of said church
were guests of the Springhill
rea, visiting his mother, Mrs. Lil-
lie Seedoy, grandmother Mrs. Lu-
cey Armstrong and other relat-
ives and friends. Mrs. Seedoy
gave a party to welcome his
home coming. Mr. Armstrong is
now stationed at Camp Chaffee,
Ark.
Little Stanley Aikens, at the
and Mrs. Dottie Jones, Mrs. age of six weeks, has two teeth.
Mary Ella Miller. He is the grandson of Mrs. Lou-
On Nov. 8, four men were in I betris Aikens of Earle.
an accident one mile east of The members of St. Luke MB
Earle, Mr. Cleve was employed church of Earle and pastor R.
at the Main Drug Store and Mrs. T. Weeden visited Mt. Pleasant
church in Marion Sunday, Nov. 9.
Rev. Weeden delivered the ser-
mon and also following the same
Smith was working at the West-
ern Auto. The other two were:
Mr. Carl Banks and Mrs. How-
ard James Henson. afternoon visited the Ebenezer MB
The Beautician Clinic was held church at Vincent, Ark.
Nov. 10. 11 and 12 at the House
of Beauty in Little Rock, Ark.
The guest artist was Mr. Jo-
seph Manson from St. Louis,
Mo. Beauticians that attended
from East, Ark., were - Mrs. Ave
Malone Greer, Earle; Mrs. Ro-
berta Jackson. West Memphis;
and Mrs. Eula Lee, from Wil-
ma. Ark.
Mrs. Julia Williams' father
passed Nov. 13. Services were
held at St. James MB church.
Rev. W. L. Davis, pastor. Th e
Rev. W. H. Smith will officiate
the service at Earle, Nov. 16.
Sp. 5--e Henry Armstrong was
at home for two days from Ko-
Baptist church, near Trenton Sun-
day evening. They were also
guests of the Mt. Orange M. B.
church on Wednesday night of
this week. The Dyer CME church
is announcing a Harvest Tea to
be given at the school on Thanks-
giving Day from 4-6 p. m., a
Spaghetti dinner to be given Sat-
urday, Nov. 22, and a Junior
Fashion Revue on Dec. 7.
Mr. and Mrs. Sylvester Burns,
Mesdames Virginia O'Daniel and
Mattie Ellington attended t h e
second Annual Fall Fashion and
Hair Style Show given by the
Tennessee Beauticians Progress-
ive Association, Memphis, of
which Mrs. Burns is a member,
on Tuesday night of this week.
The Just-Us Club gave away a
basket of groceries at the Ameri-
can Legion Dance Nov. 11. Visit-
fRtC14 MIAS
MINT
FINE PAINT
Het's* Point . ............ S7.15
Robber Base . 5.9$
Floor Enamel 6.0.1
• Distinctive Wallpaper •
H. A. CARROLL & CO.
Paint Headquarters Sine* 11171
H•rbert SHouli Welter Streuli
334 GAYOSO at WELLINGTON
Ph IA 3-1626
1263 N. HOLLYWOOD at CHELSEA
Ph FA 7-3201
her children, Mr. and Mr. Char-
.° Ervin, John Ervin and Miss
Geneva Ervin all of Chicago,
son, Joe Ervin, of Indianapolis.
Other relatives that attended in-
clude Mr. Charlie L. Wells of
Milwaukee, Mr. and Mrs. Ira
Williams of St. Louis and Mr.
Mrs. Charlie Jenkins and Mrs.
Fiery Jenkins of Rutherford.
Her brother, and wife, Mr. and
Mrs. Porter Lassiter of Paducah,
Ky., were victims of an auto ac-
cident en route to the funeral
and are hospitalized in Fulton,
Ky., where the accident occurred.
Mrs. Mattie Howard and 1w o
children, Charlie Lee and sister
along with Mr. Artie Lee Gentry
of Dyer motored to South Bend,
Ind., where Mrs. Howard will
stay for a while with her grand-
daughter, Willie Mae.
The body of the late Mrs. Em-
ma Jenkins was brought to Ruth-
erford today from St. Louis for
burial. Her husband, Mr. Arthur
Jenkins accompanied the body.
HUMBOLDT, TENNESSEE
The City I. ederatton of Clubs( hostess. A very delicious me ,
met in the Lucy Lee Beauty l was enjoyed by all present, and
school. Much business was trans the evening wag one of c.I.PYmenl•
acted pertaining to the coming Members present wra Mesdam-
state meeting, next June Final es Hattie Davis, who is president,
reports on the Fashion Review Johnella Bryant, Nelda Williams,
were made. Plans are l• the Carrie B. Seat, Lavern Redford
making for a Miss and Mrs,
popularity contest to cuim.oate
sometime in February. Names of
contestants will be announc-d. at
a later date.
hirs.Lurla Cunningham preaid-
ed; Miss Enid Sims is the secre-
tary. 
Louise Crow enjoyed the hospi-
The various clubs of the Fed- tntatiatie offorththe 
e  an hostess.nua 
Plansntuaicalwethree
eration are sponsoring projects clubs sponsor each year. The mu-
to aid in the great expense that sical will 'be presented at the
Morning Star Baptist church.
Mesdames Vance, Garrett and
Givens will present four of their
music students. Mesdames Roe
and Farmer are in charge of the
choruses -rid dramatic readir's.
Nu Fiema Chapter of Sigma
Gamma Rho Sorority met in the
home of Soror Fannie A. Dob-
bin on Hays ave., Jacks on,
get together and put over this Tenn. Those attending the meet-
mammoth program Maybe you log from Humboldt were Sorors
see where you could da the M. L. Lacey, V. P. Pulliam and
job better than the ones assigned 0. V. Baskerville. Soror Hastier-
to the task of leadership, but
since it is all outlined, ft-t be-
hind whoever is leading and we
all will get the credit.
The annual banquet- of the AU-
xiliary of the American Legion
viva a grand affair, with only a
few there to enjoy the knew-
ship and partake of the luscious
menu prepared by the ladies.
Milt Louise Cooper, the newly
elected chairman of ti.' group,
furnished music and Mrs. Eliz-
abeth Ballard served as toast-
mistress. The cafeterFa ef Stigall
High was all ablaze with nicely geles, Calif., visiting Mrs. Bock.
arranged tables decorated wi h'weirs parents, Mr. and Mrs.
flags and Christmas holly. With
the years in between, the scars 
James Marsh and family.
Rev. and Mrs. S. Jay Smith
recently transferred from the New
Orleans Annual Conferen.y are
visiting in the home of Rev, and
effort is in their memory and to Mrs. C. F. Ferrell on Mc
Lin st.
keep up the happy spirit of those 
They have also visited Rev. and
Mrs. C. W. Ward and Rev. arid
Mrs. Roosevelt Elam. in Tren-
ton, Tenn. Revs. Smith, Ward,
Elam and Ferrell were class-
mates at the Phillips School ol
to age since, should be happy of T
heology, Lane college, Jackson,
the opportunity to share in those Tenn.
memories, The evidence et on- 'Rev M. H. Burnett and mem-
concern was shown in the many biers of Lane Chapel- CMF church
ahsent places, whena invitations worshipped with Rev. W. A. Ow•
fieled to respond. Together we 
ens and members of the Morninghad been given and the invited
stand, divided we fall. 
Star Baptist church.
Word has just reached us that
the home of Mrs. D. Si. MtKin- 
Mr. Vernon Smith, a nephew ofThe Book Lovers club met in '
rey with Mrs. Drucilla Tuggle as .
Rev. and Mrs. W. M. Donald was
married Saturday, Nov. 15. Mr.
' Smith is a government employe
Mr. Tom Nolan suffered a light
in Chicago. Congratulations te
heart attack in Services at the
Fairview Sunday afternoon, but
I: reported as doing fine now.
Others sick are Messrs. Roy
Carnes, Claybon Clark, Will Mul-
lins, Mesdames, Katherine Greene
and Bessie O'Daniel, The Shut-
ins are Mrs. Lue Featherston
and Mrs. Missie Partee, who suf-
fered a broken arm a few days
ago.
Mrs. Bobbie Harris sponsored
a Home Dinner a few days ago.
with this we leave you. ADIOS
AMIGOS!
will be on the shoulders of the
Federation. It is the hope of the
general chairman, that the city
of Humboldt will wooer:Ile with
theSe efforts. It -sal he much
easier if all would share a little,
rather than put mina on a few.
Flease attend the planned pro-
grams of these Federated
clubs. We can't go along, ao lees
of the previous wars. :ire still
evident and the memory of those
who gave the supreme g'it, has
lingered through these years The
who were fortunate miou.91 to
come back safe and slund. Our
boys played their par' in those
conflicts, and those #ho did not
go, or even those who have come
and Esther Johnson.
The Outlook Club met in the
home of Mrs. Mary D. Porter
Seturday. Mesdames Addie Roe,
Elisabeth Ballard, Doris Owens,
011ie Farmer, Addie Rawls and
vine is Basilieus of the chapter.
Plans were made for Found-
ers Day observance, The chap-
ter will worship with the St.
Paul CME church, Jackson, Tenn.
Sunday, Nov. 23, 1958, at the
morning worship service for the
observance of Founder's Day.
Mrs. F. M. Givens and daugh-
ter Francene were called to To-
peka, Kans., because of t h e
death of Mrs. Givens' aunt, who
was a sister of Mrs. 0. E. Stigall.
Visitors include Mr. and Mrs.
Archie Rockwell. from I,os An•
the Smiths!
Mrs. Emma J. Donald Is roll
improved at this writing, we aris
bappy to say.
Army Award
"Sustained superior perform.'
ance of duties" recently (October
21) won Charles A. Williams, 924
E. 4Gth at.. an Army a ard at the
Chicago Military Subsistence Mar.
ket center, 226 W.- Jackson blvd.
Williams, a procurement clerk,
has been with the military food
buying center here since 1953.
wam
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DONATIONS FOR EQUALITY
— Negro Leaders accept
$10,000 raised by members
of District 65 at Union's head-
quarters in New York. Money
was part of $40,000 fund rais-
ed by unionists in community
fund drive commemorating
union's 25th anniversary. (1-r)
'65 Secretary-Treasure Cleve-
NACIREMA CLUB
' The Nacirema Club held their
monthly meeting at the lovely
home of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Leverett, Blytheville, Ark.
4111111111111111111111111M.
IRONS REPAIRED
TOAST!' 5 _ LAMPS
HEATERS
VACUUM CLEANERS
RADIOS - PERCOLATORS
ALSO—
THROW-AWAY BAGS FOR
ALL TYPE CLEANERS
APPLIANCES, INC.
760 Union - A. 7-263)
2268 Park Ave.-FA. 3-1307
0e.e woe. Pos. Parlaw•
land Robinson, United Nero
college Fund's Industrial Di-
rector Larry Perkins, 15'
President David Livingston,
NAACP's Thurgood Marshall,
National Urban League's Jul-
es Thomas and '65' Organiz-
er Morris Doswell. Of the
$10,000 contributed for C I vii
Rights, $500 goes to each of
the two Negro churches In
A lovely evening was enjoyed
by club members and guests
Guests were Mrs. L. D. Jeffers,
of Blytheville, Ark., and Mr. and
Mrs. Edward Norman. Forrest
City, Ark.
• • •
THE EUREKA
The Eureka Social and Civic
club held their bi-monthly meet-
ing at the home of Mrs. V. Star.
lard.
HERE AND THERF
Mrs. Roy Scott has returned
from Chicago, Ill., where she
visited with her sister and her
family, and an aunt.
• • •
Many teachers of the Forrest
City school district attended th e
Sixtieth Annual Convention of the
Arkansas Teachers Association
which was held in Hot Springs,
Ark.
• • •
Mrs. A. P. Suggs, Mrs. Frank
Joplin, Mrs. Annie Moons, a n d
Mrs. M. C. Jeffers attended the
Annual Conference which was
held in Jonesboro, Ark. Many
more Forrest Citians attended the
opening of the conference.
The Arkansas Annual Confer-
ence of the Christian Methodist
Episcopal church.
• • •
Davis and William (Bill) Wilk-
ens of Helena, Ark.,- were week
end visitors in the home of their
Aunt, Mrs. W. S. Smith.
Mrs. Hensie Roberts of Madi-
son, Ark., has returned from Hot
Springs, Ark., after spending
several days. While there Mrs.
Roberts stopped at the National
Baptist hotel-bathhouse.
WITH OUR CHURCHES
The Salem Baptist church cele-
brated their Men's Day with the
Rev. G. W. Pitts as the guest
minister who delivered a soul
stirring sermon. Others appear.
MADAM BELL
(English Lady)
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This Is her new office at the Mississippi
State Line. MADAM BELL is back after a
long time of being air.), and at Islet she Is
back to stay in her new home.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage? Rave
roe lost faith In your husband, wife or sweetheart? Are you
in bad health? Are you discouraged? If any of these are your
problems, come let MADAM BELL advise yea at once. She
will read life to you hist as she would read an open book.
Tell you why your job or business Is not a success. If yem have
failed In the rest come see MADAM BELL at ones.
Located on Highway 61 South. just over Mississippi lute
Line. on the way to Hernando Her home Is 3 block, below
where she nsed to stay right aside the DeSoto Motel. Be sure
to look tor the RED BRICR HOUSE and you'll find her there
at all times (She never had an office In West Memphis.)
Catch yellow bus marked Whltehaven State Lane and get
off at State Line and walk 3 blocks and see MADAM BELL'S
HAND SIGN.
COME TODAY FOR TOMORROW MAY BE TOO LATE
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR NO CHARGE
Hours 9 a.m. to 9 p.m.
Readinge Daily Open es Sundays
I don't make any home calls or answer any letters. Be sure
to look for the right sign and the Aght name.
Courteous
Personnel
and Attendants
To
Serve You!
Montgomery, Ala., $1,000 to
the Temple of the Reform
Jewish ongregation in Mien.
ta, Ga., and $1,000 to the ('lio-
ton, Tenn. school board to
help rebuild the Clinton High
school. All institutions whose
buildup were bombed by
members of organized Is
groups.
ing on the program were Mr.
Robert Johnson, Mr. W. F. Gor-
don, Mrs. W. Buchanan, Mr. 0.
Wilson, MA Harold Jones, Mr.
Neal Wade, Mr. B. J. King, Mr.
Tater Hutchins, Mr. E. Smith,
and Mr. B. C. Williams, Rev.
Sherman Jones, pastor.
MINISTERS' WIVES
The Ministers' Wives club ob-
served their sixth annual anniver-
sary at the St. Luke A. M. E.
church.
Those appearing on program
were Mrs. R. B. Bland, Mrs. Cyn-
thia Allen, Mrs. Herbert Scott,
Mrs. G. W. Pitts, Mrs. Ida Christ-
man, Mrs. F. H. Jamison, Mes-
sage by Rev. Herbert Scott. Mu-
sic was furnished by the Minis-
ters' Wives.
Mrs. F. M. Jamison, chief ad-
visor; Mrs. R. J. Christmas,
president.
The annual Shriners' Potentate
Ball will be given at the Club
Handy here on Friday evening,
Nov. 21, and a number of shrin-
erg from Mississippi and Arkan-
sas are expected to be present
for the gala event.
The sponsors of the ball are
the Daughters of Isis and the An-
cient Egyptian Order of Noble
Masons and Shriners, Moolah
Court No. 22, and Moolah Temp-
le 54.
Eddie Pinkston is illustrious po-
tentate; Sampson S. Smith, depu-
ty of the oasis of Memphis; A. R.
Richardson, recorder; II. J. Wil-
liams, assistant recorder; and
George Wilson, promotional di-
rector.
The mysteries surrounding cos-
mic rays will be probed by the
Bell System Science Series pro-
gram, "The Strange Case of the
Cosmic Rays," Sunday, Nov. 23,
on station WMC-TV.
Tin. Fred Bledsoe, manager of
Southern Bell Telephone company,
said that the hour-long NBC
color presentation may be seen
at 5 p. m.
Produced and directed by
Frank Capra, "The Strange Case
of the Cosmic Rays" tells the
absorbing story of scientists track-
ing down and establishing the
character and behavior of the
mysterious particles.
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Longer Cars Force
Motel Owners To
Expand Parking
LOS ANGELES — (UPI) —
Owners of a odnwtown motel
here have been forced to buy an
additional 7,500 square feet of
property to provide parking
space for the longer 1,59 model
cars.
Sam Parnell, general manager
of 'the Olympian Motor hotel,
said the cost of accommodating
Detroit's iateat creations was
$30,000.
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At Vance Ave. Library
Saturday, Nov. 8, was a gala
day for the youngsters of the
city who visited the Vance Ave.
Branch of the Memphis Public
library. Last week was National
Children's Book Week, and those
who came on Saturday were en-
tertained with a Story Hour.
Sponsored jointly by the li-
brarians of the junior and senior
high schools of Memphis, Story
Hour is given primarily for the
children in the first six grades
and pre-school children, and gen-
erally climaxes the activities of,
the special week.
Appearing on the Saturday pro-
gram were Mrs. Mattie M. Gray-
son along witb a group of stu-
dents from the Riverview Ele-
mentary school who entertained
the children with poetry reading,,
verse speaking selections and
musical numbers.
Mrs. Eleanor Oglesby, priori.
.pal of Riberview and an annual
visitor during Story Hour, made
remarks to the large group of
parents who accompanied their
children to the library.
STUDENT LIBRARIANS
On hand to assist in the pro-
That holiday spirit is in the air.
Thanksgiving is right here but
CHICAGO — For 30 years in
St. Louis, Fred Demery, alias
Powell, lived two lives, one as a
Negro, the other white, according
to an article in the December
issue of Ebony Magazine.
Early last year Demery. now
06, confessed his double
-life at
the Baptist church where he made
announcements. "It was done on
a strictly business basis," he
says. "I Wanted a Job. Back
there in the depression, they
were hiring few whites and no
Negroes. I lost a lot of pleasure
in life just to keep a job. It was
hell."
A pillar of a Negro church, ac-
tive in city and state Negro or-
ganizations and a dutiful mate to
a Negro wife, Demery acted out
his drama in a small area cov-
ering some 40 city blocks.
According to Ebony, Demery is
now living in retirement on the
West Coast,
MORE PRAISE FOR LEE
Cunningham came from Cong-
ressman Adam Clayton Powell
(D, N. Y.,) when I,ee sang
at the Metropolitan Missionary
church In observance of Vet-
gram for the day were several
members of the Student Librar-
ians Association, and they helped
to serve refreshments to t h e
young guest,.
Student library assistants who
helped were Miss Doris Jeffries,
Melrose High school; Misses Stel-
la Jenkin and Joyce Williams,
Carver High school; Shirley Mil-
ler and Joan Crawford, Porter
Junior High school; Ernest With-
ers, jr., Misses Rubestine Clark
and Dorothy Holliday, of Manas-
sas High school.
Members of the city librarians
group are Mrs. V. S. Nabrit, of
Booker T. Washington High
school, chairman; Mrs. Jane T.
Weed, Douglass; Mrs. Helen Wat-
erford. Hamilton; Mrs. Fran,.
White, Manassas; Miss Hart ,
Walker, Carver; Mrs. Rosati,
Hayes, Melrose; Mrs. Lucy Flag
Porter; and Miss Delthenia Wil-
liams, Washington.
Serving as chairman of Book
Week, assisting Mrs Pearl M.
Oates, the director of the Vance
Ave. library, was Mrs. Lucy
Flagg.
!Christmas is close too. One
the foods that almost any home
maker is sure to serve during
this season is cranberrit•s \
lend a festive color and a 1 s o
that certain flavor,
Cranberries were first found hs
the Pilgrims soon after they and
ed at Plymouth Rock Mas,a
chusetts. That fact ?noses them
tie' in perfectly with that Thanks-
giving turkey. Besides this cran-
berries are on the USDA plenti-
fida list. Turkey is too. Sa you
can give your family thee. good,
good treats and still be economi-
cal.
Turkey for dinner always beings
up the question of what site to
shop for. This usually den..nds
ov how many persons will be
seated at the festive table, and
how big the appetiter. For each
generous serving of roast turkey
allow 3-4 to 1 pound of ready-to-
t eok weight for birds weighing
lcsa than 12 pounds and 1i lu 3.9
ptund for each serving for birds
wi.ighing 12 pounds or over. This
is because the lighter birds have
im,re bone for the amount of
neat than the heavier birds.
Serve this delicious sauce with
your turkey; you, your family and
friends will like it.
CRANBERRY VELVET
1-4 pound marshmallows
1 pound can sauce whole crtn-
berries
1 cup crushed pineapple
erases Day. Powell spoke it
the program. Standing be-
tween Powell and Cunning-
ham is Harry I,. Strong, di-
rector, Mallory Knights, which
sponsors Cunningham. Powell
A KINGLY DISH — Members
of Mrs. Mabel Jones' home
economics class at Douglass
High school display a dish fit
MUSING! Emotional Cycle —
In most cases people fail to rec-
ognize any particular changes
within themselves. Outside con-
ditions, most people feel, are re-
sponsible. The reason may be
that a man has not slept well,
or he hag had a spat with his
wife. Then again, the nasty
weather may be to blame for
2 tablespoons ‘enion juice
1-8 teaspoon salt.
1 rt,p heavy cream whipped
toup marshmat.ows Leto small
,Pet-il with a.ttse ire e mbine
will whole er ton! v sauce, pine-
•*nie, lemon juice. and alt.
wr.,e in whip) et creain ,chill in
tne iefrigerato tray until ready
to serve.
vou prefer making your nun
bis'a sauce from Irish, plump
er Perries, ill,701:,ftliS needed
rae 1 cup sugar, 1 cup water,
cets iresheriaborries. lacil sug-
a ne water to t •ther f. r 5 min-
U•tt Add era hermit's and boil
vins pop opn filmic. 5 minute.
Mts. 2 cups satre
said that he was very much
Impressed over the singing of
Cunningham and on hie next
trip to New York. would like
very much for him to visit
his church or home.
for a king, or peasant for that
matter. These tasty morsels
were on exhibit during Amer.
ican Education Week, held
Nov. 9-15. Showing pride In
one's had disposition. What can
we do? (more next week.)
Dear Carlotta.
Should a widow accept an en-
their work are (1r) Misses
Wallle Herron, Locale Fulton,
Mary Starks and Betty Me-
Kinney.
_
the former husband, for that issue
is closed in relation to the sect-
ond marriage.
QMCPC CASH for your Heflin 6, we}
rate notes — Dal IX 7-2542,
Nile Si 74417
Neap MOSEY? BEAT 'THE HUM Oen
Of Living. Be A Successful Carnet%
Salmmani or Woman A Complete Beileellie
ly Established Brand Line That
Everyone Knows cod Likes. We Tti
You. Protected Territory Ph. 014 2484
Or 01, 2-4520 ?or Pull Detail'.
VITAMINS - ADD YEARS TO TOM
Life 
—Add Life To Your Team. BUY
Your Vitamins Wbolesil• And Save 40
Per Cent Money Brick Guarantee. Pb..,
PA. 7-574Z.
gagement ring? 'Widow. MAMA o901 NEEDED AT once
Dear Widow: Treat yourAelf to thp beet guaranteed RAM
EnJoy if, In NPIF York's aaaaa t end wedYes indeed. I can't imagine Cameroun town. 100-550 retitle cash pap.
why she should hesitate, for it 
‘8.'iletefoonw"tlealuttoonilitiret."1:: °'3Ais not a question of had taste.  
I am sure that the - .iew husband-
to-he would be baffled should she
turn down his offer. His first
thought would be, "Does her 10 Topfirst husband mean more to her
than I do?"
One marriage has ended eith-
er by death or divorce, and there
is no reason at all why a wi-
dow should not wear the new
ring which would be the sign.
that she is about to begin Mar-
ried life anew. Not only Is t h
ring one way of letting it be
known that she is engaged to be
married, but it represents A bond
between her and her fiance. It
ie also a cherished ornament.
If the widow has an engage-
ment ring from her former mar-
riage, she will have to decide
whether to put it away, or wheth-
er to have it re-set and made
Into a dinner ring that she
could wear on the little finger of
the right hand.
If she does this, she should
be sure that her new husband
does not object, or that the stone
is not to vividly associated with
You can make up to 00 meg*
during your spare time after-
noon and nights. Car necessary.
Applicants with elementary and
high school education given tep
consideration, For a personal
Interview call EX 7-5811 dur-
ing the hours of 9 a.m. - 4 p.m.
or JA 5-3088. Ask For D. I.
Thomas, jr., or by letter 111
care of this paper, giving eg.
perience and all informatioit
possible.
AT HOME OR
YOUR FAVORITE JAVERN
otpurEL StWIN COMPANY, INC? LOUIIIMLLII
New ManagementNEWLY
'PAVED NEW PARK CEMETERY INC. .FAMILY
ROAD Memphis' Most Beautiful Cemetery OOM4536 HORN LAKE ROAD R 
PHONE EX. 7-5811
Complete Service
Sat., Nor. 22, 1958
Civic Clubs Give $546
To NAACPDefense fund
At a recent meeting of the lo- who reported that the next State
cal branch of the NAACP, a will be Rev. S. A. Owen
check for $544 was presented to
the organization by Rev. Alex-
ander Glactney on behalf of the
Bluff City and Shelby County
Council of Civic Clubs. Accepting
the check for the association was
Atty. A. W. Willis, chairman of
the Defense Fund Campaign.
Checks for substantial amounts,
also earmarked for the Defense
Fund, were presented to the N. A.
A. C. P. at its last meeting by
Henry Pitcher, on behalf of the
East Memphis Civic League of
Binghampton; Rev. A. R. WI I.
llama, for the Greater Whitestone
Baptist church; and Frank Kil-
patrick, from the 48th Ward
Civic club.
Among other business conduct-
ed at the last meeting was a
report from the State Confer-
ence given by Atty. H. T. Lockard,
—
Conference will be held in Mem-
phis in 1959.
He also reported that the name
of Mr. Kilpatrick had been sug-
gested as president of the N. A.
A. C. P.'s West Tennessee Area.
NOMINATING COMMITTEE
A nominating committee was
selected by Rev. D. S. Cunning-
ham, the president, to consider a
slate of officers for 1959. T h e
chairman: Mrs. Maxine Smith,
Thomas Willis, Z. L. Bonner and
Bruce Boyd.
The nominating committee is
expected to present its recom-
.mendations at the annual meet-
ing to be held in December.
The next regular meeting of
the local branch will be held on
Sunday, Nov. 23, at the Mt. Ol-
ive CME cathedral.
Sell-Out Expected At
LeMoyne Follies Show
The "Alumni Follies," under
Sponsorship of the Memphis chap-
ter of the Le Moyne college
Alumni Association, is almost
Certain to be a sell-out. The big
extravaganza, made up of al-
most 50 talented Le Moynites,
will be presented in the college
gymnasium, Bruce Hall on t h e
night of Sunday, Dec. 7.
Mrs. Ann Lawrence Hall, dy-
namic president of the chapter,
said: "This is going to be a big
show . . . one of the best ever
prepared for a Memphi stage."
Directing the Follies are Prof.
Reginald A. Morris, Le Moyne
art instructor, and Mrs. J e wel
Speight. Fred Garner is general
chairman and Mrs. Wilhemien
Isles.
One of the highlights of th e
Follies will be the crowning of a
Ruben. She will be selected from
alemni members now employed
by. the City School System,
Squash Campbell's orchestra
Will be on hand to provide most
Of the music, and there will be
dramatics, dances a n d music
'from Bach to Bop.
GRADUATES INVITED
dents of the college have been
invited to return for one day and
enjoy themselves.
The first Visitation Day was
carried out last year and it prov-
ed a tremendous success, at-
tracting more than 200 LeMoyn-
Res.
President Hollis F. Price, the
faculty, staff and students will
be on hand to help make this
an enjoyable day for LeMoynites.
Africa, UN,
Lecture Topic
NEW YORK — Frederick S. Ark-1
hurst, first permanent secretary of,
the Permanent Mission of Ghana!
to the UN, will discuss "Africa and I
the United Nations" at the New
School for Social Research on
Thursday, at 8:30 p.m.
Arkhurst will be guest lecturer
in the course, "The United Na-
tions at Work." Admission is toen
to the public under The ..ew when Congress meets early next
Open I-louseSchool's plan of single admissions ear he will introduce legislationVisitation Day on the campus of to selected courses, to make the bombing of an kind' Saturday, Nov. 22, is Alumni
LeMoyne college, of building e Federal crime, and
Save been invited to spend the appropriation of Federal funds to Next Sun. AtYMCA Observes that he will fight to prevent the' Graduates and former students
entire day at the college. A full states which defy the decision
p 
A
rogram has been arranged, in- Weaver SchoolWeek of Prayer of the U. S. Supreme Court out-chiding visits to classes, discus- Jawing segregation ha publichlone and tours of the campus Week of Prayer was observed schools. The Weaver Elementary school,during the morning hour. There at the Abe Scharff branch of 'My whole public life has been 3543 Weaver rd., will present its
!
!There will be a get-acquainted the YMCA last Saturday morn- centered around the fight f 0 annual Pre-Thanksgiving pro-hour 1'prior to the big luncheon and ing, Nov. 15, with a prayer fellow- rights for Negroes," he said, gram and observe open House on
As a city councilman, he said Sunday, Nov. 23, at 4 p. m., and
that he fought to get Negro worn- the public is invited to be pre-
en jobs with the telephone coin- sent.
pany where none were employed The guest speaker this year
 
 year will be Rev. S. A. Owen,
pastor of the Metropolitan Bap-
tist church. Music will be furn-
ished by the male chorus and the
girls' chorus of the Trinity CME
church. Ushers from Mt. Olive
Cathedral CME church will also
serve.
Other ministers who will par-
ticipate on the program are Revs.
L. A. Story: H. C. Bunton and
P. G. Hentrel. George Barnes,
Barnes, superintendent of Shel-
by County schools, has also
superintendent of Sh2lby County
schools, has also been invited to
the program.
One of the main events of the
day will be the crowning of "Miss
Weaver" of 1958-59, and the hon-
or this year will go to Miss
Mary Ann Snow.
A large number of parents
and friends of the school are ex-
pected to be present 4gain this
year for the special program.
Prof. T. J. Toney is the prin-
cipal of the school.
WIN INCENTIVE AWARDS--
Members of the Memphis
General Depot receive checks
and letters of commendation
for their show of initiative.
They are (1.r): Rufus Hender-
son ($100), for sustained su-
perior work performance;
Wade McKay ($1,0), and J. H.
Looney ($10), both for safety
suggestions; 'MSS Morgaret
Kotsiras ($25), Charles El-
lington three awards totaling
($40), all four concerning gen-
eral improvements. Major
Robert Mil, Post Engineer,
made the presentations.
1,000 Hear Adam Clayton Powell Observe League
Opportunity
At Veterans Day Program Here Day This Week
at the time, and that today
1,700 are working there.
JOBS FOR NEGROES
No Negroes were woring in
respectable positions in the trans-
portation system of New York
City at the time, he said, but as
a result of his efforts there are
more than 10,000 working as
conductors, motormen, and ticket
recievers in the city today.
As a result of his militancy on
behalf of the Negro, Congressman
Powell, who is one of four Ne-
groes serving in the lower house
of Congress now, he said that
he had been tagged as "the East-
land of thi North."
But the fight which was once
looked upon as "the Negro prob-
lem," he said, is now the "Amer-
ican problems," and "the yard-,
stick by which America is judged
is its treatment of black unknowns.
A New Law
Integration is an evolution of
the law, and the law must be obey-
ed. When 'separate but equal' was
the law of the land, Negroes sub-
mitted to it. Every day that Amer-
ica delays the rights of the Ne-
groes, the evaluation of the coun-
try drops in the sight of t h e
world."
an Alumni-Varsity basketball game
in the afternoon will top off the
day-long program.
All graduates and former stu-
ship and coffee hour.
On hand to make a brief state-
ment on "The Meaning of Pray-
er," was Dr. J. W. Golden
"The foreign policy of the Unit-
ed States is no longer shaped
along the Potomac, but is being
written at Clinton, Little Rock,
Nashville, and wherever a son
of God is brutalized," Congress-
man Adam Clayton Powsll, of
New York told a Veterans Day
crowd of 1,000 at the Metropoli-
tan Baptist church last week.
Making his first public ap-
pearance in Memphis as a guest
of the Veterans Benefit of Amer-
ica, of which Atty. J. F. Estes
is the president, Congressman
Powell selected as his subject,
"The Fight to Save America."
Congressman Powell, who is
pastor o fthe Abyssinian Baptist
church in New York City, re-
ceived a round of cheers as he
told the audience how he had de-
feated a rival candidate in t h e
election held on Nov. 4.
He told the audience that as
soon as he returned to Washing-
ton he would request that Att.
Gen. William Rogers investigate
a report that Negroes are being
denied the right to vote in Fay-
ette and Haywood counties in
Tennessee.
NEW LEGISLATION
Congressman Powell said that
Riceland Rice is the natural UNPROCE.Slai.
white milled rice that cooks perfectly ever.
time! Quick and easy! Guaranteed fluffy!
Meistersingers
Coming Nov. 18
The Meistersingers ef Tennessee
A&I State university will appear
in Memphis on Tuesday evening,
Nov 18, at 8 p. m. Their appear- '
ance will mark the official open-
ing of the annual Christmas Seal
Belfast. the capital of North-
ern Ireland. is on land which an
Englishman named Sir Arthur
Chichester offered to sell for five
pounds in 1603. There were no
takers
At a brief press conference fol-
lowing his speech, Congressman
Powell said that the work of the
Civil Rights Commission had been
reduced as a result of the fili-
bustering over appropriation
for the group, and that half of
staff's appointed time had elas-
ed.
The New York Congressman
said thr he believes that in some
areas integration should procede
slowly "I don't call for integra-
tion overnight, but I do believe
go slow means by all means
*go, " he explained.
At the beginning of the pro-
gram music was provided for
the audience by the U. S. Navy
band from the Naval Air Station
at Millington, Tenn,
OTHER PARTICIPANTS
Others who took part on the
program were Harry L. Strong,'
who introduced the master of
ceremonies, Lt. Col. Luke Weath-
ers, USAF Reserves; Rev. W.
L. Vernado, who gave the wel-
come speech: Wesley Nathaniel,
Nathaniel Hendricks; and Rev.
Van J. Malone, who introduced
the speaker, and who wore the
uniform of a chaplain and the
silver leaves of a lieutenant col-
onel.
Att. J. F. Estes was dressed
in the uniform of a major in the
Corps of Engineers, U. S. Arm.
Eighteen soldiers stood at atten-
tion as the group made their way
to the speakers' platform, and
the latter sat in the choir sec-
tion.
Lee Cunningham, blind tenor,
also rendered music for the
program.
FBI To Give
Info Regarding
Dixie Bombings
J. M. Lopez, special agent in
charge of the Federal Bureau of
Investigation at Memphis, an-
nounced recently that special
law enforcement conferences will
be held in Northern Mississippi
during the next few weeks.
The 'irst conference will be
held in Greenville, Miss., on No-
vember lia; the second in Co-
lumbus, Miss., on Nov. 20: one in
Nashville on Dec. 5, and the final
one in Memphis on Dec. 9.
The scheduled meetings are
part of special law enforcement
conferences being held through-
out the United States during the
months of November and De-
cember and the FBI will outline
to the state and local law enforce-
ment officials the cooperative
services of the Federal Bureau
of investigation in connec-
tion with bombings and threats
of bombings against educational
and religious institutions.
In recent attacks the FBI has
made available the full resources
of its laboratory and fingerprint
facilities in cases, and has im-
mediately detailed its representa-
tives to the scenes of such crim-
es. It has also covered out-of-
state leads of interest to state
and local law enforcing growls.
FBI Director John Edgar Hoov-
er believes that these outrages
, can be materially curbed by an
aroused public opinion, coordi-
nated effort on ,he part of fed-
eral, state and local law en-
forcement agencies, and by stern
treatment of the perpetrators.
GO BY
NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM
MEMPHIS TRANSIT CO.
Formerly
MEMPHIS STREET RAILWAY CO.
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NEW YORK — More than 50
cities across the nation conducted
special services ttis week in
connection with the National
Urban League's third annual
Equal Opportunity day, observed
Nov. 19.
The day was selected for the
special observance because it is
the anniversary of President
Lincoln's famous Gettysburg Ad-
dress, delivered on Nov 19, 1863•
and because in his first message
to the Congress, the President
expressed the hope and concern
that all citizens be afforded "an
unfettered start and fair chance
in the race of life.
Governors of 24 states and ma-
yors of 52 cities have already
proclaimed the day, and mad.
the day, and made special plans
for its observance.
Frederick W. Richmond, in-
dustrialist and financier, who is
national chairman of EOD, said:
"The purpose of ROD is to show
the world the positive American
efforts toward solving our race
relations problems. It presents a
chance to effectively focus Amer
Man opinion on this question. I
consider equal opportunity to be
one of the most important goals
in American life today."
Strain Kills Trucker
LONDON — (UPI) — Henry
Thompson, 55, collapsed and died
Sunday after carrying home r
child he had struck with his truck.
The child, 5-year-old Philip Aus-
tin, suffered leg injuries.
Shelby County Prepares
For foundation s Drive
The $85,000,000 March of
Dimes Campaign in 1959 against
the major crippling diseases of
arthritis, birth defects and polio
is the greatest health challenge
ever presented to the American
people, Mr. R. P. Bretton, Shel-
by County March of Dimes Di-
rector declared last week.
"If the public responds with
the same overwhelming support
It gave in the crucial days of
of the polio battle," he a a i d,
"there will be launched a suc-
cessful crusade which could lead
to even greater medical victories
than the Salk vaccine."
He pointed out that with prop-
er public support, scientists back-
ed by the March of Dimes could
quickly follow up the promising
research and rehabilitation leads
uncovered in polio, thereby offer-
new hope in discovering the
cause and prevention of arthritis
and birth defects.
Returning from a meeting of
March of Dimes leaders from
Tennessee, Mississippi, Arkansas
and Missouri in Memphis, Mr.
Bretton also gave details of the
National Foundation's new multi-
million dollar scholarship pro-
gram designed to provide the na-
tion with vitally needed health
workers,
SCHOLARSHIPS
He said the beginning in 1959,
the March of Dimes organization
would give 505 scholarships val-
ued at $500 each year to high
school graduates and college stu-
dents for study in the fields of
medicine, nursing, physical ther-
apy, occupational therapy a n d
SPRINGFIELD, Mo. —
Former President Truman has
called for two-year universal mili-
tary taming to keep this country
from going to ruin like the Roman
Empire.
The former chief executive told
a Veterans Day audience that uni-
versal service will give mental bal-
ance to the fathers of coming gen-
erations and teach them responsi-
bility to the nation.
"Too much power and particul-
arly too much riches are the bane
of republics," Truman said. "Let's
not let that situation overtake us."
Ne spoke at a lunch sponsored
by the Springfield American Le-
gion and the Rotary Club here.
TAUGHT FUNDAMENTALS
Trumad said young men in uni-
versal military training should be
taught the fundamentals of free
governmeet
"They should be made aware
and become familiar with that
raedical-social work.
The scholarship program w i 1 1
cost some $12,000,001? over the
next ten years, he added.
Commenting on the scope of the
new March of Dimes activities
Mr. Bretton emphasized that they
constitute the most comprehensive
undertaking ever attempted by a
voluntary health agency.
He termed the new program
as one which would pit the suc-
cessful polio-fighting organization
against arthritis, birth defects
and virus diseases in a three-
pronged assault through research,
patient aid and professional edu-
cation. Care and rehabilitation of
all polio patients would be con-
tinued as in the past, and be-
ginning next year, direct patient
assistance will be offered to
young people under 19 suffering
from rheumatoid arthritis a n d
certain types of birth defects.
"The entrance epf March of
Dimes into the fight against
these diseases which crippled
hundreds of thousands of persons
each year will give new hope to
those who suffer from them just
as the formation of the National
Foundation for Infantile Paralysis
gave new hope to polio' victims
in 1938," Mr, Bratten said. Ile
declared that arthritis and the
other rheumatic diseases crippled
more Americans than any other
chronic disease, with doctors es-
timating that there are more
than 250,000 children each year,
are described by the American
Academy of Pediatricians as the
nation's greatest unmet childhood
health problem.
greatest document of government
ever written, the Constitution of
the U.S.," he said.
"Men and women should not be
allowed to vote until they can an-
swer all the questions that newly.
naturalized citizens have to an-
swer,
"A universal service program of
two years should teach all these
things, together with an under-
standing of just what free govern-
ment means and what has to be
done to keep it."
Truman said that the Romans
became too rich, too fat and too
lazy to assume the responsibility of
the republic, dictators and hired
legionnaires took over.
"Peace, real lasting peace, re-
mains our greatest goal," Truman
said. "But this time, we are not
just going to hope for peace, we
are determined to work for it, hard
and actively, with all our resourc-
es,'
For the great Ame-ican feast
-day..
the great American beverage
COCA-COLA
THERE'LL BE FRIENDS DROPPING IN ... snacks ... so many occasions when the
good taste of Coke is the right thing to serve. So keep this favorite of the world on
nand— coca-Cola—enjoyed over 58 million times a day! Bring home the Coke—today.
rho Coco-Cols Comport./ Co..-C.I. Settling Cornpany of Mongol... fofotr000ll
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